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The aim of this thesis is to evaluate the practical ritility of international 

nonns to indigenous peoples. In recent decades, indigenous peoples have 

looked increaingly to international fora to secure what they see as their 

rights. It becomes important, hm, to evaluate the potential utility ofSthese 

efforts. Two conclusions dominate my assessrnent of the role of 

international Iaw. Firstly, the lack of enf'orceability of the nonns means 

b a t  international law is unlikely to achieve change in the face of state 

resistance. Secondly, the vaguaiess of the nonns, coupled with the 

complexity of self-government regimes, severely limit the principles' 

ability in achieving specific change. Instead, the utility of international law 

is seen to lie in changing attitudes amongst the general public and 

governments, by establishing common standards of treatment to which al1 

indigenous peoples are entitled, creating new channels of communication 

and broadening the context of indigenous disputes. 

Le but de cette thèse est d'évaluer l'utilité pratique, pour les peuples 

indigàies, des normes internationales. Au cours de ces dernières 

décennies, les peuples indigènes ont progressivement fait appel aux fora 

internationaux afin de défendre ce qu'ils considèrent être leurs droits. Il est 

donc important d'évaluer l'utilité Lventuelle de leurs efforts. Deux 

conclusions dominent mon interprétation du rôle que joue le droit 

international. En premier lieu, à cause des difficultés d'application et 

d'exécution des nomes, il est peu probable que, face à une résistance 

étatique, Ir droit international puisse apporter les changements requis. En 

second lieu, Fimprécision des normes, liés à la complexité des accords de 

gouvernements autonomes, restreint sévèrement la capacité de ces 

principes d'atteindre des buts précis. Au contraire, Fuilité du droit 

international est, semble-t-il, de changer l'attitude du grand public et des 

gouvernements en instituant un traitement égal pour tous les peuples, en 

créant de nouveaux canaux de communication et en donnant une plus 

grande audience aux revendications des indigènes. 
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. In recent years, there has been tremendous increase in the use of intemabonal 

law and institutions by indigenous peoples. Discontented with their positions 

within their states, they have seized upon international law as a new tool in 

their domestic muggles. Significant time and money have been expended by 

indigenous groups and non-govemmental organisations in developing a system 

of noms which reflects the needs and aspirations of indigenous peoples 

around the world. 

The focus of many indigenous demands has been on redefining the 

relationship between indigenous groups and states, on the basis of equality 

and mutuil respect. In the eyes of indigenous peoples, it i s  only through 

changing govenunent structures to give them more control over their &airs, 

and rebuild a sense of responsibility and confidence in their communities, that 

their problems can be effectively tackled. As such, clairns for autonorny and 

self-government by indigenous groups have been pushed ont0 the political 

agenda of a number of aates. This emphasis is reflected by the focus of 

international efforts on claims of self-determination. 

As a result of this new international debate, there has been an explosion of 

interest in indigenous rights amongst international lawyers and scholars. 

However, despite an extensive developing literature on the question of 

indigenous rights, there is a lack of serious debate on the practical utility of 

the evolving noms. Many commentaton simply assume that the international 

dimension will be of bend t  to indigenous communities. However, when one 

considers the natue of international law, and the structure of the international 

syaem, such m assumption appuis to ignore important limits on the utiiity 

of internitionai Jaw, and oftcm resdts in sn unrealisticalli positive analysis of 

the noms. On the other han& assessments which do question the practical 

benefits of international law to indigcnous peoples tend towards highly 



pessimistic and sceptical conclusions. 

Given the investment being made in the intemationai dimension by 

indigenous peoples, it is critical to establish the red impact that international 

law can have on the problems faced by indigenous peoples. When this is 

established, it becomes possible to focus friture developments so as to utilise 

the international dimension to its maximum potential. The aim of this thesis, 

therefore, is to evaluate the practical utility of international law for indigenous 

peoples in their attempts to redefine their relationships with their states. As 

such, it will analyse the potential d e s  of international law in tum, taking into 

account theoretical and practical limits of the law. Although the focus will be 

largely on self-government and selfidetennination, other exarnples of the 

utility of international law may be considered to enable a fùller analysis. 

The fira chapter will outline the evolving system of international indigenous 

noms, placing it in the context of the wider right of self-determination and 

the nghts of minotities. Given their links, tracing the development of dl three 

concepts is necessaiy for a more nuanced understanding of the debates 

surrounding indigenous self-determination today. Equally, this will facilitate 

a better analysis of the theoretical ptoblems and strategic decisions faced by 

indigenous peoples discussed in chapter two. 

In the second chapter, there will be a full analysis of the utility of 

international law for indigenous peopf es in generd terms, taking into account 

its theoretical limits. The potential roies of international law will firstly be 

outlined. This chapter will then go on to evaluate the specific normative 

development of indigenous rights, focusing on the decisions to create a 

distinct category of indigenous rights, rather than joining the wider minority 

movement, and to demand the explicit recognition of a right to self- 

determination. Finally, the relevmce of state sovereignty, the traditionai 



barrier to the claims of non-state parties in international law, will be 

evaluated. 

The third chapter will put the nomative framework in a praaicai context 

through the use of a case study. The position of the Crees of James Bay in 

Canada will be focused upon in order to illustrate M e r  difficulties in the 

practical utility of international law. By using the analytical fiamework of 

chapter two, the practical application of the various roles will be examined, 

and the impact of some of the theoretical problems will be seen. By doing 

this, the real value of international law will be established. 



1. INTERNATIONAL LAW AND STRUCTURES OF GOVERNMENT - 
THE DEVELOPMENT OF SELF-DETERMINATION MINORITY 

RIGHTS AND THE RIGHTS OF INDIGENOUS PEOPLES 

1.1 Introduction 

Although international indigenous rights and self-determination have only 

corne into focus in the past twenty years, the protection by international law 

of culturally-defined groups has a long, if controversial, history. Minority 

rights, and the wider right of self-detemination, have existed in international 

law since the eighteenth centwy, and remain the subjects of fierce debate 

today. In order to analyse fully the concept of indigenous self-detemination, 

the pnmary focus of this thesis, it is necessary to trace the development of 

these three connected, although distinct, nonnative frameworks. 

These concepts are inextricably linked, despite frequent assertions to the 

contrary by states. The exercise of selfidetennination, for exarnple, through 

the creation of a sovereip state almost inevitably creates minotities within 

that new state, given bat ethnic, linguistic and religious differences exist in 

almost every society. Equally, the connection between minorities and 

indigenous groups is strong, since the latter often constitute a rninority today 

in their states. However, with their fbndamentally different cultures and 

philosophies, and their particular historicai experiences. they are generally 

viewed as more than a rninority, with separate needs and concems.' 

The core of the problem nmning dirough die development of international law 

in its handling of these interrelated concepts is the definition of the groups 

' Th factors which d i f f d i i t e  indigcnour groupsi from other minonties are the wibject 
of fierce dcbate, and will be discussed in furthet &tait in chapter two. 



in~olved.~  This is wmpounded by a perception of disastrous and inevitable 

consequences. nie creation of a new state results in many states fearing the 

ut timate disintegration of the international community . Equaily , the existence 

of legally protected minonties makas certain states uncornfortable, especially 

where the state policy is assimilation or integration. Consequently , the 

international community has insisted on the separate nature of the rights, 

thereby significantly hampering their coherent development. 

The goal of this chapter is therefore to outline the development of 

international indigenous protection by placing it in the qontext of the wider 

protection of culturally-defined groups. Once this new framework has been 

estabJished, it will be possible to analyse the concepts and debates involved, 

and then put them in a practical context. 

1.2. Early Developmmt 

The political principle of self-detennination developed at the end of the 

eighteenth cenniry, as part of the revolutionary theory being promulgared in 

France and the United States of Amenca. The central idea in these theories 

was that the sovereignty and power of the state lay in its people, rather than 

its monarchies. In international ternis, this meant that the consent of the ders  

was insuficient to ailow the transfer of temtory fiom one state to another. 

Rather, there was a need to obtain the consent of the people, through 

plebiscites. This dicory was particularly strong in France, widi a nurnber of 

plebiscites held in order to ascertain the opinion of various populations on 

 or discussion of possible dcfiniag faoton sec, c.8.. A. Margalit and J. Raz, 'National 
Self-Determinutionw, 1990 J. of Philosophy 364; also B. Slattery, "The Paredox of 
National Self-&tefminstionn (1995) 33 Osgoode Hdl L.J. 346. 



the question of becoming part of  rance.) In this way, a clear shift in power 

fiom monarchies to the people of the state took place in this penod. 

This concept, reflecting the power of the people, fused in the nineteenth 

century with theories of nationalism, which were developing as a reaction 

against the multinational states across Europe. Advocates of such ideas 

believed diat the state should coincide with the nation, and thus evexy national 

group had a right to detennine its own funue through independent natehood. 

As such, the political ideal of national self-determination was bom? 

However, such notions were largely for intemal consumption and did not at 

this stage have a Ugnificant impact on the organization of the international 

By contrast, rights of minorities featured quite reguiariy in international 

relations during ùiis period. The protection of minorities in international 

treaties first appeared in the mid-seventeenth century: with the protection of 

the religious fieedom of nationals occupying land ceded to another state. As 

such, the provisions were bilateral, between the new state in which the group 

found themselves and the previous Lin-state. For example, the Treaty of Oliva 

of 1660 between Poland and Swaden protected the religious freedoms of the 

inhabitants of Livonia and Pomerania, on the occasion of dieir cession.' 

Equally, the Treaties of Peace of 1713 and 1763 between France and Great 

Bntain relating to Canada both provided protection for the Catholic 

'see A. Cassese, Se&23etenniMiion of Peoples: A Legd Reappraisai (Cambridge: 
Cambridge University Press, 1995) at 12. 
4 ~ e e  M. Koskenuiemi, "National SeIf-Detennination Today: Problems of Legal Theory 
and Practicc"(l994) 43 I.C.L.Q. 241 at 250. 
%id. at 253. 
%ee, e-g., P .  Thombeny, International Law and the Rights of Minon'ties (Oxford: 
Clarendon Press, 199 1) at 25. 
'ibid. 



populations there.' 

This tradition continued throughout the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, 

wi th the treaties becoming increasingly multil ateral and geographically 

focused on Eastern and Central Europe. A broader range of protection was 

dso developed, with provision starting to be made for national minorities, 

rather than purely religious ones. Equally, wider civil and political rights were 

brought into the fold. For example, the Treaty of Berlin of 1878 provides that 

in Bulgaria "[iln the districts where Bulgarians are intennixed with Turkish, 

Romanian, Greek or other populations, the rights and interests of these 

populations shall be taken into consideration as regaràs the elections and 

drawing up of the Organic Law of the ~ r i a c i ~ a l i t ~ . " ~  At this time, though, 

protection was still highly unorganized and random. Equally, this protection 

developed separately fiom the theones of self-determination. It took the Firn 

World Wu and the Versailles Peace Settiemmt to link the two concepts, and 

set up a regdarized system of minority protection in Eastern and Central 

Europe. 

13. The Treaty of Versailles and the Inter-War Years 

In the ahennath of World War 1, Europe lay in niins, requiring the 

construction of new aates in place of the Austro-Hungarian, ûttoman and 

Russian empires. It was in this context that US President Woodrow Wilson 

drew up his Fourteen Point Plan, laying down some principles for this task, 

of which self-detemination was the central one.'' In this context, it meant 

- -  - 

'ibid. 
'ibid. at 31. 
'%or more about Wilson, rce D. Heater, N&olutl Sr&Detennination: W d o w  Wilson 
and His Ltgucy (New York: St. Martin's Press, 1994). 



firstly that the will of the people should be followed. Moreover, it 

incorporated a nationalist aspect, with a premise that state boundaries should 

largely follow national boundaries. Following in the American liberal 

tradition, it aIso had a strong democratic pull, laying down principles for the 

interna1 operation of the state. 

However, there were problems in applying the principle in practice. The 

nationalist content raised the problem of actually defining national groupings. 

Political considerations militated against certain solutions which would have 

been central examples of selfkktennination. In such cases, plebiscites were 

not held, and the temtory simply transferred according to the political 

requirements. Thw, areas of Gemany were ceded to Poland and 

Czechoslovakia without any populru consultation." Equdly , it was politically 

impossible for Germany to unite with Austria, regardless of the wish of the 

people, and the fact that such a solution accorded with national groupings.12 

Consequently, the principle was applied selectively, in accordance with 

political necessities. As such, it was clearly a political principle, rather than 

a nom of international law, a fact recognized by an International Commission 

of Jurias in the Aalands IsZads Cuse. l3 

There were m e r  practical problems which made the perfect application of 

self-determination impossible. Even where politically acceptable, logistically 

it was impossible to hold sufficient plebiscites to ascertain the will of the 

"sec Caosc~.  supra note 3 st 24. 
121bid. 
13~ea$uc of Nations O.S. Spco. Supp. 3 (1920); The Adand Islmds Question: Rcpori to 
the Council ofthc League of Nations &y the Commission of Rapporteurs, League of 
Nations B.F. 2 1/68/106 (1921). 



people.'4 Moreover, the populations of Eastern and Central Europe were so 

intermingled that it was simply not feasible to create states built purely on the 

basis of national origins. Thus, lines had to be drawn and the imperfections 

of implementation dealt with in other ways. Consequently, the Western 

Powers rtniggled to deal with aot only the continuing presence of minorities, 

but the creation of new ones in the Versailles Peace Treaty. The Senlement 

had eased the problem by about half, but twcnty-five to thirty million people 

still Iived as national minorities." 

It was in this context that minonty protection became clearly linked with 

national self-determination, as such rights were held up as the fall-back, or 

consolation, provision for groups who were unable to aaain independent 

statehood for political or logistical reasons.16 There were also strong practical 

grounds for protecting minorities at this point. Previously oppressed minorities 

suddenly fond themselves with a new state to conûol, and their oppresson 

as a new minority. Equally, many minorities felt bitter about their failure to 

acquire a new state, or unite with their Ln-state, havîng had their expectations 

raised by the talk of self-detebation. The potential for conflict in such 

situations was clear, and the protection of minorities seen as an essential 

component of a peaceful senlement." The Great Powers also felt a moral 

responsibility towards the minorities to ensure their protection, since they had 

decided their fate.'" 

14~nly f ie  plcbiscitcr were ictually held - in Schlcswig, Allastein & Muieawnder, 
Klagenfurt Basin, Uppr Silesia and Sopron. Beyond that, the will of the people had to be 
assumed by the political leaders. See H. Johnson, Self-Determinution Within the 
Community of Nations (Leyden: AW. Sijthoff, 1967) at 76. 
"1. Claude, National Minorities: An Intcmati-1 ProbZem (New York: Greenwood 
Press, 1955) at 13. 
161bid. 
171bid st 14. ' 81bid at 15. 



With the new international structure of the League of Nations being 

developed concurrently, there was an opportunity to create an international 

synem of minority protection, outside of the purely bilateral arena The newly 

created states had to sign Minority Treaties, which would be overseen and 

ultimately guaranteed by the League. Ultimately, eight states signed treaties 

and, for the first time in international relations, opened up their domestic 

affairs to extemal s c r ~ t i n ~ . ' ~  However, the system was not applied 

universally, and more politically powemil states with similar minority 

problems, such as Gennany, France and Italy, were not required to sign such 

treaties. Equally , it never occurred to the leaders to apply the provisions to the 

co~onies .~  

In substance, the treaties gave Iargely individual rights to the members of 

stated minorities. The Polish ~ r e a t y , ~  signed in 1919, was the first of the 

League Minority Treaties and worked as a mode1 for the subsequent ones. 

Two groups of rights were set out, the first section relating to equality and 

nghts of nationality, and the second series applying to individuais as members 

of minorities. Consequently, there were nghts to life and liberty without 

di~cnmination,~ to the fkee exercise of religion,= to equdity before the law 

and in civil and political rights,= and to equal treatment and security in 

-- - 

lgThe eight states in <luestion were Poland, Bulgaria, Ctochoslovakia, Yugodavia, 
Autria, Romania, Hungary and Grsece. The= were also certain bilateral treaties put into 
the system, a nulllber of uuiiateral declaratiom, such as by the Baltic states and Aibania. 
and provisions in the Pcacc Trcaty conceming Turkcy and Greece. Sec Tbomberry, supm 
note 6 at 41. 
'%. Hannum, Autonomy, Sovenign@ und Se&Detennincition: The Accommodation of 
Conflicting Righw (Philadclphia: University of Pniripylvania Press, 1990) at 28 
pereinafter Autonomy, Sovereignty and Self-Deirrmination] . 
211 12 Great Briuin T.S. 232, reprintcd in H. Hannum, ed,  Documents on Autonomy and 
Minoriîy Rights (Dordrecht: Martinus Nijhoff, 1993) at 683. 
*~rticle 2. 



law? There were a h  various provisions giving a right of Polish nationality 

to the members of the minority groups. These general provisions were 

supplemented by specific minority protection, allowing for their own rel igious 

and social organizations and s choo~s .~  Moreover, article 9 provided that in 

towns and districts with large minority populations, the minority had a right 

to primary school teaching in its own language and an equitable share in 

public funds for religious, educational or charitable purposes. Therefore, 

although die system was largely individually centered, reflecting the liberal 

traditions of Wilson and the other Western leaders, it was not doctrinaily 

pure. Apart fiom the collective nghts related to language and education, rights 

to autonomy featured, for example, in the Romanian, Greek and Czech 

treati es. " 

In terms of enforcement, a two-fold guarantee of the rights was put in place. 

Firstly, the provisions, under article 1, had to be contained in the constitution 

of the state, thereby creating a domestic enforcement mechanism. Secondly, 

through article 12, the constitutional provisions could not be changed without 

the consent of the Council of the League of Nations. Moreover, the Council 

and Permanent Court of International Justice had jurisdiction over any 

disputes or infractions. Individuals and minority groups had the right to 

submit petitions to the Minorities Section of the League Secretariat 

concerning alleged breaches of the provisions, although they had no standing 

to take the cornplaints any m e r ?  Thus a strong international dimension 

- - -p - 

*'~rticle 8. 
261bid. . 
27h Rornania, the Szeklers and Saxons of Transylvannia wcrc granted autonomy in 
educational and religious mattem. Similar provisions werc made in favour of the Vlachs 
of Pindus in the Greek Tnaty. Equally, the Ruthenes and Carpathians were to have the 
"greatest &grec of autonomy compatible witb the Czechoslovak State". See Thombeny, 
supra note 6 at 43. 
2 8 ~ o r  more detail of the procedure sec Claudc, supra note 15 at 23. 



was added to previously bilaterd disputes. 

The system, however, ultimately failed.= Poland renounced its treaty in 1934 

and by 1939. ths petition system had effectively ground to a halt.30 The lack 

of universality in the system created resentment in the af'fected rninority 

states, who also objected to the interference in their intemal policies. They 

further criticized the system as being too favorable to minorities and impeding 

progress towards assimilation and peaceful CO-existence by giving the groups 

special status and a right ta go over the head of the government. By wntrast, 

the rninority groups beliwed that the provisions did not go far enough, 

particularly in recognizing îheir collective ngtits, and demanded a more direct 

and substantial role in the cornplaints procedure. The neutral states, moreover, 

showed littie interest in the international guarantee, and thus bilateral disputes 

could not be avoided in practice. These were exacerbated by an absence of 

formal duties on the minorities relating to loyalty, which helped to engender 

dismist and suspicion among dl the parties. The constant use and abuse of the 

system by Gennany and its minorities around Europe led to substantial 

instability within sec ted  states. Finally, the political developments in Europe 

in the 1930s destroyed any chance of success that the minorities system, and 

indeed the whole League of Nations organization, may have had. 

However. the inter-war experience did make =me important steps for 

international relations and law. Most fhdamentally, it breached state 

sovereignty and opened up to intemationaï scnitiny the treatment of a suite's 

own nationals. As such, it was the first step towards international human 

rights law. Secondiy, it made the explicit link between national self- 

- 

=for r gram discussion of the msons of fiilurc se+ Claude, ibid. ai 3 1-50. 
1939, thm were only 4 petitions, 3 of which were rejected See Thomberry , supra 

note 6 at 46. 



detemination and minority rights *ch the international community has been 

trying to deny ever since. 

1.4. Wodd War Iï and the United Nations 

As the Second World War reached its conclusion, discussions wete underway 

conceming a new international organization to replace the League of Nations. 

In the new system to emerge, self-determination and minority rights received 

very different treatment. Self-determindon made two appearances in the 

Charter of the United Nations (UN)" as the "prînciple of equal rights and 

self-detennination of peoples", in articles 1 and 55, wnceming the purposes 

of the new organization, and international economic and social co-operation 

respectively . 

Self-determination in the Charter is not defined. However, the context and 

travaux preparatoires strongly suggest that its rneaning was not that of the 

inter-war years. It clearly was not intended to mean that national minorities 

had a right to independent ~tatehood.)~ Equally, it did not give populations 

the right to free and fair elections. Givm that it did not feature in the chapten 

concerning colonial temtories? it probabiy did not give the right of 

independence to colonial temtoriesu Radier, it is taken to refer to the 

relationship beîween sovereign independent States, equating "peoples" with the 

whole populations of such temtories, aninning a vague right of self- 

3 1 ~ h o n r r  of the United Nations, 26 Junc 1945, Cm. T.S. 1945 NO. 7. 145 U.K.F.S. 803. 
3 2 ~ c e  Cassese, supra note 3 at 42. 

articles 13-85. The terminology, rathn, r e f m d  to developmnit towirds self- 
govenunent or independcnce. Thcrefore. although the spifit of decolonisation was present, 
the link with self-detcrmination was not txplicitly made at this mgc. 
34~bid. 



govemment." As such, it emphasized fundarnentally statia principles of 

international law including the sovereign equality of nates and non- 

interference in the intemal f lairs  of another state. The fact that it is also 

simply a principle, a goal of the United Nations, lessened the potential impact 

upon States. Although the provision is thus relatively weak, it provided the 

law with a starting point for development in the 1950s and 1960s. 

By contra, minority rights did not fare well in the early years of the UN. 

Despite many proposais during the Second World War to set up a q a e m  

àmilar to the League treatiep specific minority protection was rejected in 

the UN Charter. A number of f-ors led to this decision." The a b w  of 

minority rights on the lead up to the War, especialiy by Genany, tumed 

many against the idea of special protection for minorities. Far from being 

seen as an essentiai part of peace, as they were at Versailles, minority rights 

were now seen as a hindrance to stability. Moreover, the Western powers 

instrumental in the drawing up of the Charter, panicularly the United States, 

were fiom traditions emphasizing the assimilation of minorities. Such leaders 

had difficulty in understanding the rationale for special minority protection 

designed to maintain differences and cultural groups. Equally, following the 

experience of the Second World Wu, many rninorities did not wish to be 

separated out for differential treatment. 

As such, the problem was recast, and alternative solutions found. Firstly, the 

minority problem in Europe was substantially lessened by an element of 

frontier revision. Further, the physical tnuisfer of minorities was accepted as 

- -- - - -- - 

351bid. Sce alro R. Higgins, "Self-Deteimination" in Problemr and Pmccss: Intemtation~l 
Law and How We Use It (Oxfbrd: Clarendon Press, 1994) 1 1 1 at 1 12. 
3 6 ~ m  more &tails on the various proposais sec Clade, supra note 15 at 55-69. 

C lade  for a greater discussion of thcw issues, ibid. at 69-125. 



a legitimate response to the problem. The creation of the state of Israel 

allowed for much of the remaining Jewish minority to emigrate. Finally, 

fifteem million Gennans were expelled from Poland, Czechoslovakia and 

Hungary, dong with a number of mialler population transfers,"' thereby 

physically eliminating the German minonty problem. 

The second part of the equation came through the emergence of a universal 

system of hwnan rights, concemed with the treatment of d l  the nationals of 

a state, and which in tum subswned the rights of rninorities. As Claude 

[a] considerable part of w d m e  thinking was bafed on the prernise 
that there was no problem of national minorities as such; there was 
only the problem of individuals, struggling to have their rights 
recognized and respected. Members of national minorities might have 
exceptional difficulties, but their problem was fûndamentally the same 
as that of other individuals, and their only legitimate aspiration was to 
enjoy equality of rights with their fellow ~ i t i z e n s . ~ ~  

Not only was a system of minonty protection &in to that of the League 

clearly rejected at this time. In the drafting of the Universal Declaration of 

Human Rights, the proposed minority Yticles were ultimately rejected, with 

suppon for h e m  coming almost exclusively fiom Eastern and Central 

~ u r o p e . ~  The emphasis was instead on equal rights for ail citizens, with 

strong provisions relating to non-discrimination. 

Despite these exclusions, though, the question of minonty rights was not 

totaily ignored by the UN. Under the auspices of the Commission of Human 

Rights, a Sub-Commission on the Revention of Discrimination and the 

Protection of Minorities was established. Additionally, the Convention on the 

38~laude, ibid. i t  1 14-125; also Thombcry, supru note 6 i t  1 14. 
39~laude, ibid. at 7 1. 
%ornbcny, supra note 6 at 135. 



Prevention and Punishment of the Crime of p en oc ide" was adopted by 

resolution of the General Assembly in December 1948, and came into force 

three years later. Whilst relating to the physical existence of minorities, and 

thus of fundamental impoitance, it failed to include cultural genocide in its 

definition section, thereby restricting the protection to the physical existence 

of memben of minorities, and failing to protect the minority culture. 

Consequently, in the initial years of the UN, self-determination md minority 

rights were considered by the international community, and both rejected in 

their inter-war form. Self4aermination was recopized, indeed included in 

the Charter. However, it was a very weak version, with none of the nationalist 

pull implicit in its Versailles incarnation. Moreover, the link with rninorities 

was very finnly broken, with the use of the word "peoples". By contrast, 

minority rights failed to make any sipificant impact on the new international 

order, which focused instead on a regime of universal human rights. Concepts 

such as equality and non-discrimination were held up as the solution to 

minority problems. 

1.5. Decolonisation and the Human Rights Movemcnt 

The 1950s and 1960s wimessed two separate but linked developments for 

self-detemination, namely decolonisation and the discussions sunounding the 

drafang of the International Covenants on Human Rights. These both served 

to bnng self-detemination to the forefiont of international law. 

The pressure for decolonisation mounted in the afkennath of World War Two, 

following the ernphasis on the ided of freedom in Europe and the new 

" ~ h e  Convention on the Pmvrnrim and Punishmcnt of the Crime of Gcnocide, Cm. T.S. 
1949 No. 27, 78 U.N.T.S. 277. 



weakness of the colonial powers. Througb the Western education of many 

colonial elites, ideas of Western philosophy had been exported to 

decolonisation movements, one of the most potent of which was nationdism. 

Spreading fiom India around Asia and h a l l y  over to Africa, the demand for 

f'reedom and equality, meshed wibi the galvanising of nationalia spirit, could 

not be stopped. This was supported by a strong anti-colonid mood in the UN 

General Assembly, a body with a large Latin Amencan and communia anti- 

colonial contingent. Self-detemination, with its traditional symbolism of 

fieedom fiom domination, becorne the focal point of the daims. A number 

of remlutions were passed by the Generai Assembly, demanding the direct 

application of the right to colonial pcoples.42 These culminated in the 

Declaration on the gmnting of independence to colonial cocrntries and 

peoples," which declared the right of d l  peoples to self-detemination. 

However, this right of self-detennination was still relatively lirnited in scope. 

It was a right, most importaatiy, that attached to the whole population of the 

temtoiy, not ethnic groups, thereby denying the possibility of die break-up of 

the colonial borders. Uti possidetis, a pnnciple developed in the context of the 

decolonisation of South Amenca, was strictly applied. As such, a right of 

states to temtorial integrity began to accompany the right of self- 

determination in international instruments. Equdly, self-detemination had no 

significant intemal content, with the advent of independence being a one-off 

exercise of the right. 

Thus, in this fifteen year penod, self-determination wolved from being a 

vague purpose of die UN to a fidly fledged right of al1 peoples. Equally, it 

-- -- 

42~ee, eg.,  Rrcomnendations conceniing international respect for the right of peoples 
and nations to scy-detcrmination, G A  Rcs. 1 1  88. UN GAOR, 1957. 
43~ecl<v.tiofi on the gmnting of independence to colonial counîries and peoplrr, GA 
Res. 1514, UN GAOR, 1960, Supp. No.16, UN DocAl4684 (1960) 66. 



was now applied to peoples other than sovereip independent States, becoming 

the legal right whereby colonial pmples could gain their independence. 'This 

penod of development has created a very strong bond between self- 

detennination, decolonisation and die achievement of independent statehood, 

which continues through to today. This link had a detrimental effect on the 

development of minonty rights, however, reinforcing the denial of self- 

detennination to minonties. Moreover, any recognition of culturally-defined 

groups becarne threatening to states. Minonty nghts were dius still viewed as 

the intemediate stage between non-recognition of groups and self- 

determination. However, radier than being perceived as the consolation pria, 

as they had been in Versailles, minority nghts were now seen as the first step 

to the recognition of a right of self-detemination, and thereby independent 

statehood. 

It was also in die 19605, through the two Human Rights Covenants of 1966 

that both self-determination and minority rights moved into the realm of 

h w a n  rights law. Article 1 of the two Covenants reads, 

AI1 peoples have the right of self-detemination. By virîue of that 
ri&, they fieely detemine their political status and fkeely puMe 
dieir economic, social and dtural  development. 

The right of self-determination in the human rights context was seen as the 

prerequisite to the exercise of dl the other human rights. As such, it clearly 

relates to the right of nominterference and the right to be free from extemal 

oppression, tying in with the decolonisation interpretation. it does also have 

an internai dimension. The Human Rights Cornmittee, the body which 

monitoa the Covenants, expects State Parties, in their penodic reports, to 

"describe the consriMional and political processes which in pracrice allow 



the exercise of [self4ete1mination]."~ The problem in this context is that 

there 1s still no dear agreement as to the intemal content." The extent to 

which it requires a democratic structure of govemment, for exarnple, is 

highly controversial. Franck grounds his nght to democratic govemance on 

such an interpretation.' Thomberry, in contrast, sees it encompassing only 

a right to a system of govemment which is compatible with, and supports, the 

other hurnan righa." The evidence at present suggests that Franck is being 

premature in equating the increasing pracîice of elections with a legal right 

to such a system under article 1. Equally, "peoples" still appears to refer 

largely to the whole population of a state, and does not apply separately to 

minorities. 

Consequently, in this era one cm set self-determination established as a right 

of al1 peoples. However, its meaning developed in two quite distinct ways. 

Firstly, it is granted to peoples living under colonial d e ,  giving to them a 

right to independent statehood. Therefore, whila the content of the right is 

similar to that at Versailles, in application is quite different. Secondly, an 

intemal dimension is accepted, although its exact content remains unclear. 

The one consistent factor in definition, however, is that self-determination 

does not apply to minorities. 

Minority rights dso enjoyed greater success at the international level in this 

era, with a specific minority right entering mainstream human rights law. This 

*Quoted in Thombsry, supra note 6 at 2 15. 
45 This is exacerùnted by the mhurl of the Humto Rights Cornmittee to ex- cases 
involving r l f - û e ~ t i o n  oa th buU th.1 an individual his no standing to king a 
daim conceining a right of pcoples. Sec Orninayak and The Lubican Lake Band v. 
Canda, Communication l67/1984, UN Dac. CCPWC/38/D/167/1984. Further, the 
Euopean Convention of Humm Rights, witb its rich jurisprudence, has no right of self- 
detemination. 
9. Franck, "The Emaging Right to Dernonatic Govcrnancc" (1992) 86 A.J.I.L. 46. 
47~hombary. supra nota 6 at 214. 



is article 27 in the I~emationaI Covenant of Civil and Political Rights, which 

remains the key minority provision in an international convention,%nd reads, 

In those States in which h i c ,  religious or linguistic minorities exist, 
penons belonging to nich minorities shall not be denied the right, in 
community with the other memben of their group, to enjoy their am 
culture, to profess and practice their own religion or to use their own 
language. 

It is clearly an individudistic, narrow provision, and the extent of the positive 

obligations placed upon states regarding minorities is unclear." A nurnber of 

cases regarding its application have been brought to the Human Rights 

Cornrnittee under the individual petition system established by the Optiond 

Protocol. In these cases, the Cornmittee has recognised the essential group 

component of the Rght, weighing collective interests and individual rights, 

and thereby accepting certain limits on the exercise of such rights where they 

would threaten the ultimate survival of the culture. In Lovelace v. canada. 

a provision of the Canadian Indian Act by vimie of which Indian women 

who married non-lndian men lost their status as Indians, and thus their nghts 

to live on their reserve, was held to be in breach of article 27. The 

Cornmittee accepted the need to define and restrict the members of a rninoriw 

group in order to preseme the groups' resources and identity. However, such 

restrictions must have "both a reasonable and objective justification and be 

consistent with the other provisions of the Covenant read as a whole."" 

4 ~ h c  UNESCO Convention Against Discrimination in Edwation 1960, U.N.T.S. 429 
also contains a provision that requins states to "recognize the right of members of 
national minorities to cany on their own education activities ..." See article 5(l)(c). 
4%0r p a t e r  discussion of this sce Thomàny, stipm note 6 at 155-247. 
50~ommunication 24/1977, UN Doc. CCPWC/OP/1, at 83, nprinted in 68 Internc~tional 
Legal Materiab. 
'llbid., at para.17. Conînst Kitok v. Sweden. Communication 197/1985, UN DOC. 
CCPR/C/3 5/D/ 1 W/l985. Hem ?hc Hirman Rights Cornmittee examincd Swedish 
restrictions on the ability of Sami eagaging in 0 t h  economic activities to take part in 
reinber busbandry. They were held to bc j d i c d  in order to prescme the position of 
those Sami still rcfying on their traditional and collective way of life. 



Therefore, one can see in this era the reacceptance of the need to protea the 

cultural identity of minority groups. Whilr this is being realised within the 

individualistic frarnework of international human rights law, it is possible to 

detect an acceptame of the inherent group nature of the right in die 

jurisprudence of the Human Rights Cornmittee. 

1.6. The Post-Colonid Era 

The thread running through the post-war development of both self- 

detemination and minority ri-, emphasized throughout the process of 

decolonisation and the era of human rights, has been die nom of non- 

discrimination. It has, for the most part, constituted minority protection, and 

article 27 certainly works in tandem with concepts of equality and non- 

di~crirnination.~~ Moreover, as decolonisation drew to a close, in the late 

1960s, attention switched to the situations of minority white d e  in Rhodesia 

and South Anica, where concepts of non-discrimination had particular 

relevancy. Given the disenfranchisement of the majority of the people, and 

the obvious links with colonialism, self-determination was the discourse 

adopted to articulate the struggle for change. As such, self-determination 

began to evolve a meaningfûi internai dimension. 

This is made clear in the Deciamtion on Pnnciples of International Law 

conceming Fn'endb Relations and Co-operaiion among States in accordance 

with the Chu~er  ofthe United ~arions,'~ where self-determination is defined 

'' ï h o  hduacntai justification for article 27 ir to put minoritics in a truly cquil 
position to majority populations. Sce the introductory refiections and conclusions of 
Thomberry, supra note 6 at i and 385. 
s3~eclarotion on the Primiples o/lntrmationai Lmu ccmecrning F ~ e n d l y  Relations and 
Co-operatiun among States in accordance with the Charter of the United Nations, G A  
Res. 2625, UN GAOR, 1970, Supp. No.28, UN Doc. A152 17 (1970), 121. 



"bearing in mind that the subjection of peoples to alien subjugation, 

domination and exploitation constitutes a violation of the principle ..." The 

guarantee relating to territorial integrity is remicted to States "conducting 

thernselves in accordance with the pnnciple of [self-determination] and thus 

possessed of a govemment representing the whole people belonging to the 

territory without distinction as to race, creed or colour." An unambiguous 

intemal nght is thereby brought into the legal discourse on self-detemination, 

giving the whole population the right to a certain type of govemmental 

structure, nameiy one which is representative and does not discriminate. 

The continuing miversal relevance of selfdetermination was reaffiinned in the 

Helsinki Final Act of the Conference on Security and Co-operation in Europe 

  CS CE).'^ Principle Vm of the guiding principles for state relations was 

equal rights and self-detemination. The provision is a sweeping one, 

decl aring that, 

Al1 peoples always have the nght, in full freedom, to detennine when 
and as they wish, their internai and extemal political status, without 
extemal interference, and to puMe as they wish their politicai, 
economic, social and cultural development. 

Whilst the motivation behind the provision was related to the political 

situation in Eastern Europe, the aninnation of existing borders and non- 

intervention in the domestic Sain of States. it has served to continue the 

debate in a non-colonial context. 

Following the effective a d  of decolonisation, and building on these new 

assertions of the nght, attempts have been made to expand the right in a 

5%r is now îhe Organisation on Security and Co-operation in Europe (OSCE). 
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number of different ways and give it pracrical relevance to the international 

scene today. Firsly, there is the democratic interpretation of the right, which 

has traditio&illy been a key dernent in the liberai acceptance of self- 

detennination. With the end of the Cold Wa., and the increasingly intrusive 

nature of human rights today, the democratic content of the right has been 

seized upon. This asserts that al1 citizens of the state have a nght to a 

democratic structure of government, wifb regular fiee and fair elections 

enabling the people to decide on their destiny. Franck argues that this "right 

to democratic governance" is the sum of three separate rights - self- 

detennination, fradom of expression and the right to free and fair elections." 

Secondly, nationalist claims to self-determination are increasingly being 

pressed. The tension between the popular meaning of self-determination, as 

the right of national groups to decide their own destiny in the form of 

independent statehood, and the very narrow and fundamentally aatia 

conception in international law has always been apparent. However, with the 

geopoliticai changes in the world in the pan five to ten years, and the 

continuhg ethnic tensions and rivalries, the demands for greater protection 

and remedies in international law by national groups have grown 

tremendousiy. These claims can essentially be divided into two types, 

correspondhg with intemal and extemal self-cktermination. 

Firstly, a large number of nationalist movements have claimed a right of self- 

detennination, justieing their secession fiom the larger state. The creation 

and recognition of the new states of the fonner USSR, Czechoslovakia and 

Yugoslavia, as well as Eritrea, have led some analysts to conclude that such 

5s~upm note 46. 



a nght is indeed evolving in international law." However, the weight of 

opinion is that the response to these cldaims for statehood was very firmly 

political in nature, and did not amount to a developmmt in the law? Given 

the existence of so many multinational states on every continent, and the fact 

that international law is the creation of these states, a general right of national 

groups to secede is unlikely to become part of the law. 

The second claim of national groups is for intemal self-determination, giving 

them a right to a relationship with the state in which they have suficient 

control over their owa affain. This incorporates other human rights, such as 

the right to participate in the politicai life of the state, but goes funher, 

requiring a specific type of state structure for these rights to be effectively 

fûlfilled. 

The area in wtrich this concept has been moa articulated and developed has 

been that of indigenous peoples. As such, the final section of this chapter will 

outline the specific indigenous noms as they have been evolving, and the 

effect that this development has had on minority rights. 

Indigenous peoples have made attempts for many years to gain wider 

international recognition of their problems. For example, the Iroquois chief 

Deskaheh tried to get the League of Nations to consider disputes between his 

- - - - - - - 

"~ec. c.g., D. Caus 'Re-Thhkhg Self-Determination: A Critical AMlysis of Current 
Internationai Law Theones" (1991) 18 Syracuse J. Intl L.& Comm. 21. 
5 7 ~ e .  c.g., H. HMnurn, 'Rethinlring Self-Dettnainntion' (1992) Va. J. Int l  L. 388 
[Hereinafter "Rethiniling Self-Determinstionw]. 



people and canada" Despite some support, the initiative was ultimately 

defeated. The position of indigenous peoples was instead viewed largely as 

a domestic matter for the aec ted  state. One exception to this was the interest 

of the International Labour Organisation (ILû). The IL0 displayed substantial 

interest in the working conditions of indigenous workers in the 1920s and 

1 9 3 0 ~ ~  focusing on the conditions of forced labour in South and Centrai 

America A senes of resolutions and conventions were passed on the issue, 

following the estabiishment of a Cornmittee of Experts on Native Labour in 

1 926. J9 

It was also through the EO that the first piece of comprehensive international 

protection for indigenous peoples was promulgated, the International 

Convention concerning the Pmtection and btegration of Indigenous and 

other Tfibal and Serni-Tribal Populations in Independent ~ o u n t r i e s . ~  This 

went far beyond the issue of labour conditions, containing sections on 

vocational training, handicrafks and rural industries, social services and hedth, 

education and communication, and adminisiration. The guiding principles for 

the provisions, as laid down in article 2, were "protection" and "integration". 

Thus, the tone of the convention was paternalistic and assimilationalist, 

although "artificid" assimilation was conOderad impropei. 

After the promulgation of Convention No.107, the issue of indigenous rights 

was quietly forgotten by die international community. However, a number of 

'* Seo, cg. A. Simpson, "Th Roie of Indigenous Nongovemmenuil Organisations in 
Developing Human Rights Standards Applicable to Indigenous Peoplesn 11 9861 
Proceedings of the American Society of Intcznationrl Law 282. 
j9see Thornbeny, mprri note 6 at 334. 
601nrcmationd Convention coneeming the Pmrectim Md Inirgmtion of Indigrnous and 
oiher Tribal and Semi-Tribal Populations in Indcpendcnt Couniries, LO Convention No. 
107, 1957, 328 U.N.T.S. 247 1957 [Hcreinafter Convention No. 107). 
61Artic~e 2(2)(c). 



factors have brought the attention of the world to the plight of indigenous 

peopfes, leading to the current normative development. 

The 1970s saw the development of natural resources in areas previously 

unrequired or resistant to development such as Alaska, the Northem parts of 

Canada and the Northem Temtory in Aumalia These areas containeci 

significant numbers of indigenous peoples, ofken with young leaders 

acquainted with Western culture and thus able to respond effectively to the 

threat to their lands through the courts, the political system and the media 

Thus, indigenous peoples themselves were rnobilized into a force able to 

articulate their demands and cornplaints to a world community becbming 

increasingly concemed with human rights standaràs. Solidarity was also found 

between groups fiom different stûtes, and international indigenous 

organirations established." Human rights organizations, concemed about the 

often appalling conditions of indigenous people, also took up the cause.63 

Political leaders recognized the need to work out agreements with these 

groups for a variety of reasons. Uncertainty was darnaging to potential 

investors in the resource development projects. Equally. the human rights 

movement supported by these leaders, and the increating value put on 

ciiversity in society, made it much harder to resort to older methods of 

suppression and assimilation policies. 

6 2 ~ o r  example. îhe World Council of Indigenou Peoples and the Inuit Circumpolar 
Conference. See the commcnts of Professor O'Brien in R. Thompson, ed, Indigenous 
Righu in Intematioi1141 Law, Workshop Report (University of Saskatchewan Native Law 
Centre, 1986) at 22. 
%e H. Hmum,  "New Developments in indigenous Rights" (1988) 28 Va. J. Intl L. 
649 at 658 (Hercinafter "New Developmentsn]. 



Finally, in the UN, during the Decade to Combat Racism and Racial 

Discrimination, a repon on racid discrimination by Herman Santa Cruz 

contained a section on indigenous peoples around the world, showing them 

to be amongst the poorest and most discriminated against sections of 

society? This finding led to the commissioning of a report exclusively on 

the problem of discrimination faced by indigenous paoples.65 However, the 

report tumed out to be far more complex than had been anticipated. After 12 

yean of work, Martinez Cobo submitted a report which concluded that the 

problems were not related to discrimination. Rather, the problern was the 

relationship of dependency and exploitation with the state? The solution was 

dius to give back to indigenous peoples far greater control over their lives 

than they had. Martinez Cobo concluded, 

Governments must abandon their policies of intervening in the 
organization and development of indigenous peoples, and must grant 
them autonomy, together with the eapacity for conîrolling the relevant 
economic processes in whatever way they themselves consider to be 
in keeping with their interests and needs6' 

The response of the UN was to set up a Working Group on Indigenous 

Populations. This group, made up of independent experts, has proved to be 

sympathetic to indigenous claims, and has thus far proved to be the focus of 

the international indigenous movement. There are hopes that the body cm be 

given a more permanent mandate. 

%ce "New Dcvlopmcnts" ibid. 
6s~ub-~ommission on the Rcvention of Discrimination and Protection of Minorhies, 
S d y  of the Probiem of Discrimination Against Indigenous Populations, UN ESCOR, 
1986, UN Doc. E/CN.4/ Sub.2/1986/7/Add.4 (1986) [Hcreinafter the Martinez Cobo 
Repart). 
"set Jones in Thompron, supra note 62 at 50-54; R. Williams, 'Encounten on the 
Fronticrs of interaational Human Rights Law: Redefining the Terms of Indigenous 
Peoples' Survival in the World" (1990) Duke L.J. 669 at 677. 
6'~aragnpb 268. For discussion of thir seel a.g., A. Lawrey. "Coatcmponry Efforts io 
Guarantce Indigenous Rights" (199û) 23 Vand J. Transnatl L. 703 at 765. 



At this time, under pressure h m  non-govemmental organizationsP8 the IZO 

a h  decided that Convention No. 107 was hopelessly outdated, and set about 

modemizing the provisions to deal with the new mood in favour of 

encouraging the flourishing of indigenous culture. The result of the IL0 

process was Convention No. 169, which entered into force in 1991. The first 

significant change was in the title, where the term "indigenous peoples" was 

substituted for "indigenous populations". This stresses the collective identity 

of the group, and their distinctive and coherent culnual, economic and social 

structures. However, States were clearly concemed about the possibility of 

linking indigenous groups with a right of self-detemination, and 

consequently, article l(3) spells out that, 

The use of the tenn "peoples" in diis Convention shdl not be 
construed as having any implications as regards the rights which may 
attach to the term under international law. 

The tone of the Convention was quite different to its predecessor, with a 

much greater emphasis on participation of indigenous peoples themselves in 

the protection of their culture. As such, it recognises that indigenous groups 

have, 

the right to decide their own priorities for the process of development 
as it affects dieir lives, beliefs, institutions and spintual well-being and 
the lands they occupy or otherwise use, and to exercise control, to the 
extent possible, over their own economic, social and cultural 
development. In addition, they didl participate in the formulation, 
irnplementation and evduation of plans and programmes for national 
and regional development which may affect them directly.'' 



This provides groups wiîh significant rights over the process of development. 

However, the substantive provisions of the Convention accord the State widi 

the position of power in the relationship. The role of indigenous groups is 

very much advisoiy, complemented by an obligation on the state merely to 

take account of, and recopize, indigenous institutions, values and laws. 

Consequently, although the Convention is a substantial improvement in 

protection for indigenous peoples, it does not alter the fundamental power 

structure, and fails to give ultimate control over their development to 

indigenous groups. This result may reflect the drafting process of the 

Convention, which was heavily state-centre4 with little contribution fiom 

indigenous groups themselves." 

By conaast, the UN Dra$ DecIaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples 

was die work of the UN Working Group on Indigenous Populations, and 

featured very significant indigenous participation.'' This involvement has lead 

to a far more radical set of provisions, which reflect indigenous demands for 

institutional control over their affairs. Most significantly, article 3 proclaims 

a right of self-detemination for indigenous peoples. Indeed, a condition of 

indigenous participation in die drafting process was the inclusion of the right 

of self4etermination." In a statement by indigneous delegates to the 

Working Group, it was stated that, "[d]iscussion of the right to self- 

determination hm been and still is the sine qua non condition of ow 

participation in the drafting process. The nght of seif-detemination must be 

explicitly stated in the declaration ... We will not consent to any language 

which limits or curtails the right of self-detenninati~n.'~ The nght is thus of 

m ~ .  Tennanî, "Tndigenous Pcoplcs, Intemational Institutions and the International Legs1 
Litcraturc h m  1945-1993" (1994) 16 HumRts.Q. 1 at 48. 
7'~~nnant, ibid. at 43. 
%ce Temant, ibid. 
f3 Ibid. 



fundamental importance to indigenous groups, reflecting symbolically, as well 

as practically, fieedom from oppression." It confers on indigenous groups a 

status in international law more reflective of their p s t  sovereignty. It also, of 

course, alludes strongly to the decolonisation pracess. This quasi-colonial 

aspect has been explicitly recognized by Bennan, when he argues that, 

their relationship to dominant societies are stnicwally 
indistinguishable from classic coloniaiism. Indeed, it can accurately be 
termed a process of intemal coloniz~1tion~ in which indigenous peoples 
endure administrative control, dispossession from lands and resources, 
and forced or induced assimilation." 

Moreover, the intemal dimension to self-determination is elaborated upon. As 

well as rights to participate in decisions conceming their development, article 

3 1 confers an institutional right, providing that, 

Indigenous peoples, as a specific f o m  of exercising their rights to self- 
determination, have the right to autonomy or self-government in 
matters relating to their intemal and local min, including culture, 
religion, education, information, media, health, housing, employment, 
social welfare, economic activi ties, f and and resources management, 
environment and entry by non-members, as well as means for 
financing these autonomous fûnctions." 

The whole Declaration emphasizes the collective element of cultural 

protection, with most rights being accorded to individual peoples, and only 

certain, specific rights benefiting indigenous individuals. Given the strength 

of these provisions, many States have not been willing to support the 

Declaration, and the prospect of twning it into a binding Convention musr 

be a distant one. The rights to self-determination and autonomy have been 

7 4 ~ .  IOIIIS, nhdigcn~us Peoples and SeIf-Detemiution: Challcnging State Sovereignty" 
(1992) 24 Case W. Res. 3, intl L. 199 at 225. 
75~anel Disciusion, 'Indigenous Peoples and the Rigbt to Self-Determination" (1993) 
Praceedings of the Americm Society of Intcrnationril Law 190 at 190. 
'%si provision. also appcars in the Inter-Amcricm Dmjt Declmation on the Rights of 
Indigenm Peoples, OAS, Inter-Amcrican Commission of Human Rights, 90th Sess., 
OENSerILNmI90, Doc. 9 rev. 1 (1995). 



Self-determination is therefore the centrepoint of the evolving normative 

framework, sy mbolising control and empowement. Alongside thi s are a 

variety of other rights relating to more specific areas of protection. The UN 

Draft Declaration, for example, contains sections focusing on cultural identity, 

the manifestations of culture such as language, custom and philosophy, land 

tenure and culmal property. 

The developmmts in the indigenous fidd have clearly revitalized the debate 

on intemal self-determination, providing a new focus for uidysis. In tum, 

minority rights have re-emerged fkom the shadom of international law to 

witness a number of new instruments starting to recognize the collective and 

institutional elements of cultural protection, although such ideas have not 

stretched as far as self4etennination. There are a varieîy of reasons for this 

resurgence in interest. The theoretical debate on the position of minority 

groups in society has changed the mood of the international community. 

Increasingly, value is being placed on the existence of diversity within 

society, and the realisation has grown that this cannot be achieved within a 

purely individualistic framework. The passage of time has diminished 

memones of the League of Nabons, as well as more recent examples of 

ethnic saparation such as in the USA. Equally, as decolonisation has ended, 

a gap in the international agenda has opened up, and allowed the issue of 

minonties to get some attention. 

n ~ e e  L. Stomki, 'The Devclopcnt of Minimum Standards for the Protection and 
Promotion of the Rights of Indigcnous Peoples" (1991) 16 American lndian L. Rev. 575 
at 578. 



Moreover, there has bem a re-emergence of the argument that minority rights 

are essential to stability and peace. The new twist to this guiding pnnciple of 

Versailles is that the stability referred to is within states and not between 

îhem. Thus, the role of international Mnority protection is perceived today to 

be creating conditions of intemal stability and justice. Finally, the increasing 

globalisation and supranationalism, especially seen in Europe, bas put pressure 

on the regions, and raised the need for greater culturai protection.78 

Therefore, the emphasis is once again on the internationalisation of minonty 

protection. However? the institutional framework is much stronger today than 

at any time in the past. 

The first instrument of note in this context is the UNESCO Declaration on 

Race and Racial ~ re jud ice ,~  which strongly atKnns L e  rights of groups, as 

well as individuals. Article 1 declarés that, 

Al1 individuals and groups have the nght to be different, to consider 
themselves as different and to be regarded as such. 

Equally, there is a requirernent to respect, 

the right of al1 groups to their own cultural identity and die 
development of their distinctive cultural life within the national and 
international context, it being understood that it rests with each group 
to decide in complete fieedom on the maintenance and, if appropriate, 
the adoption or enrichment of die values which it regards as essentid 
to its identity? 

Thus, the collective right to identity 1s explicitly recognized. Moreover, some 

level of conîml over cultural development by the group in question is 

'* Sec, c.g. Kukshr, Prospects and R d i t i r s :  An Outlime of ta Poientid Vision in rhc 
Political Development, trans. Glatz (Budapest: Europa Institute, 1995). 
~ S C O  Dechration on Race and Racial Prejudice, 1978. 
80~rticie 5(1). 



The UN Declamtion on the Rghts of Persons Belonging to National or 

Ethnic, Re ligious or Linguistic ~ i n o r i t i e s ~ ~  requires the protection of the 

. identity of the group, and the adoption of any measures necessaiy to do so. 

However, dl the substantive rights of the Declaration are attached to members 

of minorities and are dius purely individual in nature. The rights to participate 

in public life and any decision-making affecting the group are phrased 

individually, and consequently fall far short of the sort of collective protection 

seen in the Draft Indigenou Declaration. 

Europe, however, has seen a proliferation of regional instruments, which 

have mote implications for institutional arrangements. The OSCE has been 

the moa active institution, setting up a Higb Commissioner on Nationai 

Minonties to study specific situations and act as an early waming system. 

The question of minorities has also featured substantiaily in the Concluding 

Documents of the Vienna and Copenhagen Meetings, as well as the Charter 

of Paris. These documents set up a Meeting of Experts on National 

Minorities, in Geneva. The report of dris meeting examined in detail the issue 

of institutional arrangements for minorities, reassertîng the position that 

national minorities are "matters of legitimate international concem and 

consequently do not constitute exclusively an intemal &air of the respective 

state." When decisions afEecting the position of minorities are being made, 

they have a right to be involved in the decision-making process. Paragraph IV 

goes even further than this, refemng to, 

the need to take the necesssiy measures to protect the ethnic, cultural, 
linguistic and religious identity of national rninorities on their temtoxy 
and create conditions for the promotion of that identity. 

8 1 ~ ~  C d u i o n  on Himun Ri* Res. 1992126, s p v e d  by the General Assembly, 
UN GAOR, 1992, UN Doc. A/RES/47/35 (1992). 



Recognizing the viuiety of circumstances and constitutional systems, the 

report goes on to list a number of institutional ways in which this protection 

can be achieveti, such as autonomy, advisory and decision-making bodies with 

minority representation and elected assemblies for national minorities. 

The Council of Europe Framework Convention for the Protection of National 

Minonties also incorporates such ideas. The terminology being deveîoped for 

such protection, though, clearly does not ot present explicitly incorporate self- 

detemination, in contrast to the indigenou instruments. Rather, the approach 

in the Framework Convention is to require states to, 

create the conditions necssary for the effective participation of persons 
belonging to national minorities in culturai, social and economic life 
and in public Pnairs, in particdar those &cting them.= 

Whila this relates to the rights of individuals, and not the group as such, the 

explanatory memorandum lists ways in which these conditions can be created 

as including consuitaiion with representative institutions and decentralized or 

local forrns of govemment. 

The Corncil of Europe has also produced a Dr& Protocol on Minority Rights 

to the European Convention of Humun Rights. This too includes an 

institutional right in the form of article 11, wfiich states that, 

In regions where they are in a majore the persons belonging to a 
national minority &al1 have the right to have at their disposal local or 
autonomous authorities or to have a specid statu matching the 
specific hinoncal and temtorial situation and in accordance with the 
domestic legislation of the state. 



It is clear that, in Europe at lem, minorities are starting to deveiop rights, 

which although phrased individualisti cally , are essentiaily collective nghts to 

certain types of govenunental institutions whereby they have control over 

their development. Therefore, the outcome of the rights is similar to that of 

indigenous rights. However, the context and justifications are quite different. 

The new minority protection is evolving fiom human rights such as the right 

to participate in public life and the right to protect one's identity. In contrast, 

the indigenous noms are focusing on an extension of self-determination and 

thereby using a very different and more radical discourse, which ultimately 

threatens m o n  directly the Iegitimacy and sovereignty of the state. 

Consequently, despite the links, the indigenous normative framework has 

evolved quite separately from minority rights. Equally, this frarnework pushes 

the concept of self-determination M e r  than ever before. The fact that the 

agenda on indigenous rights has been dnven by indigenous peoples and not 

states, as is largely the case with minority rights, has interesting repercussions. 

The extent to which states will be willing to accept and implement the noms, 

for example, remains to be seen. Taking into consideration dl these factors, 

the next chapter will analyse the real utility of this evolving international 

law, and the wider international arena, for indigenous peoples. 



2. THE UTILITY OF THE INTERNATIONAL LAW IN THE 

FURTHERANCE OF ABORIGINAL DEMANDS FOR SELF- 

GOVERNMENT 

2.1. Introduction 

At first glance, international law is a strange institution for indigenous peoples 

to be attempting to exploit. Whilst a regime for the protection of indigenous 

rights is slowly emerging, as discussed in chapter one, the historic usage of 

international law has generally centred around the interests of powenul 

European States, to the detirnent of others, such as indigenous populations.' 

Some early writings did argue for the protection of indigenous peoples, such 

as those of Francisco de vitoria2 However, the preponderance of legal 

opinion came to support the colonial ambitions of Europe and international 

legal docmnes were ultimately utilised by the Europeans to jusàS, the taking 

of land and sovereignty of what became the senled colonies3 The 

application of specific international principles depended more upon 

circumstance than doctrine, though, with the position of indigenous peoples 

' ~ a r  an examinition of the historic iuer of international law SCIE, e.g., D. Sandcrs, "The 
Re-Emcrgence of Indigcnous Questions in International Law" (1983) Can.HumRts.Y.B. 3 
at 4 [Hercioaftcr "Re-Emergcnce"]; B. Berg, "Introduction to Aboriginal Self-Government 
in International Law: Au Overview" (1992) 56 Sasic. L.R. 375 at 382; P. Hutchins, "in 
the Spi& of the Times: International Law Before the Canadien C o w  (A Work in 
Propss)" (Address to the Canadian Bnr Association Continuhg Education Cornmittee 
and the Natiod Abonginal Law Section, 28-29 April 1995); R. Williams, "Encouuters 
on the Frontiers of International Human Rights Law: Redefining the Tenns of Indigenou 
Peoples' S w i v d  in the World" (1 990) Duke L.J. 660 at 672. 
'sec "Re-Emergence", ibid. 

example, the doctrine of discovcy aras used to givo sovercignty ove* the new, 
unoccupied land to the fm Eumpean d o n  prernt. T e m  nuilius supplemented this by 
pmclaiming certain indigenou gmups sa prhnitive and uacivi l i~d as to no< cxist for 
lcgal purposês. For more on tbis sec, e.g. 1. Brownlie, Principlcs of Public International 
Law, 4th ed. (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1979 ) at 149; Berger in R. Thompson, ed., The 
Rights oflndigenous Peoples in International Luw (University of Saskatchewan Law 
Centre, 1986) 1. For a slightly different reading of the bistoncal evidcnce sce B. Slattcry, 
"Aboriginal Sovcreignty and Imperial Claims" [199I] 29 Osgoode Hall L.J. 1. 



varying accordingly. For example, the periodic tigning of aeaties did improve 

the position of some of those groups and arguably showed some recognition 

by the Europeans of a level of sovereignty or politicai autonomy of 

A number of the more detrimentai international philosophies have been 

camed through to domestic legal Eystems today, by decisions such as the 

Marshall trilogy in the United  tat tes? The cumnt legal regime in Canada, 

whereby underlying title lies with the Crown, and aboriginal groups possess 

certain rights of usage of the land, subject to their extinguishment by the 

Crown, stems back to the international doctrine of discovery. Equally, in 

Australia the international principle of terra nullius served to deny its 

abonginal population any wmrnon law recognition and was only abandoned 

in 1992! Significantly, it was a change in international law in the 

International Court of Justice decision of Western ~ahra' which contributed 

to the pressure on Australia to alter its law. 

This histoncal role of international law can be better undersîood when one 

examines the haditionai structure and formation of international law. The 

complete domination of the process by States has led to a system centred, 

4 This is assnted by, e.g.,W. Htinz in Indigenou Populations, Ethnic Minoriries and 
Humari Aighrj (Saarbruckcfl: Veriag brcitenbach Publishers, 1991) at 49. 
'These thme cases. basing concepts of aboriginal ri$hts in US law on the doctrine of 
discovery, are Johnstm ond Gruhm 5 Lessec v, McIntosh (1 823) 8 Wheaton 543; 
Worcester v. T he Stote of Gewgru (1832) 31 US, 350; and The Cherokee Nation v. The 
State of Ge-a (183 1 )  30 US. 1 .  These cases hcld that the doctrine of discovery was 
applicable betwtcn the European nations to decide who had the right ta asscrt 
sovereignty. However, it had no direct effect on the position of the indigeaaus population. 
%s w u  in thc High Court c u e  of Mabo v. Tk Siate of Queemlond [1992] 107 ALR. 
1, where the law of abonpinal rights in A w t d a  was totaily rewritten. For a discussion 
of the justification for such radical judicial intervention see, e.g., J. Webber, "The 
Jurisprudence of Regret: The Search for the Standards of Justice in Mabon(I 995) 17 
Sydney L.R. 5. ' Advisory Opinion, [1975] I.C.J. Rcp. 12. 



until recentiy, around the interests of states and unable to respond to the 

views and interests of non-state parties. Only states, for example, have had 

international legd personality and thereby standing to use international 

institutions such as the International Court of Justice. Moreover, the creation 

of conventional and customary law, as well as its enforcement, is based on 

the will and consent of states. Thus, the development of normative standards 

is dependent upon dieir acceptability to those states. Without a central 

authonty superior to states, the obedience to international noms has become 

strongly dependent upon the mutual self-interest of the nates involved.' As 

such, international law has generally followed the mood of the international 

comrnunity which has created and utilised it, moving fiom domination by 

colonial philosophies to a focus on non-discrimination and assimilation in the 

1960s, a change reflected in the I.L.O. Convention No. 107.' 

Since the end of World War Two in particdar, the system has been evolving 

to one in which states, aithougb still dominant, are no longer quite so central. 

The structure of the United Nations, for example, aided by the process of 

decolonisation, has opened the system up to many new states, thereby 

bringing into the international system a wide varieiy of alternative cultures 

and interests. This has broadened the appeal and scope of international law 

and encouraged the development of noms reflecting these differing 

philosophies. 

%us means that noms in arcas such as diplornatic protection and the law of the high 
seas arc more likcly to be complied with in practice than nomis of a human rights nature, 
for example. For further discussion of the factors relevant to state cornpliance with 
internrrtioml lrw, sec R. MacLean, "The Ropet Faction of international Law in the 
DeterIninaiion of Global Behaviow" (1989) Cao. YB. ht'l L. 57 at 67. 

I.L.O.Camntitm (No. 107) Concerning t h  Protecrio. anù Xntrgrotitm of Indigcnous 
and Other Tribal c d  Semi-Tribal Popuht im,  26 June 1957, 328 U.N.T.S. 246, in force 
2 June 1959 [Hereinafk Convention 1071. 



This has b a n  accompanied by the dramatic rise in human rights law, which 

is quite different in nature to traditional international law. Rather than 

speaking to the relations between states, it concems the relationship between 

a state and its individual citizens. Whilst the achievement of intemal stabiiity 

and contentment may have a positive effect on the stability and peace of the 

wider international community, the human rights movement has at its heart 

a profoundly mord dimension, namely that d l  human beings are entitled to 

a certain mesure of secuity, dignity and fieedom by simple virtue of their 

human existence." As such, states are under increasingly intrusive 

obligations regarding the treatrnent of their citizens, which are evemore 

difficult to ignore. 

Indigenous groups, by contrast with states, possess very little in the way of 

traditional economic, military or political power. l1  However, they are 

attempting to exploit an international system subject to fat more diverse 

interests and influences than at any other point in time. Consequently, 

although states may retain a central role in the future development of 

indigenous rights, there is a growing opportunity to push the evolving 

normative structure in a direction compatible with the interem of indigenous 

peoples. 

Despite the changing world system, there remains real scepticism amongst a 

nwnber of analysts as to the real value of international law to indigenous 

peoples. It is indeed vital that a redistic appraisai of the utility of 

'*~or a basic ouîline of the arguments conccmiri$ the nature of human rights see, cg., 
Weston, "Human Rightsw in The New Encyclopedia Britannica, Volume 20, 15th Edition 
(1992) 656 ai 658. 
"FOT a more detailed discussion of the lack of traditional tools of power set F. Wilmer, 
The Indigrnous V o i e  in Pofiiicr: Since Time Immemorsol (Ncwbury Park, California: 
SAGE Publications, 1993) at 2 1 . 



international law be undertaken, given the hancial and politicai expenditure 

required to become involved in die international scene." There is a danger 

that indigenous peoples gain unrealistically high expectations of what the 

international arena can achieve for hem." Following the inevitable 

disappointment, any reai benefits of international law couid be loa by a hasty 

disregard of the entire system. 

Funher, the increased level of indigenous participation in the international 

process creates dangers in itself. Their participation adds substantial 

leatimacy and credibility to the creation of international indigaous noms. 

Given that States wiil remain in ultimate control of the process, indigenous 

peoples are relying on the willingness of states to accept the standards 

advocated by indigenous peoples. There is a risk that indigenous peoples will 

simply add legitimacy to a process which will ultimately produce nonnative 

standards inadequate in their eyes, and instead in the interests of states. 

Consequently, the attempt to use international law cm be seen as a hi&-risk 

strategy, with potential actually to damage the long-tenn position of 

indigenous groups. l4 

l2Whilst there is UN Volvntasy Fund, which helpr indigenou groups to attend Working 
Group sessions, many groups stiii have to suffer fmancial hardship in order to send their 
representatives. 
 o or example, Marantz claims thot " many indigenous groups concluded that the Year 
[of Indigenous Peoples] had failed them because permanent solutions to theY nec& had 
not b e n  met." Set D. Manintz, "Issues Affecting the Rights of Lndigenous Peoplcs in 
Intemational Fora" in People or  Peoples: E q u a l i ~ ,  Autonomy and Sev-Detemination: 
The Issues ut Stake of the Inrernotio~I Decade of the World's Indigenous People 
(Montreal: International Centre for Human Rights and Democratic Development, 1996) at 
36. Cleariy, intemational iaw cannot provide thcse IIinds of solutions to al1 the problems 
expcrienced by indigenous peoples, and such expectations are bound to lead to 
disappointment. 
"For a hilI exposition of this interesthg point, see C. Tennant, "hdigcnous Peoplco, 
Inteniational Institutions and the International Logal Literatiuc fiom 1 945 - 1993 " (1 994) 
16 Hum. Rts. Q. 1 at 49-55. As Tennant asscrts at p.55, "[tlhe danger is that the gestue 
towards increasing the participation by indigenous peoples wiil provc an empty one, to 
which indigenous peoples will have comrnitted much of their political capital." 



It is thus of great importance to assess realistically the benefits and utility of 

international law, takiag into account its inherent and practical limits. As 

such, the next section will discuss the various roles that the general 

international dimension can play in the furdierance of abonginal claims, such 

as those for self-government. It will examine, firstly, the influence that die 

internationalisation of indigenous problems can have on the domestic policy 

agenda, and then go on to discuss the role that international law can play in 

domestic courts. 

2.2. The Potentid Roles of the International Law in Indigenous CIaims 

2.2.1. The Intemationilisation o f  the Probkms of uidigenous Peopks 

For international law to be of practical use to indigenous peoples, it mua 

have an impact on their domestic position in tenns of law and policy. Ovide 

Mercredi, Grand Chief of the Assembly of Fim Nations in Canada, end 

Mary-Ellen Turpel, for example, state that for international noms to be truly 

bcneficial, they must be implemented at the domestic ~evel . '~  Equally, Leroy 

Little Bear argues th* "[wle look to international law to change the situation 

in canada".16 As such, the aim is to bring into this domestic dispute an 

international angle, one which can influence the way that each party acts. The 

simple articulation of an international standard and introduction of an 

interested third party can potentially have this impact in a nurnber of ways. 

The deveiopment of noms provides a point of cornparison for groups in 

domestic disputes, setting out a series of basic entitlements. This can firsdy 

"O. Mercredi and ME. Turpel. In the Rapidc Navigoiing the Future of the First 
NaHons (Toronto: Viking, 1993) at 199. 
l6 Sec the Sumnwy of Discussions in Thompson, svpm note 3 at 24. 



assis indigenous groups in getting to the negotiating table if their interests are 

suddenly threatened, or if groups are more generally unhappy with their legal 

regime. Having international rights gives groups a specific entitiement around 

which they can campaign. Radier than simply arguing that they are 

discontented with their position, they cm argue that diey have a nght to be 

in a better position. This is the basis of a rnuch stronger, more objective case, 

and thereby allows more substantial pressure to be applied to the state to 

negotiate. 

International principles can dso provide ii generai framework and point of 

cornparison for the negotiation and implementation of dometic self- 

govemment agreements. " Whilst these international principles are very 

general, and thus have limited value in the negotiation of specific provisions, 

they do provide a basic starting point for an agreement, and can be pointed 

to by indigenous groups if their govemment is simply refusing to accept 

proposais in line with the international noms. Therafore, negotiations proceed 

on the bask that die indigenous group in question has a nght to live on its 

land and practise its traditional lifestyle. As such, it is the govemment which 

is undei pressure to justify actions which are contrary to these basic premises. 

Whilst this may not push negotiations very far forward, it is clearly a better 

starting point for indigenous peoples than one in which they are viewed 

simply as individual members of society with no special rights. 

The existence of an extemal standard is supported and given further 

international significance by the presence of the international forum in which 

to air the views of indigenous peoples sad publicise the actions of their 

govemment. Given that the grievances of indigenous groups are of a largely 

"This point is made by Mary-Ellm Tuipcl in "The Draft Dcolaration on the Rightr of 
Indigenous Peoples - A Commcntuyw 119941 1 CNLR 50 at 5 1. 



domestic nature, to be able to appeal to this second arma for support can be 

of great utility. Tt effectively brings in a third party, who may be able to apply 

pressure on the state which the indigenous group cannot do by itself. As such, 

the international publicisation of their grievences can work as a negotiating 

tactic in domestic disputes. 

Further, the internationalisation of the issues opens up new channels of 

communication between states and indigenous groups. International law 

usually involves different, often more senior levels of govemment, and can 

thus lend greaker weight to domestic decisions conceming indigenous peoples. 

This can help to push indigenous considerations into a more rnainstream 

domestic policy discourse, radier than mPrginaIising the issues to a specific 

low-grade deparmient The debate is also occurring one step removed from 

domestic politics, making it possible to forge a greater level of consensus 

between indigenous groups and states than is often the case at domestic level. 

This idea of communication is made clear in the repon of the Working Group 

Session 1994, where it is stated dia& 

[bloth indigenous peoples and Govemments had stated that diey 
greatiy valued the oppominity they had had since 1982 to meet 
annually and to engage in a fia& exchange of views, on a basis of 
equdity, which had dweloped into a constructive dialogue.18 

Equaily, the international fora give indigenous groups a further oppominity 

to educate decision-makers and the public about indigenous cultures, and 

thereby create a climate of greater mutuai respect, understanding and 

toierance. lg 

 orkin king Group on Indigcnous Populations, Report of the 12th Session, UN ESCOR, 
1994, UN Doc. E/CN.4/Sub.2/1994/30 at 33. 
19Se+ the rrmuks of Dr. D.es in th W o m  ûroup on Indigenou Populations, 
Report on the lûth Session. UN ESCOR.1992, UN. Doc. E/CN.4/Sub.2/1992/33/Add. 1 at 
p.6. 



The final rspea of internationalisation is that it creates opportunities for 

indigenous groups to forge links with other indigenous groups. This may lead 

to the exchange of useful information regarding similar domestic disputes. It 

also provides emotional support, thereby strengdiening the resolve of 

individual groups. Equally indigmous groups cm increase their own domestic 

power by pumng their problems in a wider, international context, allowing 

hem to align with other movements, not dl of which will be specificdly 

indigenous. The mon obvious example in diis context has been the 

association between indigenous and environmentai groups. Through these 

links, indigenous groups are o h  negotiathg with their govemmmt not 

simply as a poor, powerless single indigmous group. Rather, they are part of 

a wider international movement to stop the development of their traditional 

homeland, for example. That may increase their domestic support in tuni, as 

it is easier to mobilise the public to Save something tangible such as a tree 

than it is to protect something as amorphous as a culture.2o 

One key reason why the internationalisation of indigenous issues, in al1 these 

different ways, cm have a domestic impact is bat  international law has an 

aura of legitimacy,which serves to enhance its influence." The emergence of 

international noms is the result of an international consensus on a particular 

issue, whether it be in the form of an agreed convention or through the state 

practice and opinio juris of customary law. As such, it reflects broad 

agreement amongst a number of states on the desirability and justification of 

a piuticular nom. This idea of legitimrcy has corne increasingly to the fore 

in human rights law. since the justification of many of these noms is 

'*This was 1 point made by Brian Craik, Director of Fe&& Relations of the Grand 
Couacil of the Crees (Quebec), during r telephone interview conducted by the author on 
July 18 1996. 
" ~ e e ,  cg. Berg, s u p  note 1 at 376. 



essentially moral. Consequently, the promulgation of new noms represents 

ohm not merely a political consensus but a moral one.= Kingsbury describes 

this as the "cornpliance-pull" of international law, and argues that one of the 

key functions of the n o n n t r e a ~ g  process is the generation of a perception 

of legitimacy in the final produa.Y 

This idea of legitimacy can add much to indigenous claims in the domestic 

arena It becomes easier to counter die argument that their land claims are 

the result merely of greed,24 as indigenous peoples can point to the 

international arena and argue that these claims represent a nom which has the 

approvaf of the wider wodd community. T'his potentiaily could assist 

indigenous peoples in shifting domestic public opinion towards them, as 

govemmmt denials of claims increasingly can be seen as breaching 

international standards to which many other states adhere. A fùrther eïement 

of legitimacy is that, increasingly, participation in the international commrmity 

is dependent on the legitimacy of the govemment. To be part of this system, 

certain basic rules must be accepted and followeà, of which the framework 

of fundamental human rights is central? By making the treatment of its 
- - - - .. - - - - -- 

UThe current debate on the cultural bias of human rights no- io beyond the ~ o p e  of 
this thesis. For a discussion of ihe extent to which these do represent a moral consensus, 
or whether they reflect the dominance of simply Western philosophies see, e.g. R. 
Pannitat, "1s the Notion of Human Rights a Westcm Concept?" (1982) 120 Diogenes 75; 
A. An-Na'im, Human Rights in C r u s s - C u l ~ l  Perspectivw - A Quest for Consensus 
(Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Ress, 19%). 
%. Kingsbury, "Clsinu by Non-State Gmupr in International Law" (1 992) 25 Comeli I. 
Intl L. 480 at 482. 
2bspi tc  the international involvement, in a =cent poil conducted for DIAND in Canada, 
54% of the public believe that aboriginal ptoples are being unreasonable in their land 
claims, compared to a figure of 46% in 1994. See Aubrty, "Canadians growing less 
tolerant of aborigids' demands: poli" Tiir m a c a l ]  Guzerïe July 8 1996 As. 
Thereforc, more effective use of the intemationai ri- is required if this role is to be 
realised in practice. 
25~ee.  e.g. J. Bromd, N&YC POWW Ik Q u m  f i  Autontmy iurd Nmhdmd o/ 
Indigenous Peoples (Bergen: Universitetsforlagct, 1985) at p. 198, where hc states that 
"as a member of the international system, every state will need some legitimacy, and that 
Icgitimacy wiU k tested, among othcr W s ,  on the basis of its human rights 



indigrnous peoples a wmponent of a state's legitimacy, there would be 

continual international pressure wncerning the treatrnent of indigenous 

peoples. 

One key aim, therefore, of intemationdising aboriginal claims, through the 

promulgation of international standards and the usage of international fora, is 

ul timately to enhance the domestic negotiating position of indig enous groups. 

As such, it is a practicd role, subject to the whims of domestic politics and 

public opinion, and the intetests of the international media. Thus, its utility 

i s, at heart, precarious. Nonetheles, with favourable circumstances, 

indigenous groups cm improve their domestic position significantly through 

the effective internationalisation of their disputes. 

23.2. A Role in the Interpretation . a d  Evolution o f  Domestic Law 

A second usage of the developing international noms is through their direct 

application in domestic courts. The centrai barriet to the application of the 

evolving international norms in domestic legal systems is that moa systems, 

particularly in the common law tradition, follow a duaiist, rather than monist, 

theory. As such, the international and domestic systems are treated separately, 

and international norms mua be transformed into domestic ones before they 

can be applied directly by the domestic courts. However, even in these 

systems, international stendards are playing an increasingly important role in 

the interpretation of domestic nghts. This is partîcularly the case with human 

rights standards, as international human nghts covenants are used as 

interpretative ai& in cases examining the meaning of domestic rights 

performance ." 



International law has, for example, begun to play a cruciai role in the 

direction of domestic aboriginal rights law. The Australien cases of ~obo" 

demonstrate this influence. Mabo No. 1 struck down Queensland legislation 

purporthg to extinguish aboriginal title on the basis of the Race 

Discrimination  AC^.^^ This Act was in fact an express incorporation into 

Australian law of international anti-discrimination noms, thus showing the 

potential direct application of international principles, albeit in a domestic 

forrn. In Mabo No.2, intemationd law was used less directly, yet just as 

effectively. The domestic law of Australia had consistently denied the 

existence of any abonginal land nghts at common law, continuing to apply 

d e s  based on the colonial doctrines of discovery and terra nullius. However, 

in Mubo N0.2, the High Court of Ausadia quite radically changed the law, 

accepting the existence of an aboriginal title subject to the possibility of 

extinguishment. Hence, this approach is very timilar to that taken by the 

courts in North America. The court justified its actions in a variety of ways. 

The intemationd human rights movement, especially its strong anti- 

discrimination focus, was clearly an underlying element in this decision. 

Brennan J. explicitly used the language of international law to justify the 

court's actions. He stated that, 

-. . - - - p. 

26~l<iight Communications Inc. v. Dmidsm, (19891 1 S.CR. 1038 ir such a c a r  in 
Canada. For a full discussion of the rolc of intemational faw in Canadian courts see 
Hutchins, supra note 1; more gencratly see MacDonald. "mie Rclationship between 
International and Domestic Law in Canada" in Canadian Perspectives in International 
Lmu and Organisation (Toronto: Toronto University Press, 1974). 
" Mabo No. 1 (1 988) 166 CLR. 186; Mabo No., rvpm note 6. 
28 Racial Discriminritiom Act 1973 (Cth). 



[t]he common law does not necessarily confonn with international law, 
but international law is a legitimate and important influence on the 
development of the common law, especiall y when international iaw 
declares the existence of universal human rights. A common law 
founded on unjust discrimination in the enjoyment of civil and 
political rights demands reconsideration. It is contraxy to both 
international standards and to the hdamental values of our common 
law to entrench a discriminatory d e  which, because of the supposed 
position on the scale of social organisation of the indigenous 
inhabitants of a settled colony, denier them a right to occupy their 
traditionai lands2' 

This demonstrates a use of international law which could have practical 

relevance for other indigenous peoples. n s  role is m e r  supported by 

Purich when he daims that "courts can be very influenced by gut reactions 

to political undercurrents", citing the role of international human rights law, 

particularly in the areas of slavery and decolonisation, in improving in 

practice the rights and positions of individuals around the ~ o r l d . ~ '  

There are clearly ways in which international law can be utilised by 

indigenous groups to improve their domestic position. How effective this 

usage will ultimately prove to be depends substantidly on the types of noms 

being developed. It was clear in chapter one that indigenous peoples have 

very strong views on the h t w e  normative development, with great emphasis 

placed on self-detennination, and a nght to autonomy by itself being 

unacceptable to Uidigenous groups. %y wening their rights as "peoples", 

indigenous groups are also making a clear break with minorities and pursuing 

their own strategy. There may be strong reasons for this approach, but it does 

mean tha indigenous paoples have in many ways shut themselves off from 

the parallel developmmts in minority rights which, although set in a very 

2 9 ~ a b o  No.2, svpm note 6 at 29. 
''sec his commcnts in Tbompson. supra note 3 st 25. 



different discourse, are leading in practice to the sort of rights which 

indigenous peoples too are seeking. The next section will therefore analyse 

the benefits and problems of this strategy adopted by indigenous peoples. 

The first issue to be addressed is whether indigenous peoples are wise to be 

separating themselves from other minority groups. 

2.3. The Utility of the Specific Norms Being Developed by Indigenous 

Peoples 

2.3.1 A Separate Category of  "lhdigeaous" 

By insisting on a separate designation fiom other ethnic, linguistic and 

religious minorities, indigenour peoples are reflecting a genuine belief that 

they are in a class of their own.31 They assert that their cultures and 

philosophies are more fundamentally contrary to the societies in which they 

are now living, than is the case with other minorities. They funher argue that 

their history as independent peoples entitles them to a status different to other 

ethnic minorities. It must also be remembered that although indigenous 

peoples are usually in a non-dominant position in their states, they are not 

always a numerical minority. The Inuit population of Greenland, for example, 

constitutes approximately 90% of the whole population. The indigenous 

peoples of Bolivia, such as the Quechua, make up about 60% of the Bolivian 

population.32 As such, by aligning with minorities, a number of indigenous 

groups would run the risk of losing m y  protection. 

- -- 

" ~ o r  elaboration of this point see R. Bar&, 'Indigmow Peoples: An Emerging Object 
of International Lawn (1986) 80 A J.U. 369 at 376. 
3 2 ~ o r  further similar figures see J. Corntarsel a d  I. Rimerq 'Indigenous "Sovereignty" 
and International Law: Revised Strategies for M u h g  Self-Determination" (1995) Hum. 
Rts. Q. 343 at 347. 



However, this distinction does raise the highly problematic issue as to how 

to define "indigenous".33 As with the terms "minorityu and "peoples", there 

is no accepted definition of "indigrnous". A commonly cited definition is the 

one developed by Martinez Cobo in his UN ~tudy." This reads, 

Indigrnous communities, peoples and nations are those which 
having a historicai continuity with pre-invasion and pre-colonial 
societies that developed on their temtories, consider themselves 
distinct from other sectots of the society now prevailing in those 
territories, or parts of hem. They fom at present non-dominant sectors 
of society and are determined to preserve, develop and transmit to 
future generations their ancestral territories, and their eduùc identity, 
as the basis of their continued existence as peoples, in accordance with 
their own culturai patterns, social institutions and legal systems. 

On an individual basis, an indigenous person is one who 
belongs to these indigenous populations through self-identification as 
indigenous (group consciousness) and is recognised and accepted by 
these populations as one of its members (acceptance by the group).35 

ïhis definition incorporates a number of objective elements, such as  

hinorical association with the land, an experience of invasion or colonisation, 

a position of non-dominance, and a distinctive culture. It also requires 

subjective elements, in the cnteria of group conscioumess and acceptance of 

membership. There are a number of difficulties, though, as the definition is 

potentially left open to a wide variety of other minonties. Qualieing the 

group by tenns such as "pre-invasion" and "pre-colonial" does not assist 

greatly, without a M e r  definition of "invasion" or "colonial". As such, this 

- - - - - - -. 

3 3 ~ 0 r  a fùii discussion of the problmu of definition, set, cg., Bush, supra note 3 1 at 
373; Hanuun, "New DeveIopments in indigcnous Rights" (1988) 28 Va. J. hl L. 649 at 
662; C. Br~hlmlnn and M. Zieck, "Indigenous Rightsw in Br~)hhmm, Lefeber and Zieck, 
eds., Peuples d Minoritier in Interiiph'ol~~l Lmu (Dordrecht: Msrtinus Nijhoff, 1993) at 
190. 

SubComrnission on the Prevention of Discrimination and the Rotcetion of Minodies, 
Shcdy of the Problem of Discrimination Agairut Indigenou Popukations,UN ESCOR, 
1986, UN Doc. E/CN.4/Sub.Zl986/7/Add.4 (1986) mereinaftcr the Cobo Martinez 
Report] .- 
"~bid .  in the finai conclusion. at p.50, 51. 



definition clearly covers the groups traditionally diought of as indigenous, 

such as the Indians of North and South Arnerica, the Aborigines of Australia 

and the Maori of New Zealand. However, the indigenous movement is not 

restricted to these groups. There are many other groups who Bare similar 

nomadic and land-centred cultures, such as the Karen in Thailand, who are 

generdly accepted to be indigenous." Many of these groups argue that they 

too have sde red  invasion and colonisation by different, nonduropean 

groups. However, if this wider idea of colonisation is accepted, it is hard to 

see why most European minorities, who aiso claim to have been invaded or 

colonised, are d u d e d  fiom the concept of indigenous. There does appear to 

be a cultural dimension to the concept of "indigenous" which Martinez Cobo 

does not mention. This point is supponed by the fm that there is a minority 

in Europe which is generally considered to be indigenous, namely the Sami 

in Scandinavia, who practise nornaùic and land-based traditions. 

By contrast to Martinez Cobo, the definition adopted in the I.L.O. Convention 

169 bnngs tribal peoples into the fol4 thereby implying a cultural dimension. 

It defines the beneficiaries of the Convention as, 

3 6 ~ e e  Bmhlrmrm and Zieck, supra note 33 at 193; H .  Hannum, Aurmomy, Sovereignty 
and Self-Determination: The Accommodution of Conflicting Rights (Philadelphia: The 
University of Pennsylvania Press, 1990) at 89 wereinafter Autonomy, Sovereignty and 
SeFDetenninotion]. In a series of addresses to the UN General Assembly by indigenous 
leaden on tbe World Day of Indigenou Pcoples 1993, leaders came fiom a wide variety 
of groups including the Kune of Panama, the Chakma of the Chinigong Hill Tracts in 
Bangladesh, the U t  of ûrcenland, the Ainu of Japan, the Masai of Kenya and the 
Kelabit of Malaysia. For the tcxts of tàeir speeches sec Voice of Indigenous Peoples: 
Native People Addrcss the United Nations (Santc Fe, New Mexico: Char Light 
Publishers, 1994). 



(a) tribal peoples in independent counmes whose social, 
cultural and economic conditions distinguish hem fiom other sections 
of the national community, and d o s e  status is regulated wholly or 
p d a l l y  by their own customs or traditions or by special laws or 
regulations; 

(b) peoples in independent countries who are regarded as 
indigenous on account of their descent fmm the populations which 
inhabited the country, or a geographic region to which the country 
belongs, at the time of conquest or colonization of the establishment 
of present aate boundaries and who, irrespective of their legal status, 
retain some or al1 of their own social, economic, cultural and political 
institutions." 

It also places self-identification as a "fimdarnentd critenon" in the 

determination of relevant groups. However, the definition is still vague, and 

fails to establish clear boundanes between indigenous peoples and other 

minorities. 

Indeed to produce a definition in culnual tems is extremely problematic. 

Whilst there may be some general features linking these various groups, one 

is still looking at a vast anay of cultures, ranging fiom nomadic tribes of the 

African desert to Amazonian minforest mbes. #en one takes into account 

the effect that contact with the European nations hm had on many indigenous 

groups, the cultural links become even harder to see. Moreaver, the natural 

evolution of cultures means that any definition -es the culture at that 

point in time, stopping its natural development. 

The problem of definition cm be seen fiom two angles. Indigenous peoples 

are not only claiming to be different fiom their dominant societies in a 

cultural or linguistic sense. A11 minorities daim that. Rather, they are 

claiming bat  they are so different bat they justie special consideration. 



Therefore, the task is to exclude other minorities fiom the concept. Secondly, 

the category of "indigenous" links together al1 the peoplu who are different 

fiom minorities in this way. As such, the second function is to bring together 

indigenous peoples. 

Indigenous peoples do feel links with each other, and the international arena 

provides them with a great opportmiîy to meet and share their experiences 

and ideas. n i e  opportunity to work with states and non-governmental 

organisations, as weli as other indigenous groups, has helped to develop and 

strengthen many groups' sense of identity3* It is also clear that many groups 

who are in a relatively strong position with significant resources and 

education, such as those in North Amerka, do feel an obligation to push the 

international agenda fonward and establish normative standards which may be 

of marginal utility to hem, but could be of enonnous importance to less 

fortunate groups.3g Consequmtly, indigenous groups do appear to see 

connections among each other, despite the problems in actually defining what 

those links are. 

The response of indigenous peoples to this problem of definition has been to 

stress self-identification as the ultimate criterion." Thus, if a group perceives 

itself to be indigenous, then that is suficient to qualiQ as "indigenous". 

Indigenous peoples strongly claim that they have the right to define their o w n  

membership, in line with self-determination. As the next nep. they see that 

they have the exclusive nght to define their cless of "indigenous". Moreover, 

indigenous peoples assert that states have often denied their existence and 

3 h s  point is ma& by E. Stamatopoulou. 'Indigonour Pcopler and the UN: Human 
Rights as a Developing Dyoamic" (1994) 16 Hum. Rts. Q. 58 at 69. 
'%r point wrs dm ma& clear in my intenriew with Brian Craik, supra note 20. 
*or fûrther diroUSSion of this sec Corntassel and RUneau, supm note 32 at 348; 



there is a justifiable fear of the consequences if the identification of groups 

is dependent upon state recognition.4' However, this argument does confuse 

the issues of definition and who has the right to make the identification. It 

would be possible to lay down objective criteria independent of the level of 

recognition accorded to the indigenous group by the state. 

The approach of selfidefinition does have the very clear advantage of 

avoiding the whole issue of what constitutes "indigenous". However, by 

claiming to be inàigenous, each group must have an idea of what the concept 

meens. It is also doubtful that indigenous groups would allow the indigenous 

movement to be taken over by a variety of European minority groups not 

generally considered to be part of the indigenous movement, simply because 

the groups in question "perceived" themselves to be indigenous. 

The UN Working Group on Indigenous Populations, after spending the 

second and third sessions hotly debating the issue without reaching any 

agreement, decided to leave the question of definition open. As such, any 

group which perceives itself to be indigenous can participate in sessions. 

This approach has opened the Working Group up to a wide variety of groups. 

In recent years, there has been a great increase in the number of Afncan and 

Asian groups involved in the process including, for example, the Kwanyama 

Tribe of the Republic of Namibia and the Maa Development Association fkom 

ICenya" This has also resulted in the participation of a nurnber of states who 

would not traditionally be perceived îo contain indigenous peoples, such as 

France, Greece, Italy, India, Syria and ~urkey" 

411bid. 
"sec Starnatopouiou, svpm note 38 at 71. 
43~orntaarcl and Rimcau, supra, note 32 at 352 in note 3 1. Thse states mther contain 
groups traditionally considtred to be minorities, such as the Basques, Macedonians, 
Sardiaians and Kurds. 



This approach does clearly nu, a substantial risk of giving odier, less 

"deserving" groups a "fm ride" into the international qstem. If states cm see 

that the process is being used by a v a r i q  of minorities to gain additional 

rights, rather than sirnply indigenous peoples, there is a danger that their 

qualified support could vanish, or that the good-will which has been so 

carefully cultivated could be diminished. This is a real problem, and the 

presence of groups such as the Rehoboth Bastar (Boer) community of 

Namibia and the Afrikaner Volksfkont at Working Group meetings does not 

bode well for the h e m u  

Another side to this open and undefined approach to the concept of 

indigenous is that the law is attempting to deal with a huge range of traditions 

and circwnstances. Mercredi and Turpel esîimate that there are 250 million 

indigenous peoples in over 70 state~.~' Whilst their underiying philosophies 

and traditions arguably may be similar enough to justiQ inclusion within the 

general concept of indigenous, there is still enormous diversity between 

groups, their interests and their ckumstances. Consequently, the most that 

anyone can hope for in the international noms is a set of highly generai 

pnnciples which must then be trimslated by each group into concrete and 

pracrical protection. Whilst this is also a problem for domestic syaems, the 

international dimension clearly exacerbates it. 

This diversity also contributes to the emphasis on vague ternis such as "self- 

determination" and "autonomy". Given the lack of agreement between 

indigenous groups, as well as between States, there has been a need to use 

%io latter group h m  sou@ to bc mopisod as indigcnous, and attendcd a UN 
indigenous rights confmnce in furtherance of this aim. See Corntassel and Primeau, ibid.. 
at 364. 
4 S ~ ~ P r ~  note 15 st 198. 



vague, flexible, usually undefincd terminology, which can be interpreted in 

a variety of ways by the different parties." Tennant assent, for example, diat 

"the concept of self-detemination can work pragmaticaily with sovereignty: 

it can be stretched both to satisfy the aspirations of indigenous peoples and 

to avoid challenging the territorial integrity of states."" 

The development of indigenous noms is based not only upon an assumption 

that there are some cultural links between the groups. It dso assumes that al1 

indigenous peoples do have some practical common problems and interests 

which can be dealt with similady. Whilst this may be the case at a basic 

level, the dissension amongst indigenous peoples as to their priorities and 

aspirations must also be recognised, and is a factor in the current normative 

development. Ambitions of political control may figure in the mincis of most 

indigenous groups. However, the cunent focus on self-determination and 

political rights has resulted from the fact that the driving force of the 

international indigenous movement has thus far proved to be largely North 

  me rie an." The emphasis of indigenous peoples in South and Central 

Amenca, for example, has been on land and ecoaomic 

Despite these very considerable conceptual and practical problems in the 

separate categonsation of "indigenous", there are very significant benefits to 

be gained from maintaining a distinct identity. States, despite these problerns, 

have been willing to see a 

declarations. Mormver, states 

separate designation, with specific fora and 

have show themselves to be potentially more 

semant, lupm note 14 at 29. 
4'~bid. at 30. 
48U11tvtit-~oa and Plant, "Rcspnding to lndigcnous Deman& in the New World Order: 
Some Human Rights Challenges" in P. Morales, cd., Indigenws Peoples, Human Rights 
and Global Intedepenàence (Tilburg, Nethcrlands: Inttrnatioual Centre for Human and 
Public Affairs, 1994) 137 at 147. 
49~&id. 



sympathetic to the rights of indigenous peoples than to those of minorities 

generally. It firstly sets up a category which is narrower than minorities and 

thus less vdnerable to feus of the uncontrolled application of rights such as 

self-determination. ïherefore, i t  rnay be possible to acquire rights here that 

states are unwilling to gant  to other minorities. This may be M e r  assisted 

by the generai weakness, in economic and political ternis, of indigenous 

groups, which may make their daims appear less threatening and potentially 

destabilising to states. The consistent economic disadvantage of these groups 

also makes it easier ta utilise arguments of social justice and the discourse of 

non-discrimination than is the case with other minorities. Indigenous peoples 

argue that bey have interest. and aspirations quite different fkom those of 

other minorities. T h 9  wish to set, for example, the upholding of the rights 

gained under treaties, righa which have no place in minority debates.'' 

Separate consideration moreover avoids some of the problematic historic 

associations that continue to plague minorities, such as the League of Nations 

and the experience of the lead-up to World War Two. Radier, the historical 

symbolism which can be invoked relates to colonialism. There is an implicit 

desire to draw parallels with the decolonisation process, and exploit the anti- 

colonial, non-discriminatory thrust of much of international law today. The 

decolonisation discourse also provides tremendous symbolism which is vital 

to indigenous peoples. It represents the ending of oppression and the taking 

back of control over their fuhues." 

 or discussion of thcx idcas se= R. Stavenhgcn. "Indignious Rights: Somc Conceptual 
Problems" in W. Assics and A Hoekem, eds., Indigenous Peopies' Experiences with 
Sel/-Guvernment (Copenhagcn: International Work Group on Indigenous -airs/ 
University of Amsterdam, 1994) 9 at 22. 
''sec the comments of C. Ioms. "labiganour Ptopler and Self-Determination: 
ChaUenging State Sovmignty" (1994) 24 Cas. W. Res. J. Intl L. 199 at 225. 



Indigenous peoples do perceive their situaion to be similar to that of classic 

colonisation, citing as evidence the economic exploitation and history of 

political domination. Consequently, their leaders do use the language of 

decolonisation to describe their own struggle. For example, Mercredi and 

Turpel daim that, "decolonisation is a right for ail human beings, including 

the indigenous peoples around the w~rld". '~ The establishment of such a link 

would emphasise the moral dimension of their daims and add weight to thexr 

position. There are dso clearly established d e s  regarding decolonisation, 

and the unequivocal acceptance of en international role in the process. As 

such, it M e r  helps to internationalise the issue. Moreover, the strong link 

between decolonisation and self-determination would be usefial to indigenous 

peoples in their stmggle to gain acceptance of their right of self- 

determination. 

However, whilst the colonial parallel can clearly provide imponant syrnbolic 

links, there are limits as to how far such cornparisons are likely to be 

accepted by states. One of the key parts of decolonisation, and the subsequent 

development of those new states, has been the insistence on temtonal 

integrity and the indivisibility of m e s .  The "blue water" thesis, whereby the 

colonised peopies could not daim the secession of land contiguous to the 

colonizing state, has never been completely refuted by the international 

cornrn~nity.~~ As such, it may prove ciifficuit to gain acceprance as "colonised 

peoples", in a technical and legal sense. 

5 2 ~ u p a  note 15 at 199. 
53~elgian attcmpts, for example, in the 1950s to extend ideas of &colonisation to groups 
such as the indignous groups of the Amcricas, werc roundly rejected, with the criteria for 
decolonisation being geographic md etbnic scpamtcncss. For further discussion see M. 
L b ,  "Making Room for Peoples at the United Nations: Thoughts Provoked by 
Indigenous Clainu to Self-~tcrmjlution" (1992) 25 Comell Intl L.J. 603 at 616; M. 
Reismsn, "Prottcting hdigenous Ri@ in hiternational Adjudication" (1 995) 89 A.J.I.L. 
351 at 352. 



A M e r  consideration is that indigenous peoples cm exploit a greater moral 

authority than is available to the wider minority movement. Whilst most 

peoples and minoritiu have SUnered oppression at some point in time, the 

history of the relationship between indigenous peoples and other settlers is 

consistently littered with taies of abuse, exploitation and violence. 

Panicularly in the settled colonies of North and South America, Australia and 

New Zealanà, where the intemationai movement and indigenous advocacy 

are strong, powerfd arguments can be advanced based upon the histoncal 

treatment of the first inhabitants of those lands. These injustices can often be 

seen to be continuing today, as land is still being approprïsied and developed 

without indigenous consent.s4 Whilst these points may have a limited utiiity 

in deciding the appropriate solution today, they do provide a strong moral 

dimension to the case of indigenous peoples which is harder in practice for 

other minorities to consistently maintain. 

In practice, indigenous paoples are also tapping into an international public 

opinion which is sympathetic to the basic tenets of their philosophies. The 

environmental movement has raised awareness of many issues of equal 

concem to indigenous groups, such as the destruction of the Amamnian rain 

forem. Consequently, indigenous peoples can make use of the resources and 

lobbying-power of environmental groups to protect their own lands from 

development and destruction. In addition, they cm raise their own level of 

support from the general pubiic by making clear the links between their 

cultures and environmental protection. The perception can be created that 

protecting indigenous cultures also prote- the environment, thus heightening 

public sympathy and support for their campaigns. Equally, indigenous groups 

can exploit the gaierd discontent in many Western States with the way their 



own C ~ N ~ S  and societies a e  developing. There is a general interest in 

indigenous philosophies, and their tendency to ernphasis cornmunitr, 

spirituaiity , nature and non-materialistic values, which can assia indigenous 

peoples in gaining public suppon for the maintenance of their cultures. 

This dimension thus stems from the substance of their cuitures, rather than the 

separate categorisation of "indigenous". However, whila this angle could also 

be exploited if inchgenous groups were subsumed into the general category 

of minorities, the separate designation makes this an easier task. There is not 

the same need to make the link in every case. Equaily, that goodwill and 

generai support can be transfened to a wider conte* which does not 

necessarily involve the environment directly, end more easily utilised. 

Clearly, though, indigenous inter- are not always the same as those of the 

environmentai movement, and whila a general alignment is useful to 

inchgenous groups, their separate identity needs ta be maintained. Moreover, 

indigenous peopies must be carefbi not to link their identity inehcably, in 

the min& of the public, to romantic notions of a "primitive", pre-modem 

c~lture,'~ &ch is ofken the imagery conveyed in the environmental context. 

There is often substantial indigenous interest in developing land, and 

therefore a danger that support would evaporate when the modemity and 

reality of rnuch indigenous culture and activity today becomes evident. 

In conclusion, despite the severe problems in the definition of a separate 

category of "indigenous", one can also see significant benefit in maintaining 

a distance from other minonties. They can exploit a variety of imagery and 

public sympathies not available to many other minonties, and CM thereby 

 or a hill discussion of the perceptions of indigenou poples. and the impact that these 
have on the àevelopiag indigenous rnovcment see Tmmmt, supra note 14 at 41. 



push states m e r  than they may be willing to go in other cases. However, 

whilst States have thus far tolerated the Working Group and its activities, the 

process has had little direct impact on the obligations of states. It rnay be that 

as the proposed standards of the Dr& Declaration corne closer to achieving 

the satus of binding noms, states will grow increasingly uncornfortable with 

the cunent open position. It must be noted that in the I.L.O. Convention, the 

àrafling of which was heavily state-centred, a definition was adopted. 

Therefore, one rnay see increasing pressure on indigenous groups to articulate 

their conception of "indigenous" and how they are defining themselves in 

order to move f'rom a largaly rtietoricai advantage to one of practical and 

normative utility. 

2l.2. The Right of Self-Determination 

Indigenous peoples place the nom of self-detemination at the centre of their 

carnpaign, and it is usefbl to examine why this particular right is of such 

fundamental importance. Given that most indigenous groups do not wish 

independent statehood, one may wonder why a right of autonomy or self- 

govemment would not be adequate, especidly with the history of state 

resistance to daims of self-determination. 

The value of a right to self-daennination lies in its essence, namely the idea 

of wntro1. The c m  of the daim therefore is the right to make a choice, not 

the right to a phcular resuit. A right of self-government, by contrast, iays 

down a substantive solution for indigenous people, thereby reducing their 

control over the rmilt. Self-determination is therefore a right related to 

process and procedures more than a substantive style of govemance. As 

Mercredi and Turpel Say, "[slelf-detennination is people acting for 

themselves, not waiting for another nation to tell hem they can move lefi or 



nghf backward or fornard."" mis has obvious symbolism for indigenous 

peoples, as the practical need to be part of a larger state can be perceived as 

their choice rather than as a result of conquest, in whatever form. 

The acceptance of self-determination would aiso strengthen the more general 

position of indigenous peopla in the international arena The other rights 

being developed in the area, such as those related to land, cultural identity 

and economic development, would be linked togetber by the general idea of 

control. It would then be possible to ask whether a particular interpretation 

of diese rights wmplied with the more fundamentai ideas of self- 

determination. Consequentl y, indigenous rights would no? be simply a senes 

of rights recognised by States. Radier, they would be a refiection of the 

inherent and basic right to self-detemination. The concephial basis of al1 of 

the righa, then, would be strengthened. Given the fundamental and universal 

importance of self-determination, the durability of the rights wouid thereby 

be increased. There is also greater emotional potency in self-determination 

than in a more technical nght to self-government, thereby making it 

potentidly easier to stir international public opinion. 

Self-determination would aiso bring a greater international presence to 

indigenous peoples. Rather than being merely an autonomous minority within 

a -te, they would be a people exercising their nght of self-determination, 

albeit usudly within aaother state. Therefore, instead of the dispute being an 

essentially domestic one, between a state and its minorities, the argument 

would concern the exercise of two competing rights to self-detemination. 

This would argurbly give indigenous peoples a stronger international position 

than that of other minofies. Equally, as international law opens up 

''supra note 15 rt 205. 



increasingly to non-state actoa, indigenous peoples would be in a good 

position to take advantage of any developments. It can be noted in this 

context that the representatives of the two non-state actors considered 

"peoples" in the post-colonial era, namely the Palestinian Liberation 

Organisation representing Palesthians, and the African National Congres 

representing the black population of South Africa, were both accorded 

observer status at the United Nations. 

The vagueness of self-detemination, moreover, plays on the inherent strengths 

and wealaiesses of international Iaw. With the wide variety of circurnstances 

aecting indigeous peoples, and the complexity of self-government, the utility 

of international law is clearly not in the specifics of autonomy. The emphasis 

of self-detemination on procedure radier than substance nicely avoids this 

weakness. Rather, the utility of international law lies in getting indigenous 

peoples to a negotiating table, and encouraging their involvement in decisions 

conceming their interests. This, of course, is the essence of sel f-detemination. 

Consequently, the veiy nature of self-detemination exploits the strengths and 

practical utilities of international law, and minimises some of its inherent 

weaknesses. 

It is ciear that there are very strong advantages to pursuing a right of self- 

determination in tems of the protection it can offer. The nature of self- 

determination, rather than a more technical right of self-govemment, provides 

a good focus amund which indigenous pcoples' international efforts can 

develop. It fits in weil with the practical utilities of international law, and is 

ndficientiy vague for al1 indigenous groups to support. Howwer, the concept 

of self-determination hm been fiercely protected by States, since it appears to 

challenge dieir own territorid integrity. Indeeâ, the spectre of state 

sovereignty looms large in any consideration of the fiiture development of 



indigenous rights, especially when these occur ttirougb the assertion of self- 

determination. 

2.4. The Bamer of State Sovereignty 

It is impossible to assess realistically the friture role of international law for 

indigenous peoples without discussing the cenaal banier to indigenous 

claims, state sovereignry. As the basis upon which d l  international law has 

proceeded, this principle places the state at the pimacle of the international 

system, to the exclusion of non-state p ~ e s .  A state is the exclusive arbiter 

over its own affain, and no other state can tell it how to act?' Foilowing on 

fiom this idea, international law is based on the consent of states, with 

conventions, for example, binding only upon their parties. The creation of 

customary law is based on the practice and opinion of states, and whiln 

unanimity is not required, there is a need for substantial consensus. Recourse 

to the International Court of Justice is reliant upon the consent of the state in 

question. Equally, the doctrine of non-intervention in the domestic aff'ain of 

states stems fkom the idea of sovereignty. This clearly plues barriers on the 

development of meaningful indigenous rights, the beneficiaries of which are 

non-state parties. The extent to which this statement reflects the reality of the 

situation, and therefore a substantial block on the utility of international law, 

will be analysed in the next section. 



2.4.1. Tbe Assertion of  a Competing Sovereignty 

The claims of indigenous peoples clearly challenge the exclusive sovereignty 

of the state in question. Whilst most groups rnay not wish to secede, they do 

demand dtimate control over their own destiny. As such, they challenge the 

right of the state to make al1 the decisions conceming the future development 

of its people and resources. The claims of indigenous peoples may 

themselves be limited, and continue to accept the sovereignty of the wider 

state over certain issues. However, they do challenge the exclusive and 

unlimited nature of many states' claims to sovereignty. Whilst most states do 

accept the n a d  for the autonomy of their indigenous peoples, this does not 

include the right of these groups to make the dtimate decisions conceming 

their future.s8 Claims of self-determination, however, fundarnentally limit the 

decision-making capacity of states on certain issues and the more radical 

claims of continuing indigenous sovereignty can also challenge, at their heart, 

the legitimacy of certain states. By asserting a continuing sovereignty in, for 

example, America and Austrdia, they may require these states to question 

how they acquired their own sovereignty, thereby heaghtening state resistance. 

Commentaries on the appropriate strategy for indigenous peoples with regard 

to state sovereignty are usually grounded in the assumption that the cunent 

system simply cannot deal with indigenous claims to some element of 

sovereignty. One argument fiequently presented, for example, is that, in order 

to derive reai benefit from international law, indigenous peoples need to 

'%ce, for example. the comments of sitater nrh as Bmzil, who would acccpt an intemal 
right of selfdetermination for indigenou pcoples, but express serious rcscrvations about 
giving indigenou groups the right to sece& in any circumstances, in the Working ûroup 
on Indigenou Populations, Report ost rke f 2th Session, UN ESCOR, 1994, UN Doc. 
E/CNd/Sub.2/ l994/3O. 



reduce their claims to a level acceptable to states and thereby abandon serious 

claims to self-detemination. This approach is strongly taken by Jeff 

Corntassel and Tomas Hopkins t rime au.'^ niey argue that indigenous 

aspirations to political control and cultural sumival CM be achieved through 

current human rights noms and instruments. The quest for self-determination 

and sovereignty accordingly is unnecessary, and has only served to alienate 

states, who immediately see the possibility of secession. As they assen, 

[wlithin the international system one sees an emerging nom: al1 states 
must adhere to a minimum international community standard regarding 
the treatment of their own populations including their indigenous 
populations. But demanding respect for this minimum standard is quite 
different frorn proposing and pursuing strategies that ui timately 
challenge the political sovereignty and territorial integrity of nearly 
every state in the international system. In pursuing such a course of 
action, indigenous groups and their leaders should expect not only 
intractability on the part of host states, but outight hostility." 

Consequently, in their opinion, indigenous peoples must change their demands 

to fit in with the needs of states, or face total state resistance and thereby 

achieve nothing. 

An alternative approach, which emphasises instead the need to change the 

whole paradigm of international law to one more receptive to indigenous 

claims, is taken by Caîherine Ioms. She frarnes the s~ategic decision facing 

indigenous peoples as a choice between "pragmatism" and "principle", with 

the implication that only by being pragmatic with their demands and 

accommodating state interem will indigenous peoples achieve gains now? 

She does see significant long-term bencfits in pursuing self-determination, 

however, and her emphasis is dienfore on shifbng the whole structure of 



international law away from state sovereignty in order to examine seriously 

indigenous demands. 

If one takes the view that claims to self-detemination can only be dealt with 

when the whole paradigm of international law shifts, then the future of 

indigenous claims are indeed bleak. In order to see concrete gains for 

indigenous peoples in the international arena, it would seem necessaxy to give 

up notions of self-determination. However, this position both overstates the 

dominance of ideas of excl usive state sovereignty , and underestimates the 

practical utility of the international legal arena in the face of state resistance. 

2.42, The Cbanghg Nature of Sovereignty 

Many international commentaton have maintained that the international 

structure is under direct challenge on a nurnber of l e ~ e l s . ~ ~  Whilst the realists 

have assened for many years that the legd doctrine of state sovereignty does 

not match the facts of international relations, the evolution of the world 

community has strengthened these arguments and increased the level of 

debate on the issue. 

One can argue very strongly. for exarnple, that the nature of human rights law 

has had a profound impact on traditional notions of sovereignty. It is no 

longer possible to treat one's citizens badly without international comment. 

The international community, international institutions and human rights 

organisations are constandy monitoring the actions of States, and pointing out 

%or a good ove~view of the diff-t challenger sec R. Walker and S. Mendlovitz. e&.. 
Contending Smereignties: Redefining PulinCa1 Comrnunit)r (Boulder and London: Lynne 
Rienncr Publishen, 1990). For a specifically postmodem view sec J. Bartelsen, A 
Genealoay of Sovereignty (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 199 5). 



breaches of international standards. Whether or not a state has become a party 

to a particular convention is oftm inelevant in a practicai sense. Whilst i t  

rnay remain impossible to enforce legally such standards where there is no 

such state consent, it is not the case that states can simply ignore standards 

to which they have not given their consent. Playing a meaningful role in the 

international community requires the acceptance of basic restrictions on the 

treatment of a state's citizais. Consequentiy, there has been a red blurring of 

the lines betwem international and domestic jurisdiction, with a marked 

decrease in the areas in which states can act unfettered by international 

considerations." 

Equally, whilst enforcement of international law through legal mechanisms 

such as the ICJ remains dependent upon state consent, there are other means 

of less direct enforcement, which are not fenered by sovereignty. The use of 

publicity, moral persuasion and informal political and economic pressure 

cannot be ignored by the disobedient state. 

'This is complemented by the increase in activity, power and importance of 

non-state actors in the international scene. International corporations, NGOs 

and international "social movements"" amongst others are becoming evennore 

relevant to domestic decision-making. As Camilleri points out, 

6%or an overview of the evolution of intemational Law. incluàing this bl-g of the line 
between intemationai and mtional legal systcms sec, e.g., Weiss,"The New Tntemtional 
Legal Sy stem" in R. Jasentuliy ana, cd., Perspectives on International Law (London: 
Kluwer Law International, 1995) 63. 
64~or  a discussion of the rolc of social movements and other wn-state actoro. see, cg., 
Falk, "Evasions of Sovercignty" in W a k r  and Mendlovitz, supra note 62, 6 1 at 7 1. 



[tlhough aates remain important actors in world politics..they are 
nevertheless bound in webs of transactions and organizations which 
resttict their theoretical fieedom to malce unilateral decisions ... Forma1 
authority continues to be vested in the govemments of nation-states, 
but effective authority - moral, customary, and even mercive authonty 
- is widely di~persed.~~ 

With the loss of control over the dissemination of information, states are 

increasingly subject to the actions of non-state bodies. It is hard to describe 

this transfer of power as a transfer of sovereignty. Rather, this evolution 

relates more to the diminution and scope of sovereignty as a wtiole. 

Therefore, states are having to decide increasingly on their actions with 

reference to other actors, and are unable to act in a totally fiee and unfettered 

manner. This is indeed supported by the simple faa that indigenous daims 

are being heard and actually having an impact on international relations, 

despite the lack of naditional power of indigenous groups. suggesting that 

states are vulnerable to other forces." 

However, it has been argued, in response, that this line of thought 

rnisrepresents the nature of state s~vereignty.~' Hinsley asseru that 

sovereignty has never been a factud observation that states can act however 

they wish in dl circumstances. Rather, it relates to the idea that there is no 

higher authority in the world system than states, and therefore, there is no 

body which cm force states to act in a cenain way. He argues m e r  that 

states clearly cannot act in any way t h y  wish and have never been able to 

do so. He closes by claiming that, "it is wrong to conclude that because the 

- - - - - - - 

  ce Cunillefi 'Rethhkmg Sovcrcign(y in a Shrinkll>g, Fngmented World' in Walker 
and Menàiovitz, ibid., 13 at 28. 
6 6 ~ i ~ c r ,  r v p  note 11 at 26. 
6 7 ~ h ~  key sxponent of t h  vie* bis bccn F.W. Hinsley. Se+ Sovsrripiy (Cambridge: 
Cambridge University Press, 1986). 



state has experienced a decline in its international fieedom in action, 

sovereignty is no longer compatible with the state's international position. "68 

What is repuired instead is a re-evaluation of the meaning of sovereignty 

today , taking into account these other factors. 

In this modified fom, though, sovereignîy does not appear to act as such a 

major bar to indigenous claims, even if it does remain a central elernent of 

international relations. It may continue to exclude indigenous groups fonnally 

from international decision-making. However, indigenous groups and NGOs 

representing their interests c m  clearly exert influence over the future direction 

of international noms, albeit i t  in a less direct role. 

In a second strand of arguments relating to the decline of state sovereignty, 

interests such as economics, security and the environment are becoming 

everrnore globally orientated. As such, there is increasing pressure on states 

to relinquish some elements of their sovereignty in order for meaningfid 

action to be taken. International crimes such as drug-tranicking, money 

laundenng and terronsm simply caanot be dealt with by individual states. 

Equally, the consequences of nuclear warfare or environmental disaster cannot 

be kept within state boundaries, and their regulation must be globally centred. 

We are today seeing the emergence of institutions which do involve some 

element of s h e d  sovereignty. The European Union, for example, is based 

on states pooling their sovereignty over certain issues which must be dealt 

with at a regional level." As such, the laws of the European Union are 

-- 

68~bid. at 226. 
69~ec ,  e.g., R. Steiner, Textbook OH EU LOW. 4th ed. (London: Blackstone Press, 1988) 
at 47; Hadey, 7" Foundations of EU Lmu, 3rd cd.(Cbcford: Oxford University Press, 
1994) at 195. 



supreme over those of individuai states, a clear diminution of exclusive 

sovereignty. Whilst other institutions mry not have acquired the legal power 

of the EU, and do not therefore legally challenge state sovereignty, diere can 

be no denial that restrictions are continually being placed on states regarding 

their individual action." The existence of federal states is in itself an example 

of the sharing of sovereignty between a number of different bodies. 

This re-evaluation of the locus of power and general trend towards 

globalisation has also resulted in local and regional discontent in the position 

of smaller political cornmuni ties." As such, pressure is being placed on states 

to take account of local concems and devolve power where necessary? This 

factor was seen in the growing international focus on minority righu, 

discussed in chapter one, and is leading to a more detailed consideration of 

the relationship between the different levels of political community - the local, 

national and international. This new concept of state sovereignty, where 

states CO-exist with other levels of power, poses no significant barrier to 

aboriginal claims and is indeed compatible with aboriginal xwereignty. 

In conclusion, it remains unlikely that states will be removed fiom the centre 

of international relations in the short term. However, it is clear that there are 

increasingly mn-state participants in the international system, with power to 

influence the direction and content of international law. Further, state 

sovereignty, in its traditional, exclusive conception, cannot be sustained in the 

long-terni. Ratber, the notion of sovereignty is becoming increasingly 

'%. Hamirm. "The Limits of Sovmign<y and Majdty Rule: Minoritics, Indigcnous 
Peoples and the Right to Autonomy" in Lutz. H a m m  and Burke, eds., New Directions 
in Human Rights (Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 1989) 3 at 5. 
"sec Mignussen, 'The Reificrtion of Poliiical Communityw in Wallrar and Mendlovitz. 
supra note 62 at 45. 

See A. Ei&, "Human Rights. World Society and Particdu Communitierw in Morales 
supra note 48 at 51. 



devolved, leaving room for other parties. It is in this space that indigenous 

peoples m u t  work, to push for ideas of shared and complementary 

sovereignty. Therefore, suite sovereignty need not be viewed as a continuing 

and absolute bar to the claims of indigenous griups. 

2.43. The Potentid Rolt o f  SeCDetermination in the Face of Sovereignty 

It is dso possible to see significant utility in continuing to pursue self- 

detennination in the face of opposition by dates. The nature of international 

law, and its primary uses outlined in section two, must be remembered in this 

context. The question which must be addressed is whether there is significant 

added utility in secwing indigenous rights in a binding convention, or even 

non-binding declaration, which would justify the abandonment of their claims 

to self-determination. 

Indigenous peoples have at present no international personality and there is 

little likelihood of full personality being accorded in the near fiiture. 

C o n s e q d y ,  unless a specific procedure were established ta hear complaints, 

indigenous peoples would have no institutional means to enforce a stronger 

legal instrument. They would be reliant on other states taking up their cases. 

With the de& of such cases in general hurnan nghts law, the chances of 

such action would be slim. 

Moreover, international iaw is by nature very bad at enforcing its normative 

system, especidly through the imposition of sanctions? International human 

rights noms are defied every day by states, and there is no reason to think 

n ~ o r  a discussion of how the strcngth of intemational law lies in cncouraging future 
cornpliancc mthcr than punishing pst tmnsgrcsrions sec, e.g.. L. Brilmeyer, "Gmups, 
Histories and Iritemtional Lawn (1992) 25 Comell S. Intl L. 555. 



that an indigrnous rights convention would be obeyed any more thm the 

conventions against torture, racial discrimination or genocide cunentiy are. A 

convention which is clearly accepted by states does give added weight to a 

particular nom and is therefore a desirable instnuncnt to be developed. AS 

such, it must remain the ultimate goal of indigenous peoples. However, it is 

debatable whether it would achieve in practice a greater level of cornpliance 

than would be possible with a non-binding instrument. The aim mua be to 

encourage long tenn cornpliance with the normative standards," and this mut 

ultimately be done through working t o w d  a consensus with states which 

cm reflect the interests of states, as well as die aspirations of indigenous 

pcoples. 

Furthetmore, an international right of self-detennination carmot provide 

specific noms to be applied at a prdca l  level. As discussed above, the 

central, practical role of international Iaw in this area is creating publicity and 

p u h g  pressure on govemmmts to negotiate govemrnental agreements with 

indigenous groups. This cm be done without having a binding instrument in 

the possession of indigenous groups. Domestic public opinion is unlikely to 

be swayed by the fact that the Dr& Declaration is just that, and consequently 

not yet accepted by states, let alone binding upon them. Whiln it is necessary 

for the daim to bave some reasonable basis and not be totally outrageous, the 

effectiveness of this type of pressure is not dependent upon an explicit prior 

acceptance of the daim. 

Moreover, self-determination gives indigenous peoples a focus for their 

cornplaints and an aspirationil standard to which they can push states. It 

crertes a debate, thereby in itself incrcasing publicity. Indigenous peoples are 

' h r  point is strongly ma& by R. Toms, 'The Rights of Indipnous Populations: ï he  
Emerging international Nom" (1 991) 16 Yale J. I n t l  L. 127 nt 174. 



getting their viewpoint heard, and forcing govemments to react and defend 

their positions publiciy. The Dr& Declaration represents very Jubstantially 

the aspirations and hopes of indigrnous people. Without the right to 

participate in institutions such as the United Nations Generai Assembly, there 

are few fora for non-shue parties to articulate directly their views." Whila the 

long-tenn aim must be to corne to a consensus with states, indigenous peoples 

rnust be able to inject the debate with their own views, and thereby gain 

signifiant influence over the final result. 

The Working Group, even if its Dr& Declaration is not ultimately accepted 

by states, has played a great role in allowing real indigenous voices, and not 

just those of relevant non-govemmental organisations, to be heard. Moreover, 

having this opporhinity to get their views into the world system is not only 

beneficial for indigenous peoples, but also could have a general influence on 

the funue direction of international law. 

23. Conclusion 

It has become apparent in this chapter that whiln international law has 

undoubted benefits for indigenou peoples, its use rernains complex in theory 

and subject to a nwnber of practical difficulties. 

The internationalisation of domestic indigenous disputes is an attractive 

strategy, especiaily given the frustration felt by many indigenous peoples. The 

promulgation of international standards and creation of international publicity 

can be used by indigenous groups to improve their domestic negotiating 

'5~or example. the UN Draft Dedaration har achicvcd siWcantly more in terms of 
publicity and debate than the various individual &claratioos of rights by indigenous 
groups. Sce Toms, fbid. at 147. 



position. A different avenue of communication has been opened up, providinp 

new opporhuiities for education and constructive dialogue with states. 

Equdly , the international angle connects indigenous groups, providing 

emotional and practical support, and allows for wider alliances. Finally, 

international law can prove a significant influence in the future direction of 

domestic law. 

However, when one tries to apply the international pnnciples in these 

different ways, a number of practical difficulties must be faced. For example, 

the generality of the principles raises serious questions about their practical 

utility in a specific context, especially when the negotiation of a highly 

complex self-government agreement is the issue at stake. Equaily, c m  the 

simple international publicisation of indigenous problems put real pressure on 

govemments and achieve positive change? With the enormous diversity of 

aboriginal groups, is it possible to exchange information and ideas 

meaningfully? Finally, does the lack of enforcement of the international 

principles weaken dieir practical utility? 

In order to answer these questions, it is necessary to apply the principles to 

a specific case. Therefore, the final chapter will examine the position in 

Canada, focusing on the experiences of the Crees of James Bay. 



3. THE PRACITCAL UTILITY OF INTERNATIONAL LAW FOR 

ABORIGINAL SELF-GOVERNMENT IN CANADA - THE CASE OF 

THE JAMES BAY CREES 

3.1. Introduction 

The purpose of this final chapter is to put the international noms outlined 

and analysed in chapters one and two into a practical context. In this way it 

will be possible to illustrate M e r  the utility and failings of international law 

for indigenou peoplw. The context used will be that of Canada, with a case- 

shidy focusing on the Crees of James Bay in Northem Quebec. Canada has 

thus far proved to be a leader in the negotiation and implementation of 

aboriginal self-government, providing a wealth of material to be examined. 

In addition, Canada is a state which cares about its international reputation, 

and therefore it is generally vuinerable to the w of international law and 

fora described in chapter two, making it a very appropriate state to examine. 

The case of the Crees is also useful for this chapter, given the subaantial 

experience of the Crees with a self-government agreement. They are, 

moreover, highly conscious of the international dimension, and provide a 

number of concrete examples of internationalisation. 

The first part of this chapter will outline briefly the evolution of ideas of 

aboriginal self-govemment in Canada, as well as three key models of self- 

government. This will provide the background and context for the more 

detailed discussion of the Crees. Moreover, it will serve to illustrate some of - 

the key problems of internationai Iaw, such as the complexity of agreements 

and the multiplicity of circwnstances simply within one state. The position of 

die Crees will then be examined in dctaii, with the focus being on the James 

Bay und Northem Québec Agreement (JBNQA) and the utiiity of 



international law in its negotiation and implementatïon. 

3.2. The Inhtrent Right to Self-Govtrnment in Canada 

The claim by aboriginal peoples in Canada to control their own development 

has been in existence throughout their contact with European peoples.' As 

such, ideas of self-govemment have always been implicit in the thinking of 

aboriginal peoples. However, it h u  only been in the past fifteen years that 

this demand has been explicitly the focus of aboriginal claims, and serïously 

debated across the nation. It is the culmination of the debate started in the 

1960s, as more aboriginal peoples became politically educated and active in 

mainstream Canadian life, and the wider Canadian population developed a 

greater awareness of the situation of aboriginal peoples2 The 1960s focus 

on non-discrimination and equdity, in politicai, economic and social terms, 

resulted in the federal govemment's ill-fated White Paper of 1969, cailing for 

the abolition of Indian statu and protection and demanding instead the total 

assimilation of the abonginal population into wider Canadian society. This 

was roundiy rejected by aboriginal peoples, who saw in the proposais the 

dtimate elimination of their c~ltures.~ 

' Aboriginal leaders are cunently advocathg a fairly hard-line stance, claiming 
sovereignty and advocating the use of civil disobedience ta achieve their aims if 
required. See Cox, "Sovereignty the only answcr for hdians: Mercredi" The &4ontreal] 
Ga-etîe July 9 1996, A7. 
For a more detaiied discussion on this evohtion sec J. Webbcr, Reimugining Canada: 

Lungamge, Ctrltwc, Communil). a d  the C d i u n  Constitution (Kingston and Montreal: 
McGill-Quctns University Press, 1994) at 66. 
' ïhis cra saw the creation of a nmber of pan-indian regional and national organisations 
to represent their intcrcsts in the mîiod arena- For a discussion of this evolution in 
specifically British Columbia sec P. Tcxmant, Ab~~igillcll Peoples and Politics: The 
Indian Land Question in British Columbia 184% 1989 (Vmcower: University of British 
Columbia Press, 1990) at chapter 12, p. 151. 



Land claims became the primary focus of aboriginal rights in the 1 9 7 0 ~ ~  

reflecting both l e  traditiond importance of land to abonginal comrnunities 

and the practical need to establish a land base. As such, these claims were 

part of the wider desire to wntrd their own destiny and thus inexaicably 

linked to ideas of self~ovemment. Three key events served to emphasise this 

focus on land.' Firstly, the Supreme Court decision of Calder v. Attorney 

General of British ~oltnnbia,~ whilst ultimately a loss for the Nisga'a, 

provided mong support for the existence of an aboriginal title to land, subject 

to the possibility of extinguishment. The proposed hydro-eiectric development 

in James Bay, and die effect on the indigenous peoples diere, sparked further 

debate on the issue of land. Finally, the Berger Report on the oil pipeline in 

the MacKenPe Valley provided a third forum for discussion of the issues. 

The patriation of the Canadian constitution in 1982 created a new arena for 

the discussion of aboriginal claims, and it was here that demands for seif- 

govemment started to be explicitly heard. The inchsion of section 35: and 

the subsequent section 3 7 negotiations between aborigind leaders and First 

Ministers conceming the identification of aboriginal rights, may have initially 

focused on land, but soon evolved into more fundamental debates wnceming 

the constitutional position of aboriginal pwples and the ri& to self- 

government.' 

' See Webbcr, supra note 2 at 69-72. 
[1973] S.CK 313. 
This rads that "[tlhe existing aboriginal and treaty rights of the aboriginal peoples of 

Canada are hereby recognized and a f f i d "  Sec Co~wtitution Act 1982, king Schedule 
B to the Canada Act 1982 (UX.), 1982, c. 1 1. 
'FOI discussion of thtsc negotiationr and thcir fsilings sec, e.g., D. Hawkes. Negotiating 
Aboriginal Se rf-Govemmen~: Developments Sumounding the 1985 FirstMinisterslConferrnce 
(Kingston: institute of I a t e r ~ o v c ~ t a l  Relations, Queensf University, 1985); Hawkes, 
Aboriginal Peoples d Constiiutiolull Re fonn: What Have We Leumed? (Kingston: Instiiute 
of Govemmentd Relations, Queens University, 1989). 



At the forefiont of aboriginal claims todriy is the inherent right of self- 

govemment.' In the eyes of abonginal peoples, this right was never 

eninguished by Canada, and therefore, it continues to exist today. They 

furdiet assert that it has been given constitutional protection as an existing 

aboriginal right under s.35 of the Constitution Act 1982. As such, the right 

exists independently within the Canadian state structure, and does not result 

fiom a grant of power by Canada Aboriginal self-government, in this view, 

constitutes a third order of govemment in Canada, alongside and equal in 

statu to federd and provincial govemment~.~ To express the right in these 

terms is important to aboriginal commwties in tems of its qmbolic, legal 

and political implications. It marks the severing of the relationship of 

dependency between the aate and aboriginal groups, thereby empowering 

therny1O as well as reflecting their wider right to self-detemination. It also 

gives them a mudi stronger fom of govemment, in legal and political ternis, 

since it cannot be revoked by the govemment at will. 

This view is largely supported by the Royal Commission on Aboriginal 

Peoples, wtiich accepts the existence of an inherent right. It compares 

aboriginal self-government to a tree " d l  rooted in the same soi1 fkom wtiich 

it draws its sustenance" but now in a "cornplex ecological system", having to 

co-exia and share power with other govemmental stmctures." The courts, by 

contrast, have been reluctant to recognise explicitly a continuing right to self- 

8 For a discussion of the concept of the inhcrent right sce, e-g., A. Fleras and J. Elliott, 
The 'Nations Wirhin ': AboriginnfStote Relarions in Canada,, the United States and New 
Zealand (Toronto: M o r d  University Press, 1992) at 23; F. Cassidy and R. Bish, Indian 
Guvernment: It's Meaning in Practice (Lantzville, B.C.: Oolichan Books, 1989) at 33 
and 39. 

For a more detailed discussion of this sce, e.g., Webber supra note 2 at 264. 
'O See Fleras and Elliott, supra note 8 at 56. 
'l See Royal Commission on Aboriginal Peoples, Parmers in Confiderarion: Aboriginal 
Peoples, Sel/-Govrmment and the Constiiution (Ottawa: Royal Commission on 
Aboriginal Peoples, 1994) at 37. 



govemment. '* 

The federal govemment denied for many years the existence of an inherent 

right to self-government, arguing that any right which once existed was 

totally extinguished by the assertion of British sovereignty or by the 

Constiîutaon Act 1867." This position bas evolved recently, though, with 

limited recognition of the right today. This was reflected in the Charlottetown 

Accord, which strongly supported the constitutional entrenchment of a right 

of aboriginal self-g~vemment.'~ Recent policy documents have also clearly 

accepted the existence of the inherent right, and called for negotiations to 

enable it to be exerci~eti.'~ However, the focus of the federal government has 

been on the prafhcal application of the nght rather than its symbolic 

recognition, the essential demand of many aboriginal peoples. 

3.3. The DiflTtrent Models of Self-Govemmtnt 

In Canada, a number of quite different models of self-govemment have 

developed over the years, reflecting changing govemmental policies, as well 

as the different traditions, circurnstances and aspirations of abonginal groups. 

In order to facilitate a deeper understanding of the JBNQA, it is necessary to 

briefiy describe the models which developed both prior and subsequent to its 

%ee the cases of DcZgummkw v. British Columbia (1993) 104 D.L.R. 470 (B.C.C.A.), 
especially at 5 15-520; Parnajewon v. R. (22 August 1996). (S.C.C.) [umported]. 
'"onstitution Act, 1867 (U.K.) 30 & 3 1 Vict.. c.3. This is argucd to have exhaustively 
divided govemmental powers betweea the feded and provincial govemments. 
" This was rejected by the Canadian pubiic, including Reserve Indians, in a national 
refercnduni. For discussion of the Charlottetown Accord and the practical implementation 
of aboriginal self-government, sec Webber, supm note 2 at 270. 
'' The Governmeat even "recognises tbc inherent right of self-government as an existing 
right under 9.3 5 of the Constitution Act 1982", thcreby strcngtbening the argument that it 
is already enîrenched in the constitution. Sec the Fcdersl Policy Guide to the Government 
of Canada's Approach to the Irnplemenîation of the Inherent Rigbt and the Negotiation of 
Aboriginal Self4ovenrment, 1995. 



signing, namcly the Indan Acts, municipal models and comprehensive daim 

modeis. This places its provisions and philosophies in a historic context. 

Equally, these three models demonstrate the fundamentdly different ways in 

which ideas of self-government and self4eterrnination cm be fulfilled within 

a single state. 

3.3.1. The Current Modei: The Indian Acts 1876, 1951 

The basic mode1 of abonginai govemrnent in Canada was established under 

the Indiun Acts, and operates essentially as a restricted mpnicipal govemment 

under the authority of the federal Department of Indian Affairs and Northem 

Development (DIAND). The Indan Act 1951l6 set up the comprehensive 

scheme of today, although further powen have been subsequently devolved 

to the local level. Amendments to the Act in the 1980s, for example, 

transfened more power over membership codes and band finances." 

Equally, community development programmes to encourage the involvement 

of more aboriginal people in the administration of aborignal affain were 

operated in the 1 960s. l 8  

In terms of structure, each group has a band council, which operates under 

delegated authority to run the local administration and has the power to make 

certain bylaws, usdly  on a reserve.lg However, these cannot be inconsistent 

with the Indian Act or regulations by the Govemor -in-Council or the Minister 

' 6 ~ n d i ~  Act, R.S.C., 1952, c.149. 
'' Sec Cassidy and Bi&, supra note 8 at 6. 
'' See Tennant's discussion of this is Briuiib Columbia, supra note 3 at 186. The 
programme actuaiiy sencd to heightm opposition îo thc ystem. 
" Under s.81, areas of jurisdiction incrude health of residents, the regdation of 
commerce, ûaffic and buildings, the zoning and distribution of land and band 
membership. See Cassidy rnd Bish, supra. note 8 at 42. 



of Indian Affairs.*' As such, the power of band muacils is heavily controlled. 

Their position is M e r  hamperad by their lack of corporate statu, thereby 

denying them the ability to trade in r d  property and limiting potential 

economic development. The dienation of land is also tightly conmained by 

the federal government and the land therefore cannot be sold or put up as 

collateral for development. 

Cassidy and Bish see the cuftent arrangements as profoundly contradictory, 

incorporating elements of self-governmce and paternali~m.~' Equally, DIAND 

faces the impossible task of mediating between govemment and aboriginal 

groups, a task which involves oftni opposing goals." The resuit is 

unsatisfactory for al1 parties, and has led to the current searching for 

alternative models. Moreover, many aboriginal people object to the nature of 

the regime and demand greater autonomy and recognition, altbough there 1s 

ofien no clearly agreed alternative? 

33.2. Municipai Covernment: Tbt Secbelt Mode1 

The mode1 used by the Sechelt Band in British Columbia is one popular with 

10 Section 73. 
" Supra note 8 at 47. 
Fleras and Elliott, supra note 8 at 83. 

" Th- is in fact much intend dissent within aboriginal cornmunities over future 
devclopments. For example, saaie women's groups have taken a strang and vocal stand 
against reforms which would weaken their position, demanding the application of the 
Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedom to any mode1 of aboriginal self-govcmment. 
See, e.g. T. Nabanee, "Dancing witb a Gorilla: Aboriginal Women, Justice and the 
Charter" in Royal Commission on A b o r i m  Peoples, A b o r i g i ~ l  Peoples and the Justice 
System: Report of the National Round Table on Justice Issues (Ottnwa: RCAP, 1993) 359; 
con- M.E. Tutpcl, "Aboriginal Peoples and the Canadian Charter: Interprctative 
Monopolies, Cultural Differences" (1989-90) Can. Hum. Rts. YB. 6. 



both federal and provincial govem~nents.~~ This approach involves severing 

the question of land claims fkom self-government, and developing autonomous 

governing institutions independent of issues such as the ownership of land and 

the wider control of resources. As such, the mucture vev much resembles a 

municipal govemment, similar to the Indian Act band council, but with 

much greater powers. 

The new Indian Band is firstiy a legal entity, which puts it in a much stronger 

position than under the in dia^ AC#." The Band owns its reserve lands in fee 

simple," although they are to be held for the "use and benefit of the band 

and its mernber~."'~ Their lands remain as teserve lands for the purpose of the 

Constitution Act 1867,~ thereby maintaining ultimate federal jurisdiction. The 

Band also has jurisdiction over their lands, with the power to legislate over, 

for example, access to and residence on their lands, zoning and land-use 

planning, taxation of interests in the land and of occupants of the land, health 

services, roads and public order and safety." 

There is a written constitution of the band, providing for, amongst othen, 

rnembership, the management and disposai of land and natural resources, 

financial provisions and the constitution of the new Band Council. The 

Sechelt also participate in regionai politics and development, and there is an 

14 For a detailed discussion of these arrangements see Cassidy and Bish, supra note 8 at 
135; also C. Etkin. "The Secheh Indian Band: An Andysis of a New Form of Native 
Self-ûovemmcnt" (1988) 8 Cm. J. Native Studies 73. 

For a uzccful cornparison of tbt powen of the Sechclt, Indian Act Band Councils and 
Canadian mimicipalities sec Etkins, ibid. at 88-89. 
f6 See An Act Relating to the Establishment of S e ~ g o v e m a n c e  For The Sechelt Band, 
S.C. 1986, c.27, 9.6. 
" S. 23. 
* S. 25. 

S. 31. 
* S. 14. 



Advisory Dimia  Council to nable the views of non-Natives living on 

Sechelt land to be heard? The arrangements have no constitutional 

protection, though, being the result of power deiegated by federd and 

provincial legislation, radier than recognised as an inherent abonginal right 

under s.35(1). This leaves the institutions wlnerable to legislative repeal. 

The Sechelt model has been the subject of much cnticism by other aboriginal 

groups, who view it as a poor substitute for self-government and a dangerous 

route for aboriginal peoples to be following. Its lack of constitutional 

protection and reliance on delegated powers has been a particulor target. As 

the Union of British Columbia Indian Chiefs argues, 

Perpetual vulnerability is the quicksand upon which hdian people will 
be standing if they choose the municipal model of Indian self- 
govemment. A municipal govemment is not a distinct order of 
govemment. Tt does not have distinct jurisdiction ... It is a creature of 
the senior level of govemrnent that created it and it can be limited or 
destroyed by its creator with i rnp~ni ty .~~  

It is clearly the fear of many abonginal groups that this model will be 

pushed ont0 them when it is not appropriate for their aspirations. As a result 

of the reaction, the Sechelt withdrew from membenhip in the national and 

regional aboriginal organisations. 

However, Cassidy and Bish argue that, despite i a  dieoretical shortcomings, 

the model has worked quite effectively in practice for the Sechelt. î h e  Band 

was impatient with the connitutional wrangling and wished to proceed with 

the practical implementation of a model as Eoon as possible. As a result, they 

31 Creatcd by British Columbia in me Scchrlt Indian Government District Enabling Act, 
S.B.C. 1987, c.16. 
" Quoted in Cassidy and Bish, supra note 8 et 14 1. 



have managed to redefine their relationship with both die federal and 

provincial levels of govemment in a w.y appropriate to their needs, and 

which Oves their own govemment space to operate within the federal 

structure. They have retained the fiduciary obligations of the federal 

government and their rights as status Indians. As such, it bas proved to be 

a pregmatic way fonuud for a band with resources to develop and for whom 

the Indian Act was a particular hindrance in this quest. However, in the eyes 

of most aboriginal groups, the municipal model is clearly inadequate to 

provide the level of autonomy and control required. 

3.33. Comprcbeasive Claims: Tbe Yukon Modtl 

The second key model with which groups and the govemment are 

expe~menting is the comprehensive clhm model, whereby land claims and 

self-government agreements are combined to redefine the whole situation of 

the aboriginal group. One clear example of this is the series of agreements 

concluded in the ~ukon." ïhese included an Umbrella Agreement for the 

whole region, dong with Final Agreements and Self-Govemment Agreements 

with individual First Nations. Four groups bave made such agreements." 

Land, which can include resentes, is selected to become Settlement Land. 

This is then owned in fee simple by the First Nation. The Fim Nation gains 

largely concurrent jurisdiction over the Setdement Land, and cm thereby 

Iegislate over, rmonga other thinp, the use, management and disposal of the 

land and resources, the administration of justice and the establishment and 

" Anothet similar agreement is the =cent Agreement-bRinciple with the Nisga'a in 
British Columbia. 
" These arc the Ventut Gwich'in, the Nacho Nydc Dun, the Teslin Tliagit and the 
Champagne and Aishihik. 



operation of local s e ~ c e s . ~ '  The First Nation aiso plays a significant role in 

the resource management of a much wider area, by partitipating in joint- 

management bodies such as the Surface Rights Board, the Fish and Wildlife 

Management Board, the Land Use Planning Advisory Cornmittee and 

Renewable Resources Council. Finally, the First Nation has jurisdiction over 

al1 of its citizens wherever they may live in the Yukon over matters such as 

adoption, mamage, language provision and education. 

This style of agreement is clearly more in line with the aspirations of 

aboriginal leaders mentioned above. It resembles much more closely a third 

order of government, with real autonomy and stability. However, the specific 

constitutional position of the Yukon, and the demographic situation, with 

fewer non-abonginal people involvecl, facilitated such an agreement. The 

practical operation of such arrangements has al- not yet been tested. 

The abonginal agreement with which there is most experience in Canada is 

the James Buy and Nonhem Québec Agreemen~,'~ and it is to this that 1 now 

tum. This is an agreement bom out of a crisis, and is an early example of a 

comprehensive claims agreement. As such, the link between land and self- 

govemment, implicit throughout aboriginal claims, cornes into focus here. The 

agreement also provided for the significant devolution of power, and 

consequentiy remains an important mode1 for any discussion of self- 

govemment in Canada Finally, this chapter will focus on the rights and 

expenences of the Crees rather than the Inuit, although there are obviously 

" For a useful discussion on the Mcrent levels of jurisdiction sce P. Hogg and M.E. 
Turpel, " Implemcntoal 
Issues" (1995) 74 Cm. Bu Rev. 189; alno S. Olynyfr, *Approaches to Sorting out 
Jurisdiction in a Self-Govement Context" (1 995) 53 U. Toronto Fac. L. Rev. 235. 
" James Bay und Northern Quibec Agreement and Complimen~a?y Agreements (Québec: 
Les Publications du Qutkc, 199 1 edition) [Hereinafter JBNQA or "the Agreement"]. 



very large similarities. 

3.4. The James Bay and Nortbem Québec Agreement 

34.1. Background and ~tgotiationd' 

In 1971, the Premier of Quebec Robert Bourassa announced the construction 

of a major hydro-electric project in Northem Quebec. It was to symbolise 

the economic strength diand territorial integrity of Quebec, and wouid involve, 

ultimately, the flooding of 23,000 square kilornetre~.~' However, living on the 

temtory were 6,000 Crees, relying on the land to sustain their traditional 

hunting lifestyle, and none of whom were consulted over the proposal. 

Moreover, under the Quebec Boundanes Enonsion Act 1912,'~ Quebec was 

under a legal obligation to settle the land claims of the aboriginal peoples of 

the area 

Led by a group of young, dynamic leaders, the Crees began a campaign to 

stop, or at lem modif'y the development which threatened to flood large 

sections of their traditional hunting temtory . With the government paying 

little attention to the concerns of the Crees, a motion for an interlocutory 

injunction was filed and the case went to court. After 71 days in court and 

1 67 wimesses, the 1 80-page judgrnent in the case of Robert Kanatewat et al. 

37 For more discussion of this sec generaliy, B. Richardson, Strangers Devour the Lund 
(Post Mills, VT: Chelsea ûreen Publishing, 1991); R. MacGregor, Chiefi The Fearless 
Vision of Billy Diamond (Markham, Ont: Penguin Books, 1989); B. Diamond, Highlrghts 
of the Negotiarions Leding to the James Bay a d  Northem Quebec Agreement 
(Nemaska, Que: Grand Council of the Crees (Quebec), 1976). 
" See, e.g.. MA. Ga@, A Natiort Within a Natim: Dependency and the Cree 
(Montreal: Blrck Rose Books, 1994) at 110 for a discussion of the planned schedule of 
fîooding and development. 
" An Act Respecting the &tension of the P m i n c e  of Quebec by the Annexation of 
U n g ~ v a  R.S.Q., 1912, c.7. 



v. Jmnes B q  Development Coprat im et al." was read by Judge Albert 

Malouf, and the injunction was granteci." Despite the ovemirning of the 

verdict the following week by the Quebec Court of Apped, the judgement 

clearly gave a nemendous boost to the bargaiaing position of the Crees, with 

parties getting nervous about the potentiaf delays and uncertainty a f i d e r  

appeal to the Supreme Court of Canada would bring. 

Negotiations were begun, with the findings of the legal proceedings providing 

significant evidence and a framework for discussion." The aims of the Crees 

in these negotiations were redistic and clearly thought out. A demand simply 

to stop the whole project, whila certainly the most desirable option, would 

not succeed, given the importance of the project for Quebec. Equally, 

although the Crees had a certain level of suppon fiom the Federal 

Govemment, the politicai situation in Quebec rnilitated against intervention 

on behalf of the Crees." Consequentfy, the basic goal was to ensure 

subaantial modifications of the project to minimise its impact on the Cree 

way of life? 

The second mmd to the Cree negotiating position was the desire to redefine 

the whole relationship with the rtate, to ensure bat  the Crees had some 

a [1974] W. 38 (Sup.Ct); [1975] C A  166 
'' For a detailed account of the court case sec Richardson, supra note 36. 

Sce 1. La Rusic et al, Negotiating a Way of Life: Initial Cree Experience with the 
Administrative Sîmchue Arisïngfiom the James Bqy Agreement, Report prepared for the 
Research Division, Poiicy, Research and Evaluation Group of the Department of Indian 
and Northern Anain (Ottawa: DIAND, 197 9) at 9. 
For an account of the mle of the F e d d  Iadian Affairs ministcr, Jean Chrétien, see 

MacGregor, supra note 36 at 86. 
For an account of how the communities aU rgreed to this stratcgy, sec H. Feit, 

"Legitimation rnd Autonomy in h s  Bay C m  Responaes to Hydro-Electric 
Devclopmcnt" in N. Dyck, cd., Indigentnu Peoples and the Nation State: 'Fourth 
Wuriid' Politics in Canado, Ausfmlio a d  Nomoy (St. John's, Newfouadland: Iastitute of 
Social and Economic Research, Memotid University of Newfoundland, 1985) 27. 



element of wntrol in the development of the land in the future. As Feit 

Cree elders viewed the hydro-elearic project in the broder historical 
perspective of long-tenn relationships with whites: the project required 
that relations between Cree and whites be restruchired. The goals 
encompassed both a modified project and a new relationship with 
govemments that had to include the recognition of a Cree role in 
determining the development of their land.'' 

A measured approach was aiso taken to redefining their relationship and the 

opportunity to acquire significant power. According to La Rusic, a strategic 

decision was made not to challenge direcdy the sovereignty of Canada or 

Quebec, which was likely to achieve littie. hther ,  it was felt that the reai 

power lay in the higher reaches of the bureaucracy and thus the Crees focused 

on building up close links and wmmunication with that level of govemment. 

The Crees could then achieve meaningful autonomy through the 

administration of their own affain." As such, the Agreement centres on the 

devolution of administrative powers rather than the transfer of political 

decision-making. 

The context of the Agreement must be borne in mind when examining its 

provisions. It was negotiated under severe pressure, with work continuing on 

the project throughout the process. Thus, die Crees were aware that 

negotiations and court proceedings could not be dragged out indefinitely. A 

deal had to be struck. Equally it was the first modem treaty between 

abonginal people and the state, and consequently there was a genuine lack of 

experience and cornparison in the process. 

4s Ibid. at 57. 
" Supra note 42 rt 40-44. 



The negotiations continued until November 1974, when an Agreement-in- 

Rinciple was siped. A M e r  year passed with negotiations hammering out 

the details, and in November 1975, the Final Agreement was signed between 

the Govemments of Quebec and Canada, the James Bay Energy Corporation, 

die James Bay Development Corporation, Hydro-Québec. and the Crees and 

Inuit of Northem Quebec. In the Introduction by John Ciaccia, the Special 

Representative of Robert Bourasu, the philoîophy of the Agreement is 

discussed, and its two guiding principles outlined. Firstiy, there is the need of 

Quebec to "use the resources of its temtory, al1 its temtory, for the benefit 

of d l  of its people", including its fùture needs. This is balanced by the need 

to protect the Cree and Inuit and bieir cultures, since "[tlheir fate as 

collectivities would be sealed if die Govemment of Quebec were not 

detennined to give their c d ~ e  the chance of sumival as long as it has the 

vitality, and as long as they wish their culture to survive." 

The Agreement was thm supplemented by the Nonheasiem Quebec 

Agreement in 1978, whereby die Naskapi Indians of the region were brought 

within the provisions, and by a senes of subsequent agreements amending the 

original provisions." The Agreement was finally macted in Legislation by a 

series of federal and provincial Acts of Parliament.'' The self-government 

provisions were enacted by the Cree-NaslrPpi (of Québec) Act, which also 

established the Cree-Naokapi Commission to report on the operation of the 

47 For example, Complcmentary Agreement Nwnbcr I amends various provision to brin8 
the Nadiapi Indians into the Agreement; Complementary Agrecrnent Number 3 redefmes 
some of the Cree lands; Complementary Agreements Numbers 4 and 5 provide for 
thha remedid works. 

See, C.B., James Bay ami Northern Quebec Native Chiwu Settiemcnt Act R.S.C. 1976, 
c.32; An Act a p p m i n g  the Agreement Concrning James B q  und Norîhern Quebec 
RS.Q 1976, c.46; rnd r series of unencüng Acîs concetniag, for example, education and 
the environment. See,eg., An Act mpct ing the hunting andfishing rights in the James 
Boy und New Quebec Tewitov R.S.Q. 1978, c.93. 
@ R.S.C. 1984 c.18. 



sel f-goveming provisions every two y ears. 

3.4.2. A Substantive Overvim of  the Ja- Bop uid Northem Quebec 

Agreemenf 

(a) Land Rights 

The Agreement sets up a complex regime covenng the ownership and 

jurisdiction of the Temtory, divided between the federal and provincial 

govemments and the aboriginal parties. n ie  Crees firstly .agree, under section 

2.1, to, 

cede, release, smender and convey al1 their Native claims, rights, 
titles and interests, whatever they may be, in and to land in the 
Temtory and in Quebec, and Quebec and Canada accept such 
sunender. 

nius, vague and undefined aboriginal nghts are extinguished and replaced 

by the specific rights in the Agreement. In r e m ,  the Crees and Inuit get 

$225 million c ~ r n ~ e n s a t i o n ~ ~  and renouace any rights to the royalties of 

development in the areas' 

The land regime is then established whereby the temtory is divided into three 

main categories, each with different rights of ownership and jurisdiction 

attached." Category 1 lands for the Crees are sub-divided into Category lA, 

owned by Canada, and IB, owned by native corporations. Canada gives to the 

Crees the exclusive right to reside, hmt, fish and trap on Category 1 A 

50 S. 25.1.1. and s.25.2.2. 
'' S.25.2.1. 
fi For a description of this r r g i w  sec, e.g Cwridy and Bish  pro note 8 at 145; Mors, 
"The Implementation of the Jiws Bay and Northem Quckc Agrccmcntw in B. Morse, 
cd., Aboriginal Pcoples and the Lmv: Indian, W h s  a d  Inuit Rights in Canada, 
(Ottawa: Carleton University Press, 1985) at 684. 



lands." Quebec acquires jurisdiction over Category IB lands only. The 

villages are al1 situated on IA land and dius remain under federal 

juri~diction.~~ Categoiy II land 1s unoccupied Crown land, under provincial 

jurisdiction, but the Crees have exclusive hunting, fishing and trapping rights 

on the land? The land can be appropriated by Quebec for development 

purposes without the consent of the Crees, but compensation must be 

provided. The James Bay Regional Zone Council has the jurisdiction of a 

municipality over these lands, and comprises half Cree membership. The vast 

Category III lands are also Crown land, under provincial jurisdiction, and 

constitute the rest of the temtory covered by the ~greement? The Crees' 

preferential right to hunt fish and trap is subject to developmental 

requirements on these lands. 

(b) Local Government and Social Services 

The splitting of Category 1 lands by the Crees, dividing jurisdiction, means 

that there are dilee levels of govemment operating in the area. In tenns of 

Cree jurisdiction, each of the Cree communities is incorporated as a public 

corp~ration.~' The corporations are adrninistered by the local council and 

have the power to make certain by-laws relating to the environment and 

resource use over Category 1B land. This is supplemented by provisions 

conceming accountability to the local communities. Band councils are also 

established, with jurisdiction over Category 1A lands, under federal 

S.5.1. This covm 5,544 square kilometm. 
However, the Inuit decided not to split thcir land and, as s u c i  have not retained any 

federal jirrisdiction. 
S. 5.2. This regime covcra 25, 130 square kiiomctres. 
The temtory covend by the Agreement consists of al1 of îhe land given to Quebec in 

the boundary extensions of 1989 and 19 12. 
s7 S.10. 



jurisdiction." 

In ternis of the delivery of services, administration is devolved to the local 

level. A series of boards and commitîees are established dealing with various 

secton, such as the Cree Regional Board of Hedth Services and Social 

~ervices."~ the Cree School Board," the James Bay Native Development 

~orporation,~' the Cree Trappers' ~ssociation~' and a Joint Economic and 

Community Development ~ornmittee." These dl have sipificant Cree 

representation and have varying levels of final decision-making power. 

In the realm of the administration of justice, the emphasis is on the 

participation of Crees in the structure, and a greater sensitivity towards Cree 

culture by non-abonginal people." Thus, the approach is to temper federal 

and provincial policies to suit local needs more closely. For example, 

specifically Cree police units are provided for, which are wder the 

administration of Quebec police. Equally, judges and court procedures are to 

be sensitive to, and take acwunt of, the "usages, customs and psychology of 

the ~ r e e s . " ~ ~  

Finally, two key regional bodies are also established. ï h e  Cree Regional 

Authority represents the James Bay Crees as a whole, appoints the Cree 

representatives ont0 the various joint-management bodies, and cosrdinates 



programmes where requested by the locd corporations? As such, much of 

its power is delegated by the bands as required, and not laid down in the 

Agreement. Secondly, the James Bay Regional Zone Council is set up to 

exercise powers over Category II ~aads." Consequently, there 1s a 

proliferation of bodies with responsibiiities over the different categories of 

1 and. 

(c) The Environmentai Regime 

The competing interests present throughout the Agreement are the need to 

develop the land and the need to protect the Cree way of life centred around 

hunting, fiuiing and trapping. This balancing act becomes moa evident in the 

provisions on the environment. The regime provides for "the protection of the 

Cree people, their economies and the wildlife resources upon which they 

depenà" as well as the right to develop the Temtory? An Advisory 

Cornmittee on the Environment, with joint membership of the Crees, Inuit and 

Naskapis, Canada and Quebec, monitors the whole regirne:' acts as a 

consultation body to the governments regarding the regime," and maices 

recommendations on impact assessments and possible legislation or 

regulation." 

There is, moreover, a system of social and environmental impact assessments, 

" S. 11A. 
ta S. llB. 
" 5.22.2.2 lists the geneml provisions of the rcgime. and these two elements constitute 
subsections (e) and (f). 
60 S. 22.3.1. 
7o S. 22.3.24 
" S. 22.3.25 and 27. 



with their mandatory use in the case of ceriain types of development? Two 

Environmental and Social Impact Assesment Cornmittees, one covenng 

matters of federd jurisdiction and one regardhg provincial matters, review 

the findings dong with any other mbmissions and recommend whether the 

project should proceed.n Al1 proposais and impact statements m u t  go to the 

Cree Regional Authority for comments, thur ensuring some levei of Cree 

participation. However, the Review Cornmittees, while containing Cree 

members, maintain a govemment maj ority . Therefore, while Cree objections 

must be heard, they cm dtimatey be ovemdden, lereby weakening Cree 

influence. 

(d) The Hawesting Regime 

This was felt to be a crucial part of the Agreement, given the central 

importance of these activities to the whole of Cree culture. " As mentioned 

above, exclusive hunting, fishing and trapping rights on Category 1 and Iï 

land, and predominant hunting rights on Category III land were provided for 

the Crees, collectively known as the right to harvest7' The key restriction on 

Schedule 1 of section 22 lists types of &velopments which automaticaily require an 
impact assessment. Schcdule 2 lists those which are exempt. AU 0th projects are 
examined by an Evaluation Cornmittee, which then decides wùcther an assessment is 
neccssary, and if so, what type. Set S. 22.5. 

S. 22.6.13. 
74 For a discussion of the provisions in this section se. e.g., H. Feit "James Bay Cree 
Self-Govemance and Laud Management" in E. Wilmsen, ed., We Are Here: Poiirics of 
Aboriginal Luid T e n m  (Berkeley, CA: University of Caiifomi. Press, 1989) [Hereinafter 
"James Bay Cree S e l f - G o v ~ t " ]  ; Fei& 'Conflict Arenas in the Management of 
Renewsble Resources in the Canadian North: Perspectives Bascd on Conflicts and 
Responses in the Jmes Bay Region, Qucbec' in Nationai a d  R e g i d  Intensts in the 
North, Proceedings of a Worùshop (Ottrwa: Canadian Arctic Resourccs Cornmittee, 
1983) 435 [Hercinrftcr "Conflict Arenrs~. 
" This inciudes the right to huvest for conrmerciil purposes. 



the right is the principle of ~onservation,'~ defined under s.24.1.5 

the pursuit of the optimum naturd productivity of al1 living resources 
and the protection of the ecological qstems of the Territow sa as to 
protect endangered species and to ensure prirnarily the continuance of 
the traditional pursuits of the Native people, and secondarily the 
satisfaction of the needs of non-native people for sport hunting and 
fishing. 

Riority is thus given to the Crees ahead of non-native hunters, a fact 

emphasised later in the section where harvesting leveis are determined. 77 

Moreover, the regime recognises traditional Cree himting structures, without 

actually codifjring hem, thereby allowing Cree hunters to continue their 

practices with the flexibility required? Such recognition is required for any 

govemmental regime to operate successfully in p~aaice. '~ 

This regime is overseen by a Hunting, Fishing and Trapping Coordinating 

Committee (Coordinating Cornmittee)." This has a mixed membership, with 

an equal number of non-Aboriginal mernbew (representing Quebec and 

Canada) and Aborigind members (representing the Crees, Inuit, and 

Naskapis). The chairmanship, whicb bas the casîing vote, rotates every year. 

This is largely a consultative body, with the right to "initiate, discuss, review 

76 S.24.2 There are dso restrictions in the exefcise of the right in non-native settlements 
and wherc it is intedering with the physical activities of others or endangers public 
safety. See s.24.3.6 and 7. 

S.24.6. 
Sec, e.g., 'Conflid h s n  supra note 74 at 440 for Feit's discussion of how 

"trapliownmd "tillymen' in the Agreement correspond to Cree concepts of hunting 
territories and "ownmr" of the land- 
%. Fei& "Self-management and State-mana~cment: F o m  of Knowing and Managing 
Northern Wildlife" in Freemsn and Catbyn, eds., Traditional Knowledge and Renewable 
Resourcr Management in Northcrn RC@& (Edmonton: Bord Maite for Nonhem 
Studies, University of Aiberte. 1988) 72 at 84 [HerciiiriAer "Forms of Knowing and 
Msnaging"]. 
" S. 24.4. 



and propose" any measUres concemhg the regime," dthough it does have 

certain decision-making powers over, for example, outntting pennits. 

The h d n g  regime is complemented by an Income Security Program for 

Hunters and ~rappers.'~ This provides a guaranteed level of income, designed 

around the hunting year, for Cree persons who wish to bunt as a way of life. 

Benefits are calculated accarding to the number of days vent hunting, and are 

administered by the Cree Hunters and Trappers Income Security Board. The 

aim of this program was to make hunters less depuident on, and thereby less 

wlnerable to, the fur trade markets and price fluctuations, as well as 

providing a general income supplemat. As such, hunting could be seen as a 

more stable and viable way of life which individuais would be more 

encouraged to pursue, thereby protecting the whole Cree culture. 

(t) Conclusion 

It is clear that the JBNQA was a comprehensive agreement, covering every 

aspect of Cree life. The comptexity and importance of the environmental and 

hanresting regimes reflect the culture of the Crees and the need to put in 

place very specific measures of protection. Compared to the more recent 

comprehmsive agreements, such as in the Yukon, it is quite fiagmented, with 

a series of separate bodies established to ded with individual issues, radier 

dian a single governing authority with juisdiction over al1 areas of policy. As 

such, there are dangers of, for example, a Iack of cosrdination or conflict of 

policies between bodies. This lack of a single goveming body is also 

reflected in the emphasis on administration radier dian political decision- 

maùing . 



The final sections of this diapter will examine the extent to which 

international law could have sided the negotiation of the JBNQA, and its 

utility today in forcing ie implementation. The role of international law in 

preventing m e r  deveiopment of the land and in the event of accession to 

sovereignty by Quebec will also be discussed First, however, the actual 

involvement of the Crees in the international arena will be outlined. 

3 6  The Esperieuce of tbe C m s  at Internationil Levtl 

The Crees have been involved in the international arena for a number of years 

now. The first international initiative occured in 1980, in the wake of the 

JBNQA, in relation to specific problems in implementation. Canada and 

Quebec had not complied with obligations regarding the provision of 

healthcare and sewerage facilities. The result was an outbreak of gastro- 

enteritis and the death of several children. With little publicity and action in 

Cenada, the Crees nimed to the World Health Organisation (WHO), and one 

of the Cree chefs involved, Billy Diamond, went to Geneva to appeal for 

help fiom the international community. WHO could not act unless the federal 

government of Csnaùa requested it to do so, which it refused to do." 

However, the activities of Diamond did resdt in slgnificant international 

publicity on the issue. Seeing the potential of the international artna, as well 

as ia limits, the Crees attended the first meeting of the UN Working Group 

on hdigenous Populations and have attended every session subsequently. As 

such, they have been significmtly involved in the design of the UN Draft 

%ce the commmts of Bill Namagoose of the Grand Councii o f  the Crees (Quebec) in 
evidence givcn to the Royal Commission on Aboriginal Peoples, Montreal 93/05/28 
p. 1 124-5 My th.ntn to Jabn Paul Murdoch, on whose sumamies of the Royal 
Commission evidencc 1 bave relied. Ste also R. Salisbury, A Honteland for the Cree: 
Regional Developnient in Jones Bny 1971-1981 (Kingston and Montfeal: McGill-Queens 
University Press, 1986) at 4. 



Declaration, and the general evolution of indigenous rights in international 

law. 

In 1987, the Grand Council of die Crees (Quebec) were the first individual 

tribal group to be granted consultative stahis by the Economic and Social 

Commission, thereby acquiring the same status as non-govemmentd 

organisations such as Amnesty Internati~nai.'~ Ted Moses, the Cree 

representative in the international arena, was the first indigenous officer of an 

officiai UN meeting d e n  he became the rapporteur of a UN Seminar on the 

Effects of Racism and Racial Discrimination on the Social and Economic 

Relations between Indigenous Peoples and States in 1989." He went on to 

present the report of the Seminar to the Human Rights Comrni~sion.'~ The 

Crees have, moreover, used die international arena to publicise issues 

conceming them such as the Great Whaie Ptoject and their position in the 

event of secession by Quebec." the effectiveness of which will be analysed 

later in diis secti0n.h addition, the language of many of the Cree leaders is 

loaded with references to international law and the right of self-determination. 

As such, the Crees have invested significant time and money on the 

international process. 

9. Sandcrs, "The UN Workiag Group on hdigenous Populations" (1989) 11 Hum. Rts. 
Q. 406 at 419; also the comments of Bill Namagoose, ibid. 
'%ee D. Sandcrs, "Amthet Step: The UN Seminar on Relations Between Indigenous 
Pcoples and Statesa [19%9] 4 C.N.LR. 37 at 39. 
'%id. 
"Ted Moses mide a prescntation to the Working Group in its mon reccnt session, August 
1996, on the position of thc Crees in the context of Qucbec sovereignty. See "Our rights 
are thrcatcned in Quebec, Crees teU UN forum' The [Monweul] Gruene A u p t  3 1996 
A7. 



3.6. The Prietical Utility o f  hternationaî Law for the Crees 

3.6.1. Interna tiondisation of thtir Problems 

In the previous chapter, the internationalisation of domestic disputes was one 

of the main uses of intemationai Iaw. This concept of internationalisation was 

broken into four dimensions, narnely the establishment of new, objective 

standards, the publicisation of govemmental action to increase pressure on the 

government in question, the creation of a new avenue of communication 

between States and indigenous groups and the development of links with other 

groups, both indigenous and non-indigenous. The aim of the next section is 

to examine, through this analyticai fhmewok, the practical utility of 

international law for the Crees. 

(a) The Establishment of  Objective Standards 

The first point to be examined in this context is whether the existence of 

international standards, such as those contained in the UN Draft Declaration, 

would have been of any assistance to the Crees at the time of the negotiation 

of the JBNQA. It is ofien argued, for example, that international principles 

provide a framework for the negotiation of self-government  agreement^.'^ 

The complexity and detail of the JBNQA, coupled with the generality of the 

international principles, moke it hard to see any significant practical benefit 

in the aaual negotiation of the provisions. For example, if one looks at the 

land regime established, it is a highly compla system, with land categorised 

 ce, e.g., ME. Turpel, " The Draft Deolaration on the Rights of Indigcnous Peoplcs - A 
Commcntary" [1994] 1 C.N.LR. 50. 



in three ways resulting in different rights for endi of the parties. By contrast, 

the provisions relating to land in the Drafk Dedaration nmply affim the 

rights of indigenous peoples to "maintain and strengdien their distinctive 

spiritual and materiai relationship with the land ... and other resources which 

they have traditionally ~ w n e d " , ~ ~  to "own, develop, control and use the 

lanWgO and to "detennine and develop prionties and strategies for the 

development or use of their lands".91 How such vague declarations could have 

practically assisted in the detailed negotiation of the provisions of the 

JBNQA, such as those described above is unclear. 

Equally, the provisions were drawn up in accordance with the particular 

culture and circum~auices of the Crees. The hunting, fishing and trapping 

regime, for example, was very specifically designed around the needs and 

traditions of the Crees. The provisions took into account the organisation of 

the Cree hunting culture. The specific context of the Agreement, raising the 

need to have some control over M e r  development for example, also 

resulted in particuiar emphasis being laid on the sections relating to 

environmental protection. Even within the JBNQA, the Crees and Inuit had 

different provisions to suit their own needs, such as the splimng of only Cree 

land into Category 1A and 1B. Therefore, the aning desire of the Crees to 

maintain some federal jurisdiction, which was not matched by the Inuit, has 

made the Agreement quite different for the two parties. Again, international 

law could not have provided assistance in the pracîicd negotiation of these 

provisions. 

Despite these fPiling, it is possible, however, to see other l e s  direct ways in 

Article 25. 
90 Article 26. 
9' Article 30. 



which the international principles could have been of benefit. They may have 

been able to improve the general tone of the negotiations. 7he Crees would 

have been entering the room with agreement over their very basic rights. 

Werefore, they would have started the negotiations on the basis that they had 

a separate cultural identity, centred around a lifestyle strongly tied to the land, 

and they had a right to maintain this culture and their traditions. As it was, 

they had to argue consistently that t h 9  were still practising their traditional 

culture and lifestyle, and that they should be able to continue doing so. Had 

Quebec been wiiling to accept the international principles, it would have set 

the boundaries for the negotiations in a way that accepted a lem the basic 

rights of the Crees to continue their way of life. This codd have been useN, 

and perhaps could have changed the tone and basic boundaries of the 

negotiations more in favour of the Crees. 

However, the disagreements in state-abonginal relations are ofien not over the 

basic nght of aboriginal groups to continue to practise their cuiture. A state 

which is willing to negotiate will usudly accept this premise. The problems 

largely concem the details of implementation. The deiineation of the land 

involved, the definition of traditional activitia, the level of financiai support 

and the details of devolving power, for example, are more likely to be the 

points of contention. Generai principles, as discussed above, cannot resolve 

these issues. 

A M e r  way in which the international principles could have been of use to 

the Crees is that ihey wouid have provided a coherent approach, centred 

around the idea of self-determination. A probiem with the structure of the 

JBNQA is its fragrnented approach, as discussed above. The international 

rights would have at lem linked the various areas together through 

overarching principles, such as the nght to maintain and develop their 



indigenous identity* and of course the nght to self-deter~nination.~~ 

Therefore. it is possible to speculate that the promulgation of international 

standards could have helped to improve the tone and boundaries of the 

negotiations in favour of the Crees. T h y  may have provided a more cohermt 

and stronger overall fiamework for the provisions. However, they could not 

have provided significant assistance in the actual negotiation of the 

Agreement, thereby diminishing their practical utility significantly. 

In the context of the JBNQA today, the existence of international standards 

can serve as a point of cornparison for the specific provisions. This can work 

in two ways. Firstly, JBNQA provisions which do not conform to the 

international standards can be attacked, and an argument made for 

renegotiation. Altematively. where provisions do confonn to international 

standards. the Crees can use those standards to pressure the govemment into 

total cornpliance. 

The JBNQA was agreed by al1 parties under extreme pressure to strike a deal 

as quickly as possible. Equally, it was negotiated over twenty years ago, in 

a context much more hostile to aboriginal rights. Gtven this background. 

although the Crees feel that they negotiated as good a ded as was possible, 

they would like to see some of the ternis te-evaluated. By bringing in 

international law, thw can attack the legitimacy and vdidity of undesirable 

provisions today hom a new angle. For example, in submissions to the Royal 

Commission on Aboriginal Peoples, Billy 

'"fails to meet both existing and emerging 

more and more becoming a barorneter by 

Diamond argued that the SBNQA, 

international standards, and this is 

which the legitimacy of Canadian 

9a Article 8. 
" Article 3. 



noms are measured."" As such, bey are holding up the Draft Declaration 

as the expression of their rights today, and cornparing these with the 

provisions of the JBNQA. Their conclusion is that "[v]irtually dl of the 

provisions of the agreement fail by that àraft universal dechration. '"' Thei r 

aim is effectively to renegotiate certain provisions which are highly 

detrimentai to the position of the Crees and not in line with their international 

rights. 

The clause which has been the subject of moa discontent has been the 

extinguishment clause, under which the Crees appear to extinguish al1 of their 

aboriginal rights in return for the rights specified in the JBNQA. This is 

obviously a problematic clause for them when üying to stop m e r  

development of the land, in particulsr. They have to argue dornesticaily, for 

example, that the c l a m  does not mean what it says, bat they simply gave up 

their rights conceming the development proposed at the time, or that they 

only extinguished the right to exclusive occupation and not al1 rights of 

control over the land.% Whethet a Canadian court would interpret the 

provision in the way suggested by these arguments, however, is perhaps 

doubtful. 

The Crees have started to attack the whole legitimacy of the clause, arguing 

that to extinguish their fundamental rights over the land is impossible. 

Consequently, the provision cannot be valid, whatever the agreement may say. 

The discourse of these arguments is highly international. and peppered with 

ideas of self-determination. Matthew Coon Corne, for example, argues 

%fade in Montreal, 93/05/28, supro note 83 at 11 12. 
H~ommcots of Billy Diamond, ibid. 
%s is the argument of the Crees' lawyer James O'Rtilly in S. Vincent and G .  Bowers, 
cds., James Bay ond Northern Que bec: Ten Years On (Montreal: Recherches 
amtrindiennes au Québec, 1985) at 153. 



that,"[i]t is time for Canadians to recognise that extinguishment, being based 

upon archaic and discredited principles of racial and religious superiority and 

national supremacy, cannot stand the tests of constitutional validity, respect 

for Canada's international human nghts comrnitments, or common decen~y."~' 

The argument which is being presented is that the idea of extinguishment 

stems from the principle of terra nullius, under which indigenous populations 

were deemed too savage to merit legal rights. With the international 

abandonment of terra nullius, ideas of extinguishment cm no longer be 

sustained. 

There is indeed growing domestic pressure to abandon the policy of 

extinguishment. However, the international arguments are more complex than 

is being suggested, and the Cree representatives perhaps overstate the case. 

Whilst the principle of terra nullius certainly has discriminatory and racist 

tendencies, to question the concept of extinguishment would ultimately 

challenge the legal basis and legitimacy of title to the land in many States. It 

moreover had veiy practical justifications, relating to the need for certainty 

over the future of land. It must also be remembered that although Mabo 

rejected terra nullius, it embraced the cuncept of extinguishment, perhaps 

demonstrating that the latter is not subject to the same pressure on the 

international front. Therefore, while the argument is there, and can be used 

to increase the pressure on Canada to abandon its policy, it is a more complex 

issue than terra nullius was. Moreover, the Crees still have to counter the 

argument that they siped the Agreement and therefore consented to the 

extinguishment of their rights. The fact that Quebec and Canada were so 

determined to insert the extinguishrnent clause indeed shows recognition of 

the Crees' rights to the land and thus contrasts strongly with the philosophy 

%et the p~îation by OMd Chief h4anbew Coon Corne in Montreal 93/05/28. supra 
note 83 at 1164. 



underlying terra nuilius. A domestic court remauis unlikely to disregard the 

plain meaning of a text and question the legitimacy of the means with which 

the Crown has acquired its temtory. In this context, international law can 

work as a long-tenn pressure to change the attitudes of govemment and the 

coum. However, given that the doctrine of extinguishment has not been 

clearly repudiated by the international community, an emphasis on 

international law widi regard to this issue is unlikely ta be of substantial 

benefit. 

The second element to the use of the international standards is in pressunsing 

Canada and Quebec to implement the JBNQA in full. This works in tandem 

with the next element of internationalisation, namely the international 

publicisation of domestic disputes and actions. 

(b) International publicity and opinion 

Publicising breaches of the JBNQA by Canada or Quebec to an international 

audience potentially applies pressure on those parties to rectify their 

behaviour. As such, the use of the international arena in this way at the time 

of negotiation of the JBNQA could have assisted the Crees to some extent. 

The first problem faced by the Crees in the wake of the announcernent of the 

James Bay Project was getting Quebec to take their claims seriously and 

negotiate with them. It WU only ifter the   al ouf judgmenf8 that Quebec 

was willing to sit d o m  and talk about the possibility of a deal. However, 

even during the negotiation process, it was ciear that the project would go 

" Supm note 39. 



ahead, with construction wntinuing throughout the period in question.99 

Had international indigenous rights been so prominent at this time, the Crees 

codd clearly have appealed to the Working Group, or international NGOs or 

media, for publicity, which could have put pressure on Quebec to negotiate. 

Given the very wedc position of the Crees at the time, this could have been 

important. Moreover, it might have provoked greater public qmpathy, as they 

couid have presented their case as a M e r a n c e  of their international rights, 

rather than being perceived as "anti-Quebec" or "anti-de~elopment".'~ 

Whilst this is clearly an area in which international law could have been 

beneficial to the Crees, there is an inherent lirnit to this role. For international 

publicity to work, the govemment m m  care about its international 

reputation, and thus be willing to take into account the views of the 

international community in the formulation of its policies. Canada generally 

is a state which does care about its image,''' and therefore international 

publicity can be exploited and prove quite effective. However, there are 

circumstances in which perceived national interests nse above this concem. 

Whilst it is impossible to corne to any finn conclusions on this question, it 

could be argued diat the project was so important to Quebec in ternis of the 

economic benefit, the prestige in developing such a huge project, and the 

%ee, for example, the testimony of Billy Dismornd before the Royal Commission on 
Aboriginal Peoples, whcrt hc states, "[tlhe coastniction of the hydro-elcctric project was 
continuing. The Court of Appeal clearly was going to d e  against us ... By the time we 
got to the Supreme Court, îhc construction would be endeda Montreal 93/05/28, supra 
note 83 at 1105. 
'-or a description of the gencral public pmeption in Quckc of th Cree claims at this 
timc sce Richardson, supra note 37. 
"This is supported, for cximple, by the comwnts of Professor O'Brien in R.Thornpson, 
cd., The Rights of Indigenous Peoples in International Law (University of Saskatchewan 
Native Law Centre, 1986) at 26, w b m  she compares Canada's 'international rectitude" 
with the attitude of the U.S.A. 



political need to assert its savereignty over its northem temn>ry,'" that a 

certain level of international criticism and publicity would have been ignored, 

or even nationalistically defied. 

Moreover, aithough indigrnous rights rnay be discussed at the international 

level, the relative weakness of the Crees and the strength of Canada and 

Quebec means that senous pressure, such as the imposition of nade sanctions, 

would have been mlilcely- Consequently, although the Crees rnay have been 

able to use the international arena to pressure Quebec into negotiating an 

agreement conceming the fiiture of their lands. it must also be accepted that 

since the development was economicdly important to Quebec, it may well 

have been willing to ride out a level of international cnticism, publicity and 

pressure. Further, it mwt be remembered that it is the federal govemment 

which represents the whole of Canada at the international level. However, 

Quebec was the party to whom the Crees needed to apply particular pressure. 

It would have been bard to apply pressure specifically on Quebec, as simply 

one province within Canada. These considerations would have hampered the 

practical utility of international law for die Crees in this context. 

In ternis of the practical implementation of the JBNQA, a number of 

significant problems have been expenenced. Funding has proved to be the 

most conststent one throughout the past twenty years. There have been a 

number of disagreements over exactly what the level of financial obligation 

on L e  part of the government i s  under the Agreement. 

consensus, the federal governent has been reluctant to 

Even where there is 

commit the required 

"%&ebec had k a  arguhg for many years that the northern part of its tcmtory and its 
inhabitants were a f e d d  responsibitity. In the 1%0s, îhough, with the rise in Quebec 
nationalism, thm was a new &sire to assert its presence ahead of chat of the fedtral 
govemment. Sec Richardson, mpm note 37 at 1 14. 



fùnds. The level of financial support was indeed negotiated and a Statement 

of Understanding reached with DIAND in 1984. This provided for secure and 

continuing levels of funding by the federal government. However. the 

government was of the view that the Statement was not binding on hem, 

despite two years of negotiation. and the Treasury Board has referred to it as 

merely a guideline. This has not only caused financiai insecurity, and thus 

harnpered administrative development, but has resulted in tremendous bad 

feeling between the two parties.'" 

This is clearly a key problem for the Agreement. Widiout stable and sufficient 

funding, the self-goveming structures simply lurch fiom crisis to crisis, unable 

to engage in long-term planning and development. A need has arisen to 

"justify every pemy" .'O4 With such a situation, the dependency on the whirns 

of the government cannot be avoided and the process becomes a be ha rade".^" 

As Diarnond correctly observes, "[plowers granted without the means of 

attaining objectives is an unacceptable and meaningless pro ces^."'^ Moreover, 

this is a question of govemment attitude and priority, rather than structural 

defects in the Agreement. The Crees may well in the end get sunicient fun& 

to administer their programmes, but the lobbying required is time consuming, 

expensive in itself and clearly ~nsatisfpctory.'~' 

The international fora here can be used to publicise obvious failures of 

Canada and Quebec in this regard. The Crees can portray both federal and 

'" Sce the Report of the Cree-Naskipi Commission 1986, which also viewtd the 
Statement as legdy binding. 
lW Sec thc commtnts of h h k  R. Gordon in Vincent and Bowm supra note 96 at 145. 
'O5 Set B. Diamond, "The James Bay Crees rnd the Financing of Aboriginal Self- 
Govet~~llent" in D. Hawkes and E. P c m ,  fssvcs in Enmnching Abmginal SeF 
Govemmenr (Kingston: Institute of IotcrgovernmentaI Relations. Queens University, 
1987) 93. 
'" Ibid. 
'07 Sec Moss, supro note 52 at 691. 



provincid govemments as willing to aga agreements with its aboriginal 

population, but with no intention of following through on the financial 

eommitments. F d e r ,  the Crees have tried explicitly to link the exercise of 

self-determination in the fonn of self-government, with the financial 

requirements for those arrangements to operate. 'O8 As such, without financial 

self-sufficiency, and the means to acquire that, self-detemination cannot be 

achieved. The presentation of the facts in this way, rather than as a series of 

failures to implement adequately the Agreement, makes it easier to get public 

attention. The use of international standards al- adds weight, legitimacy and 

coherence to the complaints being publicised. 

However, the Crees need to be careful not to overplay their hand in this 

context. In comparative international ternis, t h y  are substantially better off 

than many other tribes facing persecution and phy sical danger. Therefore, 

whilst the international fora cm be usehi to apply pressure on Canada and 

Quebec to implement N l y  the JBNQA, there may be limited public ympathy 

for these complaints. Moreover, by fixing on international standards, the Crees 

run the risk of tying their ambitions to the lowest common denominator 

arnongst indigenous peoples around the world, to the demment of 

cornparisons of living standards with other Canadiens. 

There have been other explicit breaches of the JBNQA. The federal 

govemment, for example, has füled to carry out al1 of the required impact 

assessments, often uguing that jurisdiction over the development, and 

therefore responsibility for die mandatory assessment, lay exclusively with 

See the comments of Billy Diamond supra note 105 at 93. 
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Quebec? However, whilst international publicity might again have some 

utility, it would be hard in ptactice to mobilise public suppon for these 

problems. Moreover, these complaints again pale in cornparison to many of 

the other complaints heard in the Working Gio~p."~ 

Other problems of implementation relate to the structure of the JBNQA and 

the practical operation of the provisions, such as a lack of trained Cree 

personnel."' Equally, the fragmentation of the administration has led to 

problems of CO-ordination for al1 parties.'12 Moreover, the impact on the 

environment of the flooding has been much worse than was anticipated. A 

number of unforeseen problems have ~ c c u n e d , ' ~ ~  such as the production of 

methyl mercwy. This has led to the poisoning of large numbers of fish, and 

has, in tum. penetrated the diet of the Crees. for whom fish is a major 

foodstun. It will be many yean before the effects of the mercury subside, and 

this bas severely curtailed the fishing ability of the Crees. The flooding and 

ecological changes have also dishubed the patterns of animals, causing large 

numbers to d r o ~ n . ~ "  

'09 See, cg., Cree Regional Authority V. Robinson [1991] 4 C.N.L.R. 84 (Federal court 
trial division) concerning the Great Whale Roject; also Eastmain Band v. Robinson 
[1992] 1 C.N.L.R. 90 conccming the Eastmain developmtnt. 
''O Sec, for example, R. Williams, "Encounters on the Frontiers of international Human 
Rights Law: Rcdefining the Terms of Indigenous Peoples' Sunival in the Worldm (1990) 
Duke L. J. 660 nt 680, where he &scribes tales heard in the WGIP of "gold miners who 
shoot Ysaamami Indians fiom trees in the rainfotcst for profit - or worse, just for fun". 
and of "indigenow pcoples who have flcd death squads and wars in their countries and 
now crowd into refugce camps along the Mexican border." 
"'La Rusic, supra note 42 rt 35. 
Il2 See the commcnts in a Dchte, Vincent and Bowcrs, supra note 96 at 160. 
Il3 See, e.g., A. P ~ M ,  "Uneasy Coexistence: La &an& and the James Bay Creew in B. 
Hodgin and K. Cannon, eds., On the Lad: Confimtimg the Challenges to Aboriginal 
SelJIDeterutination in Northem Quehc and La br4dor floronto : Betelgeuse Books, 1 995) 
nt 129; Richudson, "Epilogue" in S*angers Devour the tond, supra note 37 at 344; 
Gagné, supra notc 38 at 1 10. 
"' See, for example the drowning of 10,000 caribou and clear rcductions in the numbers 
of gecse d fiah. B. Diamond, Address to the Indtute for Canadian Studies, Oslo, 
August l9SKl in Bnnefi, Submissio~w d Speeche~ 6n Behar of the Grand Council of the 



A good example of proaical implementation probiems is the operation of the 

central body of the regime, die Coordinating Committee. Landmann, in a 

detailed study of its operation, discovered a number of serious flaws, some 

structural and some operati~nal."~ Its role is confused, combining both 

technical advice-giving and political discussion of resource allocation between 

groups. There was a lack of regular attendance and preparation for meetings, 

undennining their effectiveness, exacerbated by a lack of suitable personnel, 

particularly on the Inuit and Naskapi àdes. Moreover, the voting structure 

and attitudes of the parties consistently led to confrontation, block voting and 

an inability to break down the political walls. For instance, the Quebec 

representatives were accused of being preoccupied with protecting their 

junsdiction. The reliance by the abonginal groups on non-native advisors 

wealrened local participation and focused the debate on the legal interpretation 

of the provisions. Consequcntly, it tended to be very politicaliy orientated, 

emotionally charged on occasion and achieved little in the way of constructive 

dialogue between the parties. 

However, it is hard to see how international law codd have an impact on any 

of these problems, which are highly specific to the Agreement, and result 

fiom the cornpiex provisions. Problems in cosrdination and personnel, the 

changing ecological balance, the political nature of the Coordinating 

Committee are issues îhat really can only be solved by those on the ground. 

Moreover, these provisions appear to be in line with international principles 

such as the right to autonomy and self-determination. Indeed, the innovative 

CO-management provisions seexn to ernbody i d e s  of CO-existing sovereignties 

Cnes (Qwbec) fiom A p d  1988-Novrnber 1990) (Nemaska, Que; Grand Coucil of the 
Crecs (Quebec), 1990) at 16. 
Ils Landmam. Cdfanagenrent of Wildlifc undsr the James Bay Treuty: The Hunting, 
Fishing Md Trapping C6ordinuting Cornminm. UA Thesis, Université Laval, August 
f 988. 



and self-determination. with state and indigenous parties having real input into 

the future of environmental issues which affect them dl .  Therefore, in 

normative terms, international law can contribute nothing. In terms of 

publicising the problems, the international arena could put pressure on the 

various parîies to find solutions and not just ignore the problems. However, 

this would Wear  to be of marginal utility for the Crees 

One example of the effective use of international publicity to achieve change 

in the position of Quebec, however. was the campaign conceming the Great 

Whale Project. The James Bay hydro-electric project was split into three 

stages - La Grande River, the Great Whale Roject and the Nottaway, 

Broadback and Rupert Rivers Project (NBR). The first stage, La Grande, has 

now been completed, but there has been much debate over funher 

development. Developments conceming Eastmain and the NBR project were 

contemplated in the JBNQA. The Great Whale Project, however, represented 

new development, and the Crees claimed that Qwbec needed fiesh consent 

in order to proceed. Quebec argued, by contrast, that the Crees gave up dl 

their rights to the land in the extinguishment clause of the IBNQA and 

thetefore had no M e r  interest in the matter. '16 As well as working through 

domestic avenues,"' the Crees were able to publicise the issue in the United 

Nations. Their case was made, for example, in a report to the Sub- 

Commission on Discrimination and Minotities concerning the development 

of indigenous land.'" This gave them the opportunity to relay their 

experiences on the fim stage of development, including the rnethyl mercury 

"6 See the coomients of the Crees' lawyer James O'Reilly in Vincent and Bowers, supra 
note % at 48. 
'17 See the cases of C m  Come v. Lu ~ o m m i ~ ~ ~ ~ l e c t r i q u e  de Québec [1991] 2 
C.N.L.R. 3 1; Cree Regicmul Authonty v. Robinson [199 1j 2 C.N.LR 41. 
"' UN Tranmational Corporations and Management Division to the Sub-Commission on 
~scrimination and Minorities, Traltslulbbonal fnvcstWzcnrir d Operations on the h n d ~  of 
Indigenous Peoples, UN ESCOR, 1992, UN Doc. E/CN.4/Sub.2/I992/54. 



poisoning, as well as their fears about the Great Whde Project. 

Moreover, in a diffetent style of internationalisation, the Crees appealed 

directly to third parties who had influence in the situation. They could see 

that this second phase of development was intended to produce electricity not 

for Quebec, but for export to the USA. A number of Nodeasteni states had 

signed contracts with Hydro-Québec, such as New York. Thus, the strategy 

was to pressure these states to cancel their wntracts, and thereby make the 

project financially ~nviabte.''~ They succeeded in penuading, for example, 

New York to cancel its contract through publicising the potential 

environmental costs of the development and mobilising public support. As 

a result, the ptoject was delayed indefinitely in 1992. 

This is a concrete example of the successful effects of intemationalising 

indigenous issues. However, this is a style quite different from the use of 

institutions such as the UN and intemationai law. Indeed, there was Little 

appeal to the legal niceties. Rather, the emphasis was on raising 

environmental awueness and mobilising that particular lobby. Through this 

campaign, the Crees were able to utilise very specific economic levers of a 

third party. It is unlikely that action through the UN alone, for example, 

would have achieved the same results. 

These events demonstrate some further weaknesses of international law in 

this role of apply ing pressure to govemments. Firstly , whilst international law 

may have a weight and legitimacy that can be ureful, it is far easier to 

mobilise international opinion and publicity through the environmental lobby. 

For the generai public, the simple breach of international law is  not 

Il9 For the tex& of a number of such speeches in the USA sec Speeches, Brie fs, 
Submissions, supra note 1 14. 



sufficiently powerful to lead to mass action or pressure. Rather, international 

law generally supports campaigns against outrageous behaviour which have 

already captured world attention, such as  environmental destruction or 

physical violence. By contrast, the institutions which may care about the 

simple breach of international standards, such as the UN, lack the power to 

apply effective pressure. The tools used in this case were economic, and hit 

very directly at the required target. 

As such, international law and its institutions lack the bite and effective 

powen to seriously challenge the actions of states, especially where those 

actions are strongly tied to a perceived national interest. Rather, a more direct 

fonn of internationalisation, using public opinion, political power and the 

economic Ieverage of other influentid states can prove effective. 

Despite this weakness, though, international law c m  still be of some utility 

in a situation such as Great Whale. International standards mark the 

existence, interest and concrete rights of the Crees in an authontative manner. 

As such, it makes it hard for Quebec to ignore the issue completely. Equally, 

the use of, for example, the UN, adds weight and legitimacy to the arguments 

of the Crees. Quebec could Etil1 argue that the Crees have no rights over the 

land and refuse to negotiate with them. Quebec, however, is then in the 

position of justifying and defending its stance. This would contrast with the 

situation in the 1970s, where it was the Crees who were constantly under 

pressure to justie continuhg their traditional hunting, fishing and trapping 

lifesty le. 

In this way, international standards work most effectively on a long-term 

basis to encourage the incorporation of indigarous rights into the actual 

decision-making process regardhg development. Disputes cunently &se on 



the announcement of such developments, which is very late in the process. 

There is a need for the concems of the Crees to be considered during the 

decision-making process, and for prior, meaningful consultation with the 

Crees to take place. Intemdonal law fonaantly reminds decision-makers of 

the presence and rights of the Crees. If the officsals can see that to decide 

on such developments unilaterally always results in conflict, bad publicity and 

antagonism with the Crees, it may encourage them to look at the views of the 

Crees before the final decision is actually made. 

This is supportcd by the veiy nature of the right of self-determination, as 

discussed in chapter two. Self-detemination does not simply question the 

actual decision made, but instead throws doubt on the validity of a decision- 

making process which excludes the voice of the Crees. Given that the 

essence of self-determination is the idea of choice and control, the breach of 

self-detemination is not in approving the development itself Rather it is in 

a decision-making process which ignores the views, rights and interests of the 

Crees. Consequently, the role of intemationai law in the long-term is not in 

actually preventing d l  development of indigenous lands. Rather, it is in 

questioning the legitimacy of current decision-making processes, and 

encouragng new methods which give the Crees a significant influence and 

role in the development of their lands. 

Therefore, the w of international publicity and pressure, backed up by clear 

international standards, cm be of utiiity to the Crees, although it is unlikely 

to change dramatically their position in the short term. The complexity of the 

3BNQA and generdity of the international principles nibstantially limit the 

practicai utility of international law for the Crees, in tems of improving their 

position under the JBNQA or pressurising Canada and Quebec into full 

cornpliance. Equaily, the lack of bite in intemationai law and its institutions 



curtails their efYectiveness in situations such as Great Whale, whete groups 

are threatened by development. However, it can work effectively as a long- 

tenn pressure on states to include indigenous peoples in decision-making 

procedures over matten in which they have a direct interest. Equally, 

international standards c m  help to establish a more favourable environment 

and starting point for the negotiation of self-government agreements. 

(c) A New Avenue of Communication 

Through using the international institutions, indigrnous groups may be able 

to gain more direct access to govemment than is often otherwise possible. In 

Canada, the department which deds specifically with abonginal affairs, the 

Department of Indian and Northem Development (DIAND) has low political 

weight in die overail structure of govemment. Therefore, even when 

aboriginal peoples can get commitments out of DIAND, there is no guarantee 

that other relevant deparîments will agree. When dealing in self-government, 

the CO-ordination of a number of different departmenfi is needed, such as 

education, health and social services and finance. DIAND, in these 

circumstances, rarely has the required influence over these other departments 

to secure cornpliance with the agreements. m i s  has been the expenence of the 

Crees in the implementation of the JBNQA, and the process is consequently 

very fnisaating. 

However, when deding at the international level, the Department of Extemal 

Affairs enten the pichire, a very senior department with substantial power, 

influence and co~ec t ion  to the Prime Minister. Suddenly, aboriginal peoples 

are dealing witb a senior level of govemment, which is capable of forcing 

through commitments it malces. This also allows discussions to be one-step 

removed, for exarnple, h m  the heat of Quebec politics, and it is possible to 



be less corifrontational. 

The creation of a special desk on international abonginal &airs in the 

Department of Extemal Anain is claimed by the Crees to be a direct result 

of their actions at the international levei. Such a desk should give a focus to 

aboriginal communications and open up a whole new level of contact which 

could not have been achieved in a pureiy domestic context. It should also add 

weight to indigenous demands which are a hifilment of international 

standards, and provides a new, influentid party with interest in the treatment 

of the Crees. Unforiunately, in the eyes of the Crees, the desk has become the 

focus of govemment efforts to resist the development of strong aboriginal 

rights at international l e ~ e l . ' ~ ~  

Even if communication does improve between the parties through this new 

avenue, though, diis still needs to be eanslated into better communication 

with domestic deparîments. There is no guarantee diat good communication 

with tbe Department of Extemal M a i n  will have any direct impact on 

relations with DIAND or any of the departments involved in the 

implementation of self-government. Finally, this dimension of international 

law again works on a long tenn bas~s at changing attitudes and improving 

understanding between the parties. As such, its practical utility today is 

limi ted. 

'%ee the coxnmcnts of Bill Namagoose to the Royal Commission i=i Montreal, 93/05/28, 
supra note 83 at 1 126. 



(d) Links witb atber groops 

. In the final dimension of internationalisation, the Crees may be able to benefit 

fiom forging links with other groups, both indigenous and non-indigenous. It 

was clear fiom the discussion of the Great Whale project that l e  Crees have 

already made substantial use of alliances with environmental groups. Given 

that many of their struggles concem the condition of the land and future 

development, these are ctearly alliances which can be useful in the future. 

It is al= possible to use die intemationai arena for comparative purposes to 

see other groups' cxperiences and ideas on similar problems. Therefore, other 

examples of CO-management could be examined in order to find ways to 

improve die Crees' own structures. Whilst this can be done unilaterally, the 

existence of the WGIP in particular makes this process easier than it wouid 

otherwise be, given the resources of gioups. The WGIP aiso provides a focus 

for the exchange of information, both in ternis of personal contact and 

compiling reports. 

In this way, the Crees could provide Somat ion on the successes and failures 

of the JBNQA to other groups, and contribute to the development of regimes 

elsewhere. For exarnple, the provisions conceming hun ting could prove useful 

for 0 t h  groups wishing to maintain a similar lifestyle. Sections such as the 

Incorne Secwity Programme have been relatively successful. The number of 

people hunting as a way of life increased afier the JBNQA came into force, 

and has remained rdatively stable since that tirne.''' This has helped to 

12'Tbe numbcr of ISP beneficivies peaked in 1975-76 at 4,046, dropped in 1976-77 to 3,672 
and has nmained sttady at th.t level since, numbering 3,477 in 1986-87. See the statistics 
of the b u a i  Reports of tht Cree Hun- and Trappcn Income Security Board, cited in H. 
Feit and C. Scott, Zncome Secwi@ for Cne Hunîers: Ecological, Social a d  Economic 
Eflects (Montreai: McGill Rogramme in the Anthropology of Development, 1992). For 



maintain the traditionai social structure of the Crees, centred around hunting. 

This has led, in tum, to a great sense of confidence and autonomy in Cree 

communities. Such expenence could offer praaical assistance, as well as 

some sense of hope, to other groups. However, whilst such information may 

cautiously used and clearly adapted to the be of some use, it has 

context. 

3.6.2. A Rote in the Interpretation of Domestic L m  

The second way in which international law can be of assistance to the Crees 

is in domestic courts. For example, it would be possible to plead international 

principles in the interpretation of the JBNQA. Hutchins argues that the courts 

al ready consi der international Iaw in their decisions, albeit often indirectly. ' " 
For example, in the case of Simon v. me ~ueen,'" the Supreme Court were 

willing to look at international law principles as raidogies with, although not 

determinative of. the case. Abonginai litigants have invoked international 

principles such as pacta sunt senmido and rebus sic stuntibus to support 

either the wntinuing force or inapplicability of t~eaties."~ Equally, the Crown 

continually pleads principles from international law, nich as the doctine of 

discovery, to justi* their position. Consequendy, although international law 

is not a direct source of law, it is increasingly being pleaded as a relevant 

influence, particularly in aboriginal daims, and couid therefore play an 

important role in the fume development of the law. 

fwther anabsis of the figures se ,  cg., H. Feit, "Waswanipi Cree Management of Land and 
Wildlifc: Cree Ethno-Ecology Revi#tcdn in Co% cd, Native People, Native Lands: Canadian 
Indi-, Inuit d Mitis (Ottawa: Culeton University Press, 1986); also "James Bay Cree 
Sclf-GovcniaaceU supra note 74. 
lP Hutchins."In the Spmt of <he Times: international Law Bcforc the Canadian Courts (A 
Work in Rogress)" (Address to the Canadian Bar Association Continuing Education 
Cornmittee and the National Aboriginal Law Section, 28-29 Apnl 1995) [unpublished]. 
1a[1985] 2 S-CR. 387. 
Iz4 Set Hutchins, supra note 122. 



However, in the context of the Cr-, thk becornes more problematic. What 

is at issue is usually the interpretaîion of the JBNQA, rather than the 

development of the common law. As such, cases revolve around, for example, 

the allocation of jurisdiction between dieerent bodies or levels of government. 

Compounding this is, of coune, the generality of the pnnciples. In most 

cases, an international right to autonomy is likely to be compatible with a 

variety of interpretations of the provisions. Only in a ciear-cut case where 

one interpretation is in Iine with the international auidrucl, and one is clearly 

not, codd international law possibly make a differeme to the result. The 

pleading of international law is more likely to yield results in cases where 

die fbture direction of the domestic law is being decided, such as in Mubo. 

Thus, for example, the clear establishment of an international right to selG 

govemment could gradually influence the courts to accept that such a right 

does actually exist and is protected under s.35(1) of the Constitution Act 

1982.'25 However, it is unlikely to be able to influence the interpretation of 

a techni cal provision. 

In conclusion, the roles identified for intemationd law in chapter two have 

substantial problems when applied in a specific context. Whilst the 

international principles and fora do have some utility for the Crees, the 

generality of the principles and the lack of bite of international law limits 

their practical relevance in many cases. However, the final section of this 

chapter examines one situation in which international law suddenly has 

enormous value for the Crees - the possible secession of Quebec. 

'%e, e.g. Turpel, svpm note 88 at 50 for an argument of this position. 



3.7. The Possible S e c d a n  of Qu* 

The most pressing concem of the Crees currently is the possible secession of 

Quebec fkom Canada and the forniahon of a new independent state of 

Quebec. Whilst this is a fsirly unique situation, it shows that, despite the 

ohen largely long-tenn role of international law, scenarios can arise in which 

its role is vital. Whiln a detailed examination of the arguments of the parties 

is beyond the scope of this thesis, a brief summary of the positions is required 

to enable an anaiysis of the potentid role for international law in this context. 

The Quebec soveteigntists have consistently argued that an independent 

Quebec would be indivisible and that the Crees can have no separate right to 

decide their own fbnite- T h y  are part of Quebec and must comply with the 

wishes of the majority. The sovereigntists tberefore deny that the Crees have 

a distinct right to selfdetermination. In order to support this argument, a 

study by five international law experts was commissioned on the question of 

the rights of abonginal peoples and other minority groups in the event of the 

achievement of a sovereign Quebec.12' ïheir opinion was that, on the basis 

of uti posndetis, Quebec's boundarics would be secure, and the Crees could 

have no right to dismember a rovtreign Quebec.12' 

""Franck, Higgins, Pellet, Shaw and Tomuschat, "L'intigritd territoriale du Québec dans 
I'hypothtse de i'acccssion i la sowerainetkw in Commission d'4tudc &s questions 
ifftrentcs à l'accession du -bec i la souveraineté, Les Amibutes d'un Québec souverain 
(QuCbec: Bibliothcque natioaalt du Q u h c ,  1992), Expods et Ctudcs, vol. 1 377 
WeteinaAer, th. Pellet Rcpvt] .  
ItTThe Crees have argued in respome that this U only the case once Quebec has 
successfdly acquired sovereignty, for which effective control over Cree territory would be 
requircd. Until that time, Quekc's borden wodd k vulncrable to cornpethg daims, 
including thcir own. Sec Sovereign Injasfice: Forcible Inclsuion of the James B q  Crees 
d Cree Temitury into a Soverrign Quebec (Nemaska, Que: Grnurd Council of the Crees 
(Quebec), 1995) i t  235. 



However, the Crees are unirnpressed with these legal arguments.128 Firstly, the 

clear denial of a right of self-determination to the Crees, in the context of a 

such a right for Quebec, is believed to be a racist double standard which goes 

against everything indigenous peoples have been claiming. It sets a dangerous 

precedent for indigenous groups generally and does not inspire great 

confidence that their rights will be adequatdy protected in an independent 

Quebec. Their lack of control over, for example, their future citizenship and 

constitutional rights heightens these fears. What is at stake, in the eyes of the 

Crees, is their right to choose their fiiture political status, the c m  of seif- 

determination. To some extent, then, whether or not they would wish to be 

part of an independent Quebec is beside the point. 

The Crees are aiso ciearly concemed about their position in a sovereign 

Quebec as compared to their currmt position within Canada. The future 

security of the JBNQA, and the loss of one of the parties, for example, 

causes great concem. Not only would this hmdamentally change the nature 

of the agreement. There is concem as to the fiinire security of the whole 

agreement, or vital parts of it, if it c m  be changed so radically without the 

consent of the Crees. î h e  fiduciary relationship with Canada, and al1 the 

protection which that gives, would also be lost. Moreover, there is a genuine 

distrust of Quebec, based on past experience and the rhetoric emanating fiom 

the sovereigntist camp. The Crees claim diat Quebec does not support the 

Draft Declaration and die nghts therein." There is no history of aboriginal 

participation in Quebec's politicai system, a problem compounded by the fact 

that most aboriginal peoples speak English and not French as their second 

Ianguage. Findly, there is a perception îhat Quebec is generaily in favour of 

developing the land as f.r as possible, and that without the potential 

'"set Swenigm Injustice. ibid. nt chapter 12 p.385. 
'%id., at 398. 



intervation of the federal govemment, fiirther Cree land would be subjected 

to development without their consent. 

In their fight for self-detemination in this context, it is clear that the Crees 

view international law as an important tool. Their submissions to the Royal 

Commission on Aboriginal Peoples centred around an international right to 

self-determination. As Romeo Saganash, the Deputy Grand Chief of the Grand 

Council of the Crees of James Bay, states, 

The Crees should not be refhsed their rights, especially the 
fundamentad right to self-determination. This is a question of fairness, 
logic and fimdarnental human rights and has a fim foundation in 
international law. The Cree nation must participate directly and Mly 
in die discussion of any question that may have an impact on its 
traditional lands or bat  may change the constitutional structure of 
Canada and Quebec. 

At the height of the carnpaign in the 1995 referendum in Quebec, their book 

Sovereign Injustice: Forcible Inclusion of the James Bay Crees and Cree 

Territory into a Sovereign Quebec drew heavily on international materials and 

arguments relating to self-determination. Moreover, they have made 

presentations on the matter to the UN Commission on Human ~igha"' and 

Working Group on Indigenous Pop~lations.'~' Consequently, the Crees are 

making their position clear well in advance of any potentid negotiations, and 

trying to ensure that the international community is aware of the situation 

now. 

'"See the Submission on the Status and Rights of the James Bay Crees in the Context of 
Quebec's Session h m  Canada, nudc to the UN CommUsion on Humon Rights, 48th 
Session, 1992, notcd in C. Tennant, "Indigenous Peoples, Intemtiona~ Institutions and 
international Legal Literature fiom 1945-1993" (1994) 16 Hum. Rts. Q. 1 at 43, note 
199. 
'"Theu most reccnt submission was in August 1996. Sec "Our rights are threatened in 
Quebec, Crees teU UN Forum", supra note 88. 



Indeed, the Crees argue that the international community is under an 

obligation to protect their rights, given the importance of the rights being 

potentidly violated by Quebec, the vulnerability of the indigenous groups and 

the precedent such behaviour wouid set for other would-be secessionist 

movements. îhey submit that, "the international mmmunity has an important 

rola to play in the current debate conceming Quebec secession. In particula., 

there is a compelling need to ensure full respect of the right of Aboriginal 

peoples to self-detemiinati~n"'~~ 

The very nature of the dispute is fbndamentally aitered in this context. The 

international community and law are inevitably drawn into the conflict, as a 

new state is created and Quebec appeds for international recognition and 

admittance to organisations such as the UN. Moreover, Quebec itself invokes 

rights of international law, such as seif-detemination, to justi& its secession. 

In contrast to moa other indigenous issues, this dispute therefore has an 

inherently international dimension, immediately making the role of 

international law more pronounced- 

Recognition of independent states is a matter of political radier than legal 

consideration. Therefore, it would be possible for states to recognise Quebec 

regdess  of its legal right to secede, or its aeatment of the Crees. However, 

the legitimacy of a nate is becoming increasingly tied to its human rights 

record. As such, the Crees may weil be able ta argue successfully that 

recognition of Quebc should be dependent upon a suitable accommodation 

being found with the Crees.lu Quebec may be able to ride out some general 

criticism of its development projects, but it couid not ignore conditions on 

its recognition by the international community. 

'32Swereign Injustice, supra note 127 at 378. 
'"This is a strategy also recognised by the Crees. See Sovereign Injustice, ibid. at 369. 
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Such conditions are not unprecedented in international relations. In 199 1, the 

European Union fonnulated guidelines for the recognition of new states in 

Eastern Europe. One of the requirements was, "guarantees for the rights of 

ethnic and national groups and minorities in accordance with those subscribed 

to in the framework of the CSCE."'" The position of the Crees would go 

further than this staternent, though, in bat they would be pushing for 

recognition of their separate right of self-detennination. This goes 

substantially beyond the general minority nghts recognised by the OSCE. 

Moreover, it would require the recognition of a separate right of self- 

detemination for part of a population, a position beyond that currently 

recognised by states, as discussed in chapter one. Therefore, it may be 

dificult to get such a right explicitly recognised by the intemationd 

community. 

However, the general discourse of sel f-determination would be useful , 

especially given the context in which the debate would be occurring. It wouid 

be Quebec, not the Crees, asserting a right of self-determination justifying 

secession. The fact that Quebec is invokiag international rights, yet dismissing 

similar rights of the Crees, would strengdien the case of the Crees. Moreover, 

as a non-state actor, Quebec is no more entitled to exercise self-detemination 

on a traditional reading than the Crees. If Quebec is asserting a new 

interpretation of the nght, it is wiclear why it applies only to Quebec and not 

to the Crees. If Quebec wishes to argue that it has legitimately acquired 

statehaod through the exercise of selfdetermination in support of its 

international recognition, it must address dus issue. As such, it is an issue the 

Crees cm use to publicise their position and argue for their own right of self- 

detemination. 

'%eclaraticm an Yugoslovia and on the Guidelines on the Recognitim of New States of 
the European Communities, December 16, 199 1. 



Altematively, these issues fould be dealt with by the UN taking reasonable 

and prophonal measures against a newly independent Quebec which refused 

to take account of the nghts and interests of its aboriginal peoples. This could 

include, for example, monitoring by the Security Council, the adoption of 

resolutions on the matter and, ultimately, the enforcement of economic or 

cultural  sanction^.'^' The Crees argue that such action would be mandated by 

the breach of the fundamental human right of self-determination, as well as 

the Draa Declaration and evolving standards on indigenous rights. As such, 

the Crees assert that "the international community has a clear interest in 

ensuring cornpliance with existing and emerging 

There are consequently clear opportunities for the Crees to assert their 

international rights in the context of Quebec sovereignty. In tenns of the 

substantive protection that international law can offer to the Crees, here the 

essence of self-determination again becornes crucial. n i e  role of international 

law is in ensuring that the Crees are involved in deciding their own funue, 

and are not simply passed fiom one state to another without their consent 

It cannot lay down what the solution is for the Crees, in tenns of staying 

within Canada or bewrning part of a sovereign Quebec. However, it may 

require thot the Crees be involved in making that decision. 

in conclusion on the role of international law in the context of Quebec 

sovereignty, it is clear that there 1s great scope for the use of self- 

determination, beyond bat of a general bargaining lever. On the occasion of 

independence. it may be possible to persuade states that the recognition of 

Quebec be dependent upon its rcceptance of the rights of the Crees, and the 

production of a result acceptable to all parties. Altematively, it may be 

possible to push the UN to adopt measures against a newly independent 

l 's~ovenign Injus-, supra note 127 rt 380. 
'MSovercign Injustice, supra note 127 at 459. 



Quebec to remeây any breaches of the international standards. Consequentiy, 

international law could play a critical role in protecting the position of the 

Crees in the event of Quebec sovereignty. 

3s .  Conclusion 

The purpose of this chapter has been to show international law in practice, 

and assess its application in die context of a specific group and their 

problems. It is clear that whilst international law can achieve important 

benefits, there are practical limits on its utility. In examining the practical 

utility of international law, using the analytical fhmework outlined in chapter 

two, a number of basic difficulties seemed ta dominate the analysis. Firstly, 

the complexity and individuai nature of self-government agreements such as 

the JBNQA, make it very hard to see a specific utility for the highly vague 

principles being developed at the international level. Secondly, the lack of bite 

and enforcement in international IPW substantially limited its effectiveness. 

The reliance ou political pressure, moral authoriry and the conscience of the 

state diminished its potential infiuence in situtions such as Great Whale and 

the initial James Bay development. ïhis  is coupled with the difficulty of 

applying pressure to the relevant party, wbere it is a province rather than the 

federal govemment. 

The utility of intematioaal law, in the case of the Crees, is in applying long- 

term pressure on Canada and Quebec and slowly changing attitudes in their 

favour. The establishment of standards cnatcs a point of cornparison and a 

clear statement of their entitlements. The international fora open a new avenue 

of wmmunication, and lead to constant monitoring of the treatmmt of the 

Crees by third parties. These f ~ a  encourage the forging of better 

relationships and the wider acceptance of the Crees' basic right to continue to 



practise their c u l N e  and lifestyle. It dso may lead to greater involvement in 

decision-making processes, panicularly in the sphere of resource development. 

Findly, in the event of the secession of Quebec, international law provides 

some support for the claims of die Crees, the central one of which is 

involvement in the final decision, although it may not recognise a full right 

to self-determination. As such, it does not solve their problems. However, it 

should help to ensure their participation in a situation in which international 

law could have a crucial role. 



CONCLUSION 

The aim of this thesis, as outlined in the introduction, was to evaluate the 

practical utility of international law to indigenous peoples in their attempts to 

redefine their relationships with their states. This was achieved by outlining 

the potential roles for intemationel law, and analysing in turn their theoreticai 

and practical limitations, using a case study of the Crees of James Bay. 

In conclusion on the various potential roles of international law, the argument 

that international law can have a direct and decisive effect on the domestic 

position of indigenous peoples is cl early undermined by two factors. Fi rstly , 

the lack of enforceability of the indigenous noms very substantially weakens 

their practical utility in this context. This was cleady seen in the campaign 

by the Crees against the Great Whale project, where international law failed 

to have a signifiant impact. The inability to apply sanctions, and the need 

to rely instead on moral persuasion, political pressure and the conscience of 

the state, tenders the international n o m s  virtually useless in the face of a 

state detennined to develop its resources. By contrast a direct appeal by the 

Crees to the USA, using its economic power through the mobilisation of the 

environmental lobby, was highly successful. The fact that the presence of 

international nonns would have probably had only a marginal effect on 

Quebec's decision to undertake the first phase of development in James Bay, 

reinforces this failing. This problem is reinforced by the decision of groups 

to focus efforts on the right of self-determination, a daim traditionally resisted 

by states. As such, the developmmt of binding nonns will be slow. 

Secondl y, the j mtrpooitioa of highly complex and speci fic arrangements for 

self-government with the vague principles being developed at the international 

level undemines the ability of die principles to achieve specific ends. ïhe  



desire to widen the indigenous movement ta encompass ail groups of a land- 

centred tradition from around the wodd has considerably lowered common 

interests and lessened the points of agreement between groups. As such, the 

principles could contribute very little to the drafhng of the JBNQA, its 

interpretation or enforcement today. The complexity of the land categorisation 

in the JBNQA, for example, was contrasted with the vague principles 

p rotecting indigenous control over the land. Equally , despite their tremendous 

differences, the Sechelt, Yukon and James Bay models of self-government 

were dl appropriate for the groups in question, and could al1 therefore be seen 

as fulfilling the international pnnciple of self-detemination. 

Despite these weakness of international law in this context, though, there are 

other ways in which indigenous peoples can derive substantial benefit fiom 

the international arena, albeit less directly and in a more long-term fashion. 

Links with other groups, indigenous and non-indigenous, can bring valuable 

new experiences and resources to a group wishing to improve its position or 

facing a sudden threat. Equally, the emotional support provided by other 

groups, and the sense of solidarity gained fiom the experience of forging the 

new noms, should not be underestimated The creation of a new channel of 

communication provides f i eh  oppomuiities for cross cultural dialogue and the 

education of both parties. It becomes possible to discuss contentious issues 

outwith the environment of domestic politics, diereby lessening the pressure 

on the parties. Through dealhg with tha Department of Eaernal -airs, 

indigenous peoples an also provided with a potentially powerful ally in the 

enforcement of the international norms. 

Moreover, international law can act as a strong influence on the fiiture 

direction of domestic law, as hm been seen in Australia It can push the 

common law forward in a direction compatible widi international standards, 

and therefore in the generd inter- of indigenou peoples. Indigrnous groups 



can also use international law as a point of camparisan in order to argue for 

the reform of their legal or political position. 

The international standards provide a better starting point for the negotiation 

of self-government agreements, which accepts the basic right of indigenous 

groups to continue to practise their traditions. As such, the boundaries and 

tone of the negotiations may be more favourablt to indigenous peoples than 

would otherwise be the case. International law also places the individuai 

domestic struggles of aboriginal groups into a wider context, portraying their 

clairns as a furtherance of basic rights under international law, to which al1 

other indigenous peoples are entitled. This ad& a greater legitimacy and 

weight to indigenous claims. 

Equally, wider international law occasionally has an impact on the lives of 

indigenous peoples, such as in the case of the potentiai secession of Quebec. 

Here, other d e s  of international law play a vital part in deciding an issue 

which has a great impact on indigenous peoples. As such, it is crucial that 

indigenous peoples develop a voice in die international arena, which can 

ensure their participation, to some degree, in the decision-making processes. 

In the case of Quebec, the Crees daim that they have the right to decide their 

own hmuc political status. Whila the international community may not accept 

diat the Crees have a full right of selfdetemination, the general discourse 

and international arena could be vital to the Crees, especiaily given the 

assertion by Quebec of its right to self-detemination. The strength of 

international law in aiis wntext is not in deciding the issue for indigenous 

peoples. Rather, it is in ensuring that they participate in the decision-making 

process, the essence of self-determination. 

There are other cases in which other of rules international law have a 

similarly direct impact on the lives of indigrnous peoples, and where their 



participation wodd be very important. The drafting of international 

environmentai reguiations, for example, which remict the right to hunt or fish 

certain species, may have a very profound impact on the traditional hunting 

lifestyle of a group. The ability to influence such measures, by invoking rights 

to self-detemination or culturai identity, could be of momous benefit to 

indigenous groups. Therefore, it is vital that indigenous peoples have access 

to international law in order to voice thek claims, thereby enabling their 

interests to be adequately protected. 

The red utility of international law, therefore, is as a long tenn influence on 

domestic attitudes, policies and la- radier than as a way for indigenous 

peoples to suddenly improve their position. Expectations of the direct impact 

of international law on domestic indigenous &airs must accordingly be 

measured and redistic. This is not to dismiss international law as pure 

rhetoric. Attitudes of the public and govemments do change over time, and 

international Iaw bas played a very substantial role in raising the profile of 

issues such as racial discrimination, the rights of children and women, as well 

as more general human rights. Intemarional law cm add real legitimacy, 

moral weight and a new impetw to indigenous claims. By doing so, it can 

help to pu& indigenous rights, and the claims of indigenous peoples to have 

some control over their own affain and fuhues, towards wider public 

acceptance. 
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